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demand! of!modern! societies.! Regardless! of!whether! this!model! is! sustainable! or!not,! the! complexity! on! this! search! has! lead! to! the! development! of! highly!sophisticated! energetic! sources,! such! as! nuclear,! or! even! nuclear! fusion! sources!which! are! currently! under! development.! Everything! corresponds! to! the! same!necessities! and! to! the! same! logic:! how! to! extract! the! energy! stored! on! different!materials,!sources!or!processes.!This! is!the!cost!of!our!battle!against!entropy!and!all!the!solutions!are!welcome.!New!energetic!solutions,!energy!capture!and!storage!alternatives!help!to!enhance!our!life!quality!in!a!sustainable!manner.!The!success!on!overcoming!this!challenge!will!not!only!be!the!success!of!our!society,!but!also!the!one!of!the!generations!to!come.!
1.1. Energetic"and"storage"contexts"overview"Energy! is! intrinsically!associated!to! the!development!of!human!societies.!The!enhancement! of! our! life! quality! towards! the! availability! of! better! services,! life!comfort,!transportation,!industrial!activities!or!the!demand!of!a!larger!population!requires!a!continuous!search!of!new!solutions!able!to!supply!a!massive!amount!of!energy,!according! to! the!demand.!As!a! consequence,! its!production,!management!and!distribution!are!one!of! the!most! concerning!problems!at!global! scale.! In! this!line,! the! worldwide! increasing! electric! power! demand! has! become! in! an!unprecedented! challenge! that! requires! appropriate! solutions! from! different!involved! agents,! from! the! scientific! and! technologic! level! up! to! the! change! and!adaptation! of! new! common! energetic! policies.! According! to! the! International*





reaching! a! nonGsustainable! scenario! where! the! drawbacks! of! this! massive!exploitation! are! manifesting! severe! environmental! hazards.! Quantitatively,!attending! to! how! this! energy! is! produced,! according! to! the! International*Energy*
Agency!(IEA)![2]!in!2014!the!production!from!fossil!fuels!(oil,!coal!and!natural!gas)!accounted! for!81.2%.! In!addition,!nuclear! supposed!a!4.7%.!A! comparison!of! the!sources! used! in! the! energy! production! between! 1971! and! 2014! is! presented! in!Figure!1.2.!





the! paramount! importance! of! this! issue.! Derived! from! the! international!policymaking! and! from! global! agreements,! some! important! actions! have! been!taken! in! order! to! palliate! and! control! the! impact! of! fossil! source! energy!exploitation.!One!of!the!most! important!approaches!to!this!problem!has!been!the!establishment! of! a! common! actuation! protocol! with! the! goal! of! reducing! and!controlling! the! greenhouse! gas! emission! by! the! advanced! industrial! and! societal!activities,!known!as!Kyoto*protocol![6].!Even!if!the!application!of!this!protocol!has!derived!on!immediate!actions!such!as!the!search!of!sustainable!energetic!sources!or!the!drastic!limitation!on!the!emission!of!hazardous!contaminants,!the!successful!solution!to!the!energy!scenario!and!its!negative!environmental!impact!is!still!far.!





exploitation! of! these! sources! has! been! very! limited! in! comparison! to! fossil!alternatives,!in!the!last!decade!renewable!sources!have!experimented!a!noticeable!increase,!reaching!to!around!40%!of!the!total!power!production!in!some!countries!such!as!Spain![7].!Worldwide,!wind!power!is!one!of!the!most!exploited!renewable!energies!with! a! total! installed! power! of! 433! GW! [8].! Solar! source! has! also! been!identified!as!a!key!energy!to!contribute!in!a!decisive!manner!to!the!overall!energy!production! scheme.! In! this! line,! photovoltaic! electric! generation! has! been! of!particular! importance,! opening! new! power! generation! alternatives! and!markets!suited!for!selfGgeneration!and!also!for!a!wider!industrial!deployment.!





a!successful!solution,!which!permits!to!provide!stable!power!on!demand!even!with!low!values!of!the!primary!renewable!source!or!even!null!input.!Table!1.1.!Energy!storage!concepts!and!costs![10G13].!! Energy!storage!concept! Capacity!cost!($/kWh)! Efficiency!(%)!
Electri
cal!
Sealed!lead!acid!battery! 333! 80!Lithium!ion!battery! 600! 85!Supercapacitor! 10000! 95!HighGspeed!flywheel! 1600! 95!Pumped!hydroelectric! 75! 85!Compressed!air! 55! 60G80!
Therm






Currently,! different! EES! concepts! are! available.! Some! of! the! most!representative! ones! are! included! in! Table! 1.1! together! with! their! cost! per! kWh![14].! In! addition,! the! capital! versus! the!operation! costs! is! included! in!Figure!1.4.!Finally,!the!tendency!of!the!efficiency!achieved!in!these!storage!concepts!with!the!advances!of!each!technology!is!presented!in!Figure!1.5.!






Despite! PHES! is! a! wellGknown!mature! and! efficient! solution! it! also! presents!some! limitations.! Among! them,! the! relatively! low! energy! density,! the! scarcity! of!available!sites!for!two!large!reservoirs!and!one!or!two!dams,!a!long!commissioning!time! (typically! ~10! years)! and! high! environmental! impact! (i.e.! removing! trees!prior!to!the!reservoir!being!flooded).!These!drawbacks!have!introduced!CAES!as!an!attractive!option!in!the!last!years!(see!section!1.4.3).!Attending! to! the! maturity! of! most! common! EES! technologies,! in! Figure! 1.7!their!status!versus!the!capital!requirements!and!the!technological!risks! is!shown.!As!already!mentioned!at!the!largeGscale,!PHES!is!the!most!commercialized!concept.!As!it!is!introduced!in!section!1.4.3,!CAES!is!still!at!a!demonstration!status!and!new!configurations!such!as!adiabaticGCAES!at!a!research!stage.!!






system! can! only! be! generated! by! heat! dissipation/absorption! and!by!work.! As! a!consequence,! any! useful! work! extracted! from! a! thermal! process! involves!necessarily! the!absorption!of!a! certain!amount!of!heat! that! is!partially!converted!into!work,! as! established! by! the! Second! Law! of! Thermodynamics,! depending! on!the!overall!work!efficiency!of!the!system.!Based!on!the!fundamental!nature!of!heat!as!energetic!source,!many!thermally!powered!systems!are!widely!exploited!in!the!energy! and! power! production! frame.! As! an! example,! thermal! engines! such! as!steam,! gas! turbines,! combustion! or! diesel! engines! and! Rankine,! Otto! or! Diesel!cycles!are!the!basis!of!the!current!power!production.!In! this! frame,! considering! the! importance! of! heat! as! a! primary! energy,! the!optimization!of!any!thermal!energy!driven!process!becomes!of!great!importance!in!order!to!increase!the!overall!efficiency!of!any!thermal!system.!Consequently,!heat!must!be!identified!as!a!valuable!resource!able!to!give!a!determinant!added!value!to!any!thermal!process.!Based!on!this!premise,!as!mentioned!in!the!previous!section,!this! thesis! work! is! focused! on! thermal! energy! storage! and! its! implications! on!relevant! application! areas! such! as! solarGthermal! renewable! power! generation,!industrial!waste!heat! recovery!or!adiabatic! compressed!air!energy!storage.! In!all!cases,!the!vision!of!heat!as!a!valuable!asset!leads!to!the!basic!concept!proposed!and!developed!in!this!work,!thermal!energy!storage.!With! the! objective! of! storing! heat,! different! physical! principles! can! be! used.!Among! the! most! extended! ones,! due! to! their! practical! implementation,! three!general!methodologies!have!been! introduced:! sensible,! latent!or! thermochemical!heat!storages.!In!the!following!each!of!them!is!described!in!detail.!










(Granada,!Spain)!with!7.5!hours!of!storage!(1.01!GWh),!Gemasolar!(Sevilla,!Spain)!with!15!hours!of!storage,!Noor!1!(Ouarzazate,!Morocco)!with!3!hours!of!storage!or!Crescent!Dunes! (Tonopah,! EEUU)!with! up! to! 10! hours! of! storage! (1.1! GWh)! are!examples!of!this!technology.!A!picture!of!the!TES!unit!based!on!molten!salt!doubleGtank!solution!of!Andasol!I!is!shown!in!Figure!1.8.!
!Figure!1.8.!DoubleGtank!TES!system!in!the!CSP!plant!of!Andasol!I![29].!
!(a)!





constructed!and!tested!by!EnergyNest!in!Masdar!Institute!(Figure!1.9b)![32].!Both!STES! devices! consist! in! a! concrete! block! with! internal! steel! piping! enclosing! a!thermal!oil!flow,!used!as!heat!carrier,!to!supply/extract!the!heat!from!the!storage!unit.! These! two! facilities! have! permitted! the! experimental! demonstration! of! this!storage!technology!as!a!modular!and!easily!scalable!STES!concept.!As! a! summary,! Table! 1.2! compiles! the! energy! density,! thermal! conductivity!and! operating! temperature! range! of! the! most! widely! proposed! STES! solid! and!liquid!materials.!
Table!1.2.!Materials!used!in!STES!applications.!





liquid! materials,! some! limitations! are! derived! from! the! narrow! operation!temperature! range! offered! by! usual! liquids! such! as! water! or! molten! salts.! The!former!needs! the! implementation!of!highGpressure!systems,!with! the!consequent!technological!difficulties.!The!second!only!permits!its!operation!between!290G565!°C! (Solar* salt),! which! implies! a! huge! effort! avoiding! the! salt! solidification,! and!limits!the!maximum!operation!temperature!range.!However,!many!research!works!have! been! presented! in! the! last! years! aiming! at! finding! new! salt! mixtures! with!enhanced! thermal! properties! such! as! lower! melting! temperatures! [42G44]! and!higher!specific!heat!or!thermal!conductivity!values![45,46].!In!addition,!the!cost!of!the!molten!salts! is!highly!expensive! (around!625!€/t! in! the!case!of! the!Solar*salt![47]),!which!drastically!affects!to!the!final!cost!and!technoGeconomic!efficiency!of!the!overall!energy!management!process.!In!order!to!overcome!the!mentioned!limitations!of!current!STES!technologies,!different! STES! concepts! have! been! proposed! in! the! last! years.! The! introduced!innovations!not!only! include!the!storage!material!or!heat! transfer! fluids,!but!also!the! storage! concept! itself.! Aligned! with! this! idea,! high! temperature! and! cost!effective! materials! have! been! identified! as! potential! solutions! for! the! new!generation! storage! alternatives.! As! an! example,! the! exploitation! of! air! as! heat!transfer!fluid![48G50]!if!introduced!together!with!STES!materials!able!to!operate!at!temperatures!above!600!°C!can!represent!a!breakthrough!concept!to!overcome!the!current! technological! limitations.!Together!with! the!material!enhancement,! some!authors!have!also! introduced! the! solid!packed!bed! storage! concept! [51G55].!This!technology!proposes!the!use!of!a!packing!of!small!solid!particles!forming!a!bed!that!performs!as!heat! storage!medium! in!a! singleGtank!configuration.!A!hot/cold!heat!transfer!fluid!(liquid!or!gas)!is!interstitially!circulated!through!the!solid!packing!to!exchange!its!heat!content!to/from!the!solid!material.!This!STES!concept!is!the!core!subject!of!the!present!work!and!the!conceptual!description!as!well!as!its!stateGofGtheGart!is!discussed!in!section!1.3.!





internal!energy! involving!mechanisms!can!also!be!exploited! to!store!heat.! In! this!frame,!heat!can!be!exchanged!with!a!thermal!system!maintaining!constant!any!of!the!thermodynamic!variable!magnitudes!such!as!temperature,!pressure!or!volume.!The! underlying! exploited! physical! mechanism! leading! to! the! exchange! of! the!internal! energy! of! a!material! under! isothermal! conditions! is! based! on! its! phase!changes.!In!such!processes,!the!internal!energy!of!a!thermodynamic!system!is!not!used!to!promote!a!temperature!variation,!but!to!rearrange!its!internal!structure!at!a! molecular! or! atomic! level.! This! change! is! the! result! of! the! search! of! the!equilibrium!phase!of!the!heat!exchanging!material,!according!to!the!minimization!of! the!Gibbs! energy.!As! a! consequence,! the! thermal! energy! is! used! to! generate! a!different!molecular!or!atomic!arrangement!by!means!of!the!latent!heat!involved!in!the! corresponding! phase! change.! Based! on! this! definition,! only! first! order! phase!transitions! can!be! exploited! since! a! latent!heat! is! involved! in! the! transformation!process.!Other!phase!change!mechanisms!such!as!higher!order!transitions!cannot!be! considered! for! thermal! storage,! because! no! latent! heat! is! involved.! As! an!example,! second! order! transitions! such! as! paramagneticGferromagnetic! phase!transitions!are!not!suited!for!TES.!Examples!of!transitions!with!an!associated!latent!heat!able!to!exchange!thermal!energy,!and!exploited!in!TES!applications!are:!
• Melting!–! Solidification! (!"#$%! ↔ !"#$"%):! this!phase! change!usually!occur!in!a!temperature!range!between!10!and!1500!°C,!depending!on!the!material.!The! volume! change! between! the! solid! and! liquid! phases! presents! a!controllable!and!predictable!behaviour.!The!associated!operation!pressures!also!show!controllable!values,!suitable!for!the!practical!implementation.!
• Evaporation! –!Condensation! (!"#$"%! ↔ !"#):! even! if! these!phase! changes!show! higher! latent! enthalpies! when! compared! to! solidGliquid!transformations,!the!huge!volume!change!between!liquid!and!gaseous!phase!involves! the! implementation! of! very! complex! practical! devices.! As! a!consequence,! this! transition!mechanism!does!not! show!a! strong!attractive!for!LTES!applications.!





• Structural!transition!(!"#$%! ↔ !"#$%):!usually!presents!a!limited!latent!heat!value!if!compared!to!the!rest!of!phase!change!mechanisms.!In!all!the!mentioned!phase!change!mechanisms,!the!exchanged!energy!with!the!transitional!thermodynamic!system!can!be!described!as!follows:!!! ! = ! · Δ!!"#$%#;! (1.2)!where,! !is! the!mass! of! the!material! suffering! the! phase! change! and!Δ!!"#$%#!the!transition!latent!heat!per!unit!mass.!The!materials! used! in! these! applications! are! commonly! called! phase! change!materials,!PCM.!Considering!eq.!(1.2),! the!right!selection!of!a!PCM!must! include!a!large! transition! latent! heat! value.! However,! this! is! not! the! only! requirement! to!perform! a! satisfactory! PCM! choice.! In! addition! to! the! standard! requirements!applicable!to!any!storage!material,!a!PCM!shall!be!selected!based!on!the!following!criteria:!
• The! reversibility! of! the! phase! transition! must! be! guaranteed! in! order! to!obtain!a!successful!cyclic!operation!of!the!storage.!
• The! transformation! temperatures,! both! on! the! heating! and! cooling!processes,!must!meet!the!requirements!of!the!selected!storage!application.!










current! sensible! materials! such! as! molten! salts,! concretes! or! ceramic! materials.!The!second!one!is!associated!to!the!flexibility!in!the!operating!temperature.!Phase!transitions! occur! at! a! fixed! temperature,! which! implies! a! unique! operation!temperature.! Even! if! this! limitation! can! be! overcome! following! a! cascade! LTES!concept! introduced! by! several! authors! [75,76],! the! complexity! of! this! solution!presents! more! restrictions! than! STES! systems,! which! allow! the! operation! in! a!wider!temperature!range.!





ones! [22,77].! As! a! consequence,! the! storage! density! is! noticeably! increased!with!large! storage! capacities! on! small! TES! volumes.! In! addition,! the! separated!treatment! of! the! product! components! of! the! thermochemical! reaction! after! the!primary! heat! is! absorbed,! represents! one! of! the! most! important! advantages! of!TCHS.!This!makes!possible!the!uncoupling!of!the!thermal!storage!with!temperature!boundaries,!since!no!reverse!reaction!will!be!promoted!up!to!the!recombination!of!the! product! materials,! regardless! of! the! temperature! [78].! An! important!consequence! of! this! behaviour! is! the! avoiding! of! sophisticated! and! expensive!thermal!insulation!strategies,!usual!in!STES!and!LTES.!However,! some! limiting! factors! affect! to! the! complete! deployment! of! this!technology! at! industrial! scale.! Among! them,! the! complexity! of! the! reactors! and!heat!exchangers!required!for!reaching!high!reaction!yields,!or!the!need!of!finding!lowGcost!reactions!with!good!cyclability!and!long!lifetime.!Following! the!description!used! in!STES!and!LTES,! the!exchanged!energy! in!a!thermochemical!reaction!can!be!defined!as!follows:!!! ! = ! · Δ!!"#$%&'(;! (1.3)!where! !is! the! mass! of! the! material! of! the! limiting! reactant! and!Δ!!"#$%&'(!the!reaction!enthalpy!per!unit!mass.!Among!the!potential!chemical!reactions!with!clear!implementation!potential!in!the!thermal!energy!storage!frame,!gasGsolid!reactions!have!been!demonstrated!as!the!most!suitable!ones![79].!These!reactions!take!place!at!constant!temperature!for!a! given! pressure,!what! allows! the! selection! of! reactants! and! reaction! conditions!adapted! to! a! specific! application.! In! addition,! the! pressure! presents! a! very!important! effect! on! the! reaction! temperature,!which! can! be! exploited! to! control!this!last!parameter.!As!a!consequence,!different!charge!or!discharge!temperatures!can! be! obtained! by! adjusting! appropriately! the! pressure! of! the! system.! This!phenomenon!is!known!as!“thermal!upgrade”![80].!Different!gasGsolid!reactions!have!been!reported!in!the!literature!as!successful!candidates!for!TCHS![79].!These!reactions!can!be!grouped!in!four!main!families:!





SrBr2·6H2O! /! SrBr2·H2O! [81],! MgSO4·7H2O! /! MgSO4! [82],! MgCl2·6H2O! /!MgCl2·H2O! [83],! CaCl2·2H2O! /!CaCl2·H2O! [84],!NaS2·5H2O! /!NaS2·2H2O! [85]!or!Ca(OH)2!/!CaO![86].!
• Reduction/oxidation!(Redox):! in! these!reactions,!oxygen! is!removed/taken!from/by! a! molecule.! Examples! of! these! reactions! are! Co3O4! /! CoO! [87],!Mn2O3!/!Mn3O4![88],!BaO2!/!BaO![79]!or!CuO!/!Cu2O![79].!
• Hydrogenation/dehydrogenation:! in! these! reactions,! hydrogen! is!removed/taken!from/by!a!molecule.!Proposed!reactions!of!this!typology!are!MgH2!/!Mg![89],!NaMgH3!/!NaH+Mg![90]!or!Mg2FeH6!/!Mg+Fe![91].!





scale! applications.! Aligned!with! this! idea,! no! universal! solution! can! be! found! for!TCHS! implementing! any! reaction! under! specific! TES! conceptual! solutions.! The!success! of! the! TCHS! necessarily! implies! the! customization! of! the! selected!materials,!reactions!and!the!particular!deployment!TES!solution.!!
1.2.4. Storage*concepts*The! implementation! of! the! aforementioned! heat! storage! principles! requires!the! development! of! suitable! storage! concepts! for! its! deployment! in! real!applications.!As!detailed! in! the!STES,!LTES!and!TCHS!sections,! each!heat! storage!alternative!presents!a!particular!problematic!which!makes!necessary!a!customized!design.! Leading! apart! the! detailed! requirements! of! each! TES! alternative,! in! this!section,! a! general! heat! storage! conceptual! implementation! survey! is! provided.!Based! on! the! current! TES! deployment! frame,! in! the! following,! the! most! widely!storage!deployment!strategies!are!detailed,!also!depicted!in!Figure!1.10.!
! !(a)! (b)!
! !(c)! (d)!Figure!1.10.!TES!configurations:!a)!active!direct!storage;!b)!active!storage!with!thermocline;!c)!active!indirect!storage!and!d)!passive!storage!with!concrete.!





o Direct! storage:! the! heat! transfer! fluid! and! storage! medium! are! the!same.!This!TES!deployment!strategy!is!shown!in!Figure!1.10a,!where!a!single!fluid!is!used!as!HTF!and!storage!medium.!As!it!can!be!observed,!in! this! configuration,! the! hot! fluid! coming! from! the! heat! source,! i.e.!industrial!process,!solar!field,!etc.! is!directly!fed!to!the!hot!tank.!From!this! tank! is! sent! to! the! particular! heat! demanding! application,! i.e.!power! block,! industrial! process,! etc.! and! once! cooled! down,! it! is!introduced! back! into! the! cold! tank.! When! the! heat! source! is! again!available,! the! fluid! is! circulated! through! the! heat! source! starting! the!cyclic!thermal!operation!again.!A!second!example!of!active!storage!with!a! single! fluid! solution! is! provided! in! Figure! 1.10b,! showing! a!thermocline!TES!concept.!Under!this!configuration,!when!there!is!heat!surplus,!hot!fluid!from!the!heat!source!is!introduced!through!the!upper!part!of!the!tank!and!released!cold!from!bottom.!Inside!the!storage!tank!coexists! both,! cold! and! hot,! fluids! separated! by! a! temperature!stratification! region! called! thermocline.!When! it! is! necessary! to! take!heat! from! the! storage! tank,! the! cold! fluid! is! inserted! in! the! storage!through!the!bottom!part!and!obtained!hot!from!the!top.!
o Indirect!storage:!two!materials!are!used,!one!as!heat!transfer!fluid!and!other! as! storage! medium.! In! this! configuration,! a! heat! exchanger! is!required!(Figure!1.10c).!In!this!case,!the!hot!fluid!coming!from!the!heat!source! can! be! either! used! to! feed! a! heat! exchanger! to! heat! up! the!secondary! fluid! used! as! storage!medium!or! directly! consumed! in! the!heat!demanding!application.!When!no!heat!source!is!available,!the!fluid!from!the!hot!tank!is!feed!in!the!heat!exchanger!to!heat!up!the!HTF.!





















• The! possibility! of! releasing! hot! fluid! at! constant! temperature! during! the!discharge! process! being! a! singleGtank! solution.! Depending! on! the! final!application!of! the!heat,! this!performance! is!of!paramount! importance!as! is!the!case!of!power!production!via!a!steam!turbine.!
• The! use! of! solid! materials,! typically! ceramic,! as! TES! medium! allows! the!extension! of! the! system! operating! temperature! range! from! ambient! to!temperatures!above!1000!°C!when,!for!example,!air!is!used!as!heat!transfer!fluid.!
• Since! it!consists! in!a!singleGtank!solution,!and! it!allows! the!use!of! low!cost!TES!materials,!the!required!investment!of!this!technology!is!lower!than!the!molten! salt! doubleGtank! solution.! In! addition,! in! the! case! of! using!molten!salts! as! heat! transfer! fluid,! the! substitution! of! a! noticeable! amount! of! this!material,! around! 65G70%,! by! a! solid! medium,! considerably! reduces! the!amount!of!required!salt.!Taking! into!account!the!high!cost!of! this!material,!the!impact!on!the!required!investment!is!very!relevant.!In!the!case!of!using!air! as! heat! transfer! fluid,! the! substitution! of! the! molten! salt! would! be!complete,!which!leads!to!an!even!higher!cost!reduction!(see!Table!1.1).!The!material! choice! for! a! packed! bed! storage! arrangement! is! not! something!trivial.! In! order! to! make! a! successful! selection,! the! following! requirements! are!expected:!
• High! energetic! density:! as! presented! in! section! 1.2.1,! this! property! is!determinant! in! STES! applications.! With! the! objective! of! increasing! the!storage! capacity,! large! values! of! this! magnitude! are! desired! in! order! to!minimize!the!size!of!the!storage!maintaining!similar!storage!capacities.!





• High!mechanical!resistance:!in!real!systems,!the!packed!configuration!of!the!solid! medium,! with! lengths! of! several! meters,! and! the! large! temperature!variations! generate! high! stresses! in! the! solid!material.! In! this! regard! high!mechanical!resistance,!mainly!under!compression!strength,!is!necessary.!
• Similar! thermal! expansion! than! container! materials:! different! thermal!expansion!between!the!TES!medium!and!the!container!material!may!cause!strong! stresses! in! both! materials! causing! mechanical! failures! such! as! the!wellGknown!ratcheting!effect![98,99].!
• Stable!in!the!operating!temperature!range:!the!selected!TES!material!should!not! suffer! degradation! or! irreversible! transformations! in! the! selected!operation!temperature!range.!
• Durability:! the! solid!material! and! the! heat! transfer! fluid! operate! in! direct!contact.! In! this! regard,! the! complete! compatibility!between!both!materials!must!be!guaranteed!during!the!expected!life!cycle!of!the!system!(estimated!in!25G30!years!in!the!case!of!CSP!plants).!
















1.4. Thermal"energy"storage"applications"As! established! in! the! sections! above,! TES! can! be! exploited! by! means! of!different! technologies,! concepts! and! final! solutions.! Many! TES! alternatives! have!been! introduced! such! as! STES,! LTES! or! TCHS.! Furthermore,! the! underlying!physical! mechanisms,! storage! materials,! heat! transfer! fluids! and! the! TES!deployment! system! open! a! wide! application! window! for! heat! storage.! A! good!example!of!this! implementation!potential! is!based!on!the!suitability!of!TES!to!the!complete!temperature!range,!from!low!to!high!temperatures.!Conceptually,! the! application! of! a! TES! solution! can! be! suited! for! any!thermodynamic! system! involving! the! production! or! demand! of! heat.! In! practical!terms,!TES!implies!important!added!value!to!any!thermally!activated!process:!
• Noticeable! increase! of! the! thermal! efficiency:! the! storage! of! heat,! that! in!principle! is! a! lost,! implies! a! better!management! of! the! available! energetic!resources,!minimizing!the!thermal!losses!and!leading!to!an!optimum!energy!deployment!framework.!
• Dispatchability!of! the!energy:!TES!allows!decoupling! the!production!of! the!thermal!energy!to!its!consumption.!As!a!consequence,!an!energyGonGdemand!scheme!is!promoted.!
• On! the! power! production! frame,! the! last! mentioned! point! presents!particular! relevance! since! the! matching! of! the! energy! supply! with! the!demand!peaks!allows!the!maximization!of!the!production!revenues!with!the!associated!optimization!of!the!resources.!Based!on!these!premises,!the!implementation!of!a!TES!solution!can!be!the!key!to!obtain!a!better!exploitation!of!the!energetic!sources!and!to!give!a!determinant!boost!to!the!related!renewable!or!heavy!industrial!sector,!in!the!search!of!a!green!and!efficient!energy!deployment!scenario.!With!this!goal,!in!the!following!sections,!the!main!TES!exploitation!applications!are!explained.!





electricity! production.! It! is! estimated! that! enough! solar! radiation! reaches! the!Earth’s! surface! to! fuel! the! production! of! electrical! energy! for! all! of! its! habitants![126].! Although! solarGthermal! methodology! is! not! the! only! manner! to! produce!electricity!from!solar!source,!it!is!of!particular!interest!based!on!its!large!capacity!and! its! potential! to! be! stored.! In! essence,! the! solarGthermal! power! production!consists!in!the!concentration!of!the!solar!radiation!by!means!of!mirrors!in!a!small!area.!This!power!production!technology!is!commonly!known!as!concentrated!solar!power! (CSP).! A! heat! transfer! fluid! (HTF)! absorbs! the! heat! transported! by! the!concentrated! radiation,! which! is! afterwards! used! to! run! a! power! block! and!produce!electricity.!Taking!this!into!account,!five!are!the!main!components!in!a!CSP!plant:! the!solar! field,! the!receiver,! the!power!block,! the!HTF!and,! in!many!plants,!the!TES!unit.!In!Figure!1.14!a!schematic!view!of!a!generic!CSP!plant!is!presented.!
!Figure!1.14.!Schematic!view!of!a!parabolic!through!CSP!plant!equipped!with!a!molten!salt!doubleGtank!TES!system![41].!Depending! on! the! principle! used! for! concentrating! the! solar! radiation,! CSP!plants!can!be!classified!as![24,127G129]:!





to! the!Gemasolar! plant! [131],! located! in! Sevilla! (Spain).! This!was! the! first!commercial! CSP! plant! of! this! typology! with! a! molten! salt! heat! storage!system!constructed!in!the!world.!
! !(a)! (b)!
! !(c)! (d)!Figure!1.15.!CSP!plant!technologies.!a)!Central!tower!(Gemasolar![131]);!b)!Parabolic!through!(Valle!1!and!Valle!2![132]);!c)!Linear!Fresnel!(Puerto!Errado!2![133])!and!d)!Stirling!parabolic!dish!(California![134]).!!
• Parabolic! through:! in! this! configuration,! parabolic! mirrors! are! used! for!concentrating!the!solar!radiation.!The!receiver!consists!in!a!pipe!located!in!the! focal! point! of! the! parabola.! Such! collectors! are! oriented! in! direction!NorthGSouth! to! maximize! the! concentration.! With! this! technology,! it! is!possible! to! concentrate! the! solar! radiation! up! to! 100! times! reaching!temperatures! up! to! 550! °C! [130].! An! example! of! this! configuration! is!included!in!Figure!1.15b.!The!presented!picture!corresponds!to!Valle*1*and*
Valle*2!plants!located!in!Cádiz!(Spain)![132].!





this! type!of!collectors,! it! is!possible! to!heat! the!HTF!up!to!320!°C![130].! In!Figure! 1.15c! an! example! of! this! technology! is! presented.! The! particular!image! corresponds! to! the! CSP! plant! Puerto* Errado* 2! located! in! Murcia!(Spain)![133].!
• Stirling! parabolic! dish:! in! this! technology! a! parabolic! dish! is! used! to!concentrate! the! solar! radiation! on! its! focal! point,! together! with! a! Stirling!thermal!engine!for!power!production.!Temperatures!around!750!°C!can!be!achievable! in! the! receptor.! Many! single! units! ranging! from! 5! to! 100! kW!constitute! a! CSP! plant! of! this! typology.! A! picture! of! this! technology! is!presented!in!Figure!1.15d.!This!figure!corresponds!to!the!plant!of!CondiSys*










Together!with!the!mentioned!plant!components,!a!TES!solution!is!presented!as!a!key!element!in!many!CSP!plants.!The!integration!of!a!TES!system!in!a!CSP!plant!improves! its! performance! in! terms!of:! i)! palliation! of! fluctuations!when!weather!conditions!are!variable;!ii)!extending!the!number!of!hours!of!power!generation!in!low!radiation!periods!or!at!night;!and! iii)!aligning!the!electricity!production!with!the! demand! [117].! All! these! benefits! confer! a! determinant! operation! flexibility,!dispatchability!and!overall!efficiency!increase!to!the!CSP!generation.!In!this!frame,!this!technology!can!reduce!noticeably!the!levelized!cost!of!the!electricity!(LCOE)!in!order!to!attain!competitive!values.!As!already!mentioned!in!section!1.2,!most!common!TES!technology!used!in!CSP!plants! consists! in! molten! salts! doubleGtank! solution.! In! Table! 1.3! a! summary! of!worldwide!operating!CSP!plants!implementing!TES!systems!and!their!typology!are!presented.!







Nickel!refining!furnace! 1370G1650!Steel!electric!arc!furnace! 1370G1650!Basic!oxygen!furnace! 1200!Aluminium!reverberatory!furnace! 1100G1200!Copper!refining!furnace! 760G820!Steel!heating!furnace! 930G1040!Copper!reverberatory!furnace! 900G1090!Hydrogen!plants! 650G980!Fume!incinerators! 650G1430!Glass!melting!furnace! 1300G1540!Coke!oven! 650G1000!Iron!cupola! 820G980!
Medium!(230G650!°C)!













!Figure!1.16.!Waste!heat!losses!and!work!potential!from!processes!with!and!without!heat!recovery!in!the!U.S.!industry![140].!Related! to! the! technological! barriers,! the! integration! of! a! TES! in! a! heat!recovery! system! allows! solving! the! problem! of! mismatching! between!intermittences!in!the!heat!source!and,!the!eventual!required!continuous!supply!in!the!heat!demanding!application.!Furthermore,!in!2014,!the!IEA!highlighted!the!use!of!TES!in!this!sector!as!a!key!application!to!achieve!a!lowGcarbon!future!due!to!the!temporal!and!geographic!decoupling!of!heat!supply!and!demand![143].!Overall,!the!implementation!of!a!TES!system!in!cogeneration!systems,!power!production!cycles!and!industries!with!an!intensive!primary!energy!demand!is!receiving!an!increasing!attention! in! terms! of! energy! saving! and! CO2! emission! reduction! [144,145].!Particular! industrial! processes! that! have! received! attention! from! the! scientific!community! for! heat! recovery! including! a! TES! system! are! foundries! [146,147],!steelmakers! [148G150],! pulp! and! paper! [151,152]! or! cement! and! concrete! [153]!among!others.!





occur!at!different!times.!During!periods!of!energy!surplus,!the!compression!phase!occurs! and! electricity! is! absorbed! from! the! grid! to! activate! a!motorGcompressor!unit! compressing! air.! The! thermal! energy! produced! during! compression! is!removed! by! means! of! intercoolers! and! aftercoolers! and! the! highGpressure! lowGtemperature! air! is! then! stored! in! a! large! air! reservoir.! During! peak! periods! of!electricity!demand! from! the!grid,! the!air!expansion!stage! takes!place.!The!stored!compressed! air! is! fed! through! a! combustion! chamber,! aiming! at! increasing! its!enthalpy,! before! being! expanded! in! a! gas! turbineGgenerator! unit! for! electricity!production.!In!a!conventional!CAES!plant!there!are!four!main!components:!
• The!motor/generator:!provide!for!alternate!engagement!to!the!compressor!or!turbine!block.!
• The!compressors!block:!it!may!require!two!or!more!stages,!intercoolers!and!aftercoolers,! to! achieve! economic! air! compression! and! to! reduce! the!moisture!content!of!the!compressed!air.!
• The!turbine!block:!consist!of!a!highG!and!lowG!pressure!turbines.!






As! of! today,! only! two! industrialGscale! CAES! plants! are! successfully! in!operation:!the!321!MW!Huntorf!plant!(Germany),!and!the!110!MW!McIntosh!plant!(Alabama,!U.S.).!Commissioned!at!the!end!of!1978,!Huntorf!plant!is!the!world’s!first!CAES!plant.!On! the!other!hand,!McIntosh!CAES!plant,! commissioned! in!1991,!can!be! considered! as! secondGgeneration!CAES! in!which! a! recuperator! is! exploited! to!preGheat!the!compressed!air!before!entering!the!combustion!chamber.!The!roundGtrip! efficiencies! are!42%!and!54%! for! the!Huntorf! and! the!McIntosh! CAES!plants!respectively![155].!Up! to! now,! the! detailed! CAES! process! deals! only! with! the! air!compression/expansion!stages,!without!implementing!any!strategy!to!recover!the!heat!involved!on!both!processes.!Considering!the!relevance!of!this!thermal!energy,!and! the! impact! it! could! have! on! the! optimization! of! the! overall! CAES! process,!different! modifications! to! the! standard! concept! have! been! proposed! and!developed.! In! the! following,! a! general! classification!based!on! the! thermal! energy!management!during!the!air!compression/expansion!stages!is!given![155]:!
• If! thermal! energy! is!wasted!during! compression!and!heat! from!a!different!source,! usually! burning! natural! gas! in! a! combustion! chamber,! is! supplied!prior!to!expansion,!the!CAES!concept!is!known!as!diabatic!(DGCAES).!





Many!authors!have!addressed!this!topic!in!the!last!years.!Most!research!works!available! in!the! literature!deal!with!the!dynamic!analysis!of!the!complete!AGCAES!process! by! means! of! modelling! tools! [129,156,159G163]! and! few! with!experimental! data! [164].! Packed! bed! TES! systems! are! nowadays! presented! as! a!satisfactory!solution! for!heat!management! in!AGCAES!plants.!The! implementation!of! this! type! of! systems! allows! the! direct! heat! recovery! from! the! compressed! air!avoiding! the! use! of! sophisticated! heat! exchangers.! Some! works! have! been!published!in!the!last!years!addressing!this!solution.!Barbour!et!al.![129]!developed!a!numerical!model!of!an!AGCAES!system!incorporating!a!packed!bed!TES,!including!its! validation! compared! to! analytical! solutions.! Their! results! suggest! that!efficiencies! above! 70%! could! be! achievable,! which! is! higher! than! many! of! the!previous! estimations! for!AGCAES! systems!using! indirectGcontact!heat! exchangers.!Sciacovelli! et! al.! [165]! developed! for! the! first! time! a! plant! model! that! blends!together! algebraic! and!differential! subGmodels! detailing! the! transient! features! of!the! thermal! storage,! the! cavern,! and! the! compression/expansion! stages.! Their!results! show! that! a! 60G70%!of! round! efficiency! is! achievable!when! the! TES! unit!efficiency!is!kept!above!90%.!Peng!et!al.![166]!presented!a!parametric!analysis!of!a!packed! bed! system! based! on! PCM! pebbles.! They! found! that! increasing! particle!diameter! results! in! a! decrease! in! the! charge! efficiency,! and! the! charge! efficiency!increases!with!an!increase!in!inlet!pressure!of!the!compressed!air.!However,!up!to!our!knowledge,!there!is!a!lack!of!investigation!about!the!temperature!stratification!phenomenon! inside! the! packed! bed! TES! coupled! to! an! AGCAES! process! and! the!cyclic!performance!when!operating!under!pressurized!conditions.!!Overall,! the! mentioned! drastic! increase! of! the! cycle! efficiency! makes! very!interesting! the! deployment! of! a! packed! bed! TES! solution! in! the! AGCAES! frame,!which!makes!this!energy!consumption/production!process!highly!attractive.!





In!addition!to!the!conventional!requirements!of!a!STES!material!established!in!section!1.2.1,!the!packed!bed!solution!added!thermal!and!mechanical!requirements!to! the!storage!material! (section!1.3).!With! the!objective!of!obtaining!a! successful!balance! between! the! thermal! performance! and! the! economical! investment!associated!to!the!TES,!different!low!cost!material!materials!have!been!introduced!based! on! industrial! solid! byGproducts.! In! this! line,! the! valorisation! of! low! cost!industrial!waste!materials!can!represent!a!satisfactory!solution,!which!balances!a!correct!economical!feasibility!maintaining!a!high!thermal!performance.!











solidified!with!water! to! form! sandGsized! particles! of! glass! and! is!mainly! used! to!make!cementitious!material.!Finally,!pelletized!slag,!cooled!down!with!a!mixture!of!water! and! air! processes,! has! a! vesicular! texture! (like! volcanic! rock)! and! is!most!commonly!used!as!a!lightweight!aggregate.!On! the! other! hand,! the! main! components! of! steel! slag! (BOF! and! EAF)! are!calcium! oxide! (35G45%),! silica! (11G17%)! and! iron! oxides! (16G26%).! Lower!concentrations!of!alumina!(1G6%),!manganese!oxide!(2G6%)!and!magnesium!oxide!(2G9%)!are!also! found.! In! this!case,! the!high!content!of! iron!oxides!are!related!to!the!oxidation!processes! in! these! furnaces! [171].!Steel! slag! is! typically!cooled! like!airGcooled! BF! slag! and! is!mainly! used! for! the! same! purposes.! As! the! production!process!varies!at!this!stage,!depending!on!the!type!of!steel!being!manufactured,!the!resulting! slag! also! presents! diverse! chemical! properties! difficulting! a! clear!valorisation!of! this!material!compared!to! iron!slag.!Some!of! the!generated!slag! is!used! internally! in! the! steelmaking! furnace! or! sinter! plant,! while! approximately!50%!of!the!slag!is!used!externally!in!construction!applications.!The!worldwide! slag! valorisation! rate! varies! from! over! 80%! for! steel! slag! to!nearly!100%! for! iron! slag.!However,! the! remaining! slag! is! landfilled!or! stored!at!site!in!the!iron!or!steelmaker!locations!waiting!for!a!final!application.!Taking!this!into! account,! there! is! still! a! clear! potential! of! this! byGproduct! to! find! a! complete!valorisation!scheme.!According!to!EUROSLAG![170],!in!Europe,!although!a!relevant!amount! of! slag! is! reused! for! several! applications,! around! 13%! is! landfilled.!Considering!the!large!production!amount!of!this!material,!a!huge!potential!for!new!valorisation!applications!is!foreseen.!





magnetite! ore! has! many! advantages! such! as! availability,! low! cost! (0.19! €/kg),!ecological! friendliness! and!nonGflammability.! In! addition,!magnetite! ore! could!be!considered! as! an! iron! feedstock! for! the! pig! iron! production! in! the! blast! furnace.!However,! its! high! density! and! lack! of! permeability! have! been! often! identified! as!severe!limitations!for!its!implementation!in!practical!terms![179].!Consequently,!a!large! reserve! of! magnetite! ore! has! been! lying! unutilized! over! the! years.! For!instance,! in!the!Indian!context,!out!of!28.52!billion!tonnes!of!total! iron!ore,!17.88!billion!tonnes!are!hematite!ore!and!the!rest!are!magnetite!ore![179].!Based!on!the!mentioned!material!properties,!usually!representing!a! technical!limitation! for! the! exploitation! of! magnetite! ore,! its! implementation! in! the! TES!frame! is! found! to!be!of!particular! interest.! In! this! case,! its! large!density! and! low!permeability!represent!an!important!advantage,!as!both!properties!are!conferring!an!unique!ability!to!magnetite!ore!to!store!heat.!
1.6. Thesis"objectives"and"scope"The!main!objective!of!the!presented!research!is!the"study"of"the"suitability"of"
two" families" of" low" cost" ceramic"materials," the" iron" and" steel" slag" and" the"
magnetite"ore,"for"their"application"in"high"temperature"packed"bed"thermal"
energy" storage" systems.! In! order! to! achieve! such! general! and! ambitious!objective,!different!partial!goals!have!been!established:!
• The! characterization! of! the! main! structural,! mechanical! and! thermal!properties! of! the! slag! and!magnetite! ore! that! governs! the! performance! of!the!material!in!packed!bed!thermal!energy!storage!arrangements.!
• The! determination! of! the! durability! and! compatibility! of! the! selected!ceramic! materials! to! operate! in! direct! contact! with! commonly! used! heat!transfer!fluids.!






• The!deployment!of! the!proposed! thermal! energy! storage! solution! in! three!different! industrial! environments:! concentrated! solar! power,! industrial!waste!heat!recovery!and!compressed!air!energy!storage.!Taking! into! account! the! presented! general! and! partial! objectives! this! thesis!work!is!divided!in!seven!chapters!together!with!an!annex!section.!In!chapter"1,!the!most!relevant!topics!affecting!the!activities!carried!out!in!this!thesis! work! are! introduced.! This! chapter! starts! with! a! short! overview! of! the!current! energetic! context! and! continues!with! a! detailed! description! of! the!most!relevant!aspects!and!typologies!of! thermal!energy!storage!systems.! In!addition,!a!detailed! description! of! the! stateGofGtheGart! of! packed! bed! systems! is! presented!together!with!the!most!common!applications!where!such!systems!can!be!applied.!Finally,!a!brief!description!of!the!two!materials!families!investigated!in!this!thesis!work!is!also!included.!In! chapter" 2! the! characterization! of! the! main! structural,! mechanical! and!thermal!properties!of!the!investigated!materials!is!reported.!Before!presenting!the!obtained!results,!the!origin!and!particularities!of!the!different!slag!samples!and!the!magnetite!ore!considered!in!this!study!are!presented.!Furthermore,!a!description!of!the!experimental!techniques!and!protocols!followed!in!the!measurement!of!the!different! properties! is! also! included.! Finally,! a! comparison! analysis! between! the!results!obtained!for!the!investigated!materials!and!other!materials!reported!in!the!literature! for! the! packed! bed! thermal! energy! storage! applications! is! also!addressed.!In!chapter"3,!the!stability!of!the!selected!materials!in!chapter!2!is!investigated!up!to!1100!°C!under!air!atmosphere.!In!addition,!the!compatibility!between!these!materials!and!two!different!heat!transfer!fluids!(a!molten!nitrate!salt!and!a!thermal!oil)! is! also! addressed.! As! a! conclusion! of! this! chapter,! the! suitability! of! these!materials!to!work!in!direct!contact!with!the!mentioned!heat!transfer!fluids!at!their!maximum!operation!temperatures!is!extracted.!





results!from!literature.!In!addition,!this!section!contains!the!implemented!methods!for! solving! the! mass,! energy! and! momentum! conservation! equations! and! the!definition! of! the! formula! used! in! the! description! of! the! energetic,! entropic! and!exergetic!performances.!In! chapter" 5! the! developed! model! is! implemented! for! understanding! the!thermal!performance!of!the! investigated!materials! in!a!packed!bed!configuration.!Overall,!in!this!chapter!a!complete!guideline!and!optimization!analysis!of!the!main!design!and!operational!parameters!is!presented.!
Chapter" 6! is! devoted! to! the! analysis! of! the! deployment! of! a! packed! bed!thermal!energy!storage!system!based!on!the!materials!studied!in!this!thesis!work!in! three! different! industrial! environments.! As! first! application,! the! coupling! of! a!thermal!energy!storage!unit!with!the!particular!operation!of!an!electric!arc!furnace!for! heat! recovery! from! the! exhaust! gases! is! considered.! Second,! the! study!of! the!integration!of! a! slagGbased!packed!bed! in! a! compressed! air! energy! storage!plant!according! to! the!operation!parameters!of! the!Huntorf!plant! is!addressed.!Finally,!the! design! and! operation! strategy! of! a! magnetite! ore! packed! bed! for! a! linearGFresnelGtype!concentrated!solar!power!plant!is!presented.!Finally,! in! chapter" 7! the! general! conclusions! extracted! from! the! activities!carried!out!in!this!thesis!work!are!presented.!Furthermore,!a!summary!of!possible!future!activities!associated!to!the!developed!work!is!also!included.!In! the!annex! section,! the! thermoGphysical! properties! of! all! the! heat! transfer!fluids! and! insulating! materials! considered! in! the! design! of! the! storage! tanks! in!chapters!5!and!6!are!included,!as!well!as!the!list!of!the!publications!released!from!work!carried!out!in!this!thesis.!
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In!the!introduction!chapter!two!families!of!candidate!materials,!iron!and!steel!slag! and! magnetite! ore,! have! been! presented.! In! order! to! demonstrate! their!suitability! for!high!temperature!heat!storage!solutions,! in! this!chapter! their!main!structural,!thermal!and!mechanical!properties!are!characterized.!Furthermore,!the!obtained!results!are!compared!with!materials!reported!in!the!literature!for!similar!thermal!energy!storage!purposes.!Finally,!among!the!studied!materials!families,!a!selection!of!the!most!promising!ones!according!to!the!specific!requirements!for!a!packed! bed! TES! material! presented! in! section! 1.3! is! carried! out.! The! chosen!materials!are!used!in!further!investigation!activities!within!this!thesis.!
2.1. Proposed"thermal"energy"storage"materials"A! total! of! seven!materials! are! considered! for! analysis,! six! slag! samples!with!different! origin! and! a! natural! ore,! magnetite.! In! the! following,! the! source! and!characteristics!of!each!of!these!candidate!materials!are!described!in!detail.!
2.1.1. Blast)furnace)slag)An! airGcooled! blast! furnace! slag! (BFS)! is! selected! for! analysis.! After! the! slag!treatment!in!the!plant,!it!is!presented!as!porous!irregular!particles!with!an!average!diameter!below!3!cm.!Before! its! characterization,! the!material! is! sieved!and!only!the!fraction!above!1!cm!is!considered.!In!Figure!2.1!the!general!aspect!of!the!BFS!used!in!this!thesis!is!depicted.!
!Figure!2.1.!Investigated!BFS!sample.!






BOF)Slag)1!and!the!latter!as!BOF)Slag)2.!A!mixed!cooling!process!using!air!in!a!first!step,!and!water!in!a!second!one!was!implemented! in! the!obtainment!of!BOF)Slag)1! at! the!steelworks.!Meanwhile,!BOF)
Slag) 2,! was! cooled! down! in! open! air.! Regarding! BOF) Slag) 1,! it! is! found! in! two!fractions:!one!below!2!cm!and!another!from!2!to!5!cm.!Due!to!the!requirements!for!the!different!characterization!techniques!applied!in!this!work,!the!latter!is!selected.!On!the!other!hand,!the!supplied!BOF)Slag)2)has!an!average!particle!size!between!5!and!10!cm.!Both!selected!BOFS!fractions!are!shown!in!Figure!2.2.!
!Figure!2.2.!Investigated!BOFS!samples.!!
2.1.3. Electric)arc)furnace)slag)Additionally,! three! electric! arc! furnace! slag! (EAFS)! samples! coming! from!different! steelmakers! are! considered.! The! main! difference! between! them,! apart!from! their! slight! variation! in! the! chemical! composition! (see! Table! 2.3),! is! the!cooling! procedure! while! obtaining! them! in! the! steelworks.! The! slag! referred! as!





and! 1.2G2.5! cm.! Taking! into! account! the! requirements! in! the! preparation! of! the!samples!for!the!different!characterizations!techniques!(see!section!2.2)!used!in!this!work,! large!samples!were!supplied!for! its!use!in!this!thesis!(see!Figure!2.3!for! its!general!aspect).!Finally,!EAF)Slag)3!comes!from!a!small!steel!producer!and!the!slag!is! obtained! as! big! blocks.! In! order! to! obtain! samples! for! characterization,! the!received!blocks!were!crushed,!up!to!the!size!shown!in!Figure!2.3.!
!Figure!2.3.!Investigated!EAFS!samples.!
2.1.4. Magnetite)ore)In! addition! to! the! aforementioned! six! slag! samples,! a! natural! material,!magnetite! ore,! is! also! considered.! In! particular,! natural! magnetite) supplied! by!LKAB! minerals! (Sweden)! is! selected! for! investigation,! henceforth! denoted! as!







2.2.1. Inductively)coupled)plasma)–)optical)emission)spectroscopy)Elemental! analysis! of! the! studied! materials! is! performed! by! means! of! the!inductively!coupled!plasma!–!optical!emission!spectroscopy!(ICPGOES)! technique,!with!a!Perkin!Elmer!Optima!2000!OV!experimental!equipment.!ICPGOES!is!one!of!the!most!usual!techniques!used!for!elemental!analysis!due!to!its! good! detection! limits,! applicability! to! multiGelemental! samples! and! high!specificity.! In! this! experimental! methodology,! a! liquid! sample! is! nebulized! in! a!special! sprayGchamber! and! a! plasma! source! is! used! to! dissociate! the! generated!droplets!into!its!constituent!atoms!or!ions,!exciting!them!to!a!higher!energy!level.!With!this!operation,!photons!of!a!characteristic!wavelength!are!emitted!depending!on! the! analysed! element.! The! obtained! light! is! recorded! by!means! of! an! optical!spectrometer!and,!by!comparison!of! the!obtained!signal! intensity!with!calibrated!standards,!the!measurement!provides!the!quantitative!composition!of!the!sample.!For! the! measurements! carried! out! in! this! chapter,! fine! powders! of! the!considered! materials! are! prepared! and! digested! in! an! ETHOS! 1! Advanced!Microwave!Digestion!System!in!a! twoGstep!process!as!described!by!Fiore!et!al.! in![1].! Firstly,! samples! are! digested! with! a! 1:1! solution! of! phosphoric! (85%)! and!sulphuric! (96%)! acid.! After! cooling,! hydrofluoric! acid! (48%)! is! added! to! the!mixture!and!a!new!digestion!is!performed.!The!final!digested!samples!are!filled!up!with!ultrapure!water!and!filtrated!to!0.45!µm.!This!elemental!analysis!is!performed!for!the!expected!major!components!in!the!samples!(Al,!Ca,!Cr,!Fe,!Mg,!Mn!and!Si).!





Among!the!resulting!particles,!secondary!electrons!(SE)!are!electrons!removed!from! the! sample! surface! due! to! an! ionization! process! generated! by! the! electron!beam.!They!are!produced!when!an!electron!passes!close!to!the!nucleus!of!an!atom!supplying!it!enough!energy!to!jump!out!of!the!structure.!This!type!of!electrons!are!very!close!to!the!surface!and!hence,!they!can!provide!topographical!information!of!the!sample!at!very!high!resolution!(less!than!1!nm).!Characteristic! XGrays! are! produced! when! a! SE! is! removed! and! a! deeper!electron!can!jump!to!fill!the!left!gap.!The!excess!of!energy!of!the!migrating!electron!is!emitted!as!XGray.!This!XGray,!characteristic!of!each!element,!can!be!used!to!obtain!information! on! the! sample! composition,! for! example,! by! means! of! an! energy!dispersive!XGray!spectrometer!(EDS!or!EDX).!BackGscattered! electrons! (BSE)! are! electrons! reflected! from! the! sample! by!elastic! scattering! produced! by! the! collision! of! the! electron! beam!with! the! atom!nucleus.!Since!the!intensity!of!the!BSE!is!proportional!to!the!atomic!number,!they!provide! information! about! the! distribution! of! different! elements! in! the! sample.!These!electrons!are!removed!from!deeper!locations!than!SE!and,!consequently,!the!quality!of!the!obtained!images!ranges!from!5!to!10!nm.!In!this!thesis,!polished!samples!of!the!studied!materials!are!imaged!by!means!of!a!Quanta!200!FEG!SEM,!operated!in!high!vacuum!mode!at!30!kV,!selected!after!an!optimization!process,!and!with!a!BSE!detector!(BSED).!In!addition,!EDX!analyses!are! carried! out! in! order! to! obtain! chemical! compositional!maps! of! the! different!observed!sample!zones.!










2.2.4. Gas)pycnometry)Gas! pycnometry! is! an! extensively! used! technique! for! measuring! skeletal!density!and!volume!of!solid!materials.!This!technique!relies!on!the!Boyle’s!law![4]!and!the!displacement!method!to!perform!accurate!measurements!of!solid!volumes.!An!inert!gas,!usually!helium!or!nitrogen,!is!used!as!displacement!medium.!The!sample!is!introduced!in!a!chamber!of!known!volume!and!properly!sealed.!During!the!measurement,!the!inert!gas!is!admitted!and!then!expanded!into!another!internal! volume.! The! pressures! observed! upon! filling! the! measurement! sample!chamber! and! then!discharging! it! into! the! secondary! one! allow! the! calculation! of!the!solid!sample!volume!following!the!relation:!! !! · !! = !! · !!;! (2.2)!where!!!!and!!!!correspond! to! the! pressure! in! the! measurement! and! secondary!chambers!respectively;!!!!to!the!gas!volume!in!the!chamber!containing!the!sample!and,!!!!the! secondary! chamber! volume.! The! difference! between!!!!and! the! total!volume!of!the!chamber!corresponds!to!the!sample!volume.!Dividing!this!value!by!the!sample!weight,!the!skeletal!density!of!the!material!is!obtained.!A!helium!pycnometer!AccuPyc!II!1340!is!used!to!determine!skeletal!densities,!which!provides!an!experimental!error!below!0.01%!of!the!cell!chamber!volume.!In!the!measurements,!a!10!cm3!cell!and!samples!of!around!3.5!cm3!are!used.!
2.2.5. Hg)porosimetry)Porosimetry! is! a! technique! that! permits!measurements! of! pore! size,! volume!and! distribution! among! other! porosityGrelated! properties! of! a! material.! This!technique! involves! the! intrusion! of! a! nonGwetting! liquid! at! high! pressure! into! a!material.!By!this!procedure,!the!pore!size!can!be!determined!based!on!the!external!pressure!needed! to! force! the! liquid! into!a!pore!against! the!opposing! force!of! the!surface!tension!of!the!liquid!using!the!Washburn!equation![5]:!





Since! mercury! does! not! wet! most! substances! and! spontaneously! do! not!penetrate! pores! by! capillary! action,! is! one! of! the! most! usual! liquids! used! in!porosimetry.!Taking!this!into!account,!the!pore!size!distribution!is!determined!by!means! of! the! mercury! porosimetry! technique! with! a! Pore! Master! 60! from!Quantachrome! Instruments,! which! provides! an! experimental! error! below! 0.1%.!For!the!measurements!small!samples!of!around!1!gram!are!used.!!










The!dilatometer!used!for!this!work!is!equipped!with!an!alumina!sample!holder!and! push! rod.! The! temperature! measurement! is! performed! by! means! of! a!calibrated! SGtype! thermocouple.! Measurements! are! carried! out! from! ambient!temperature! (~20! °C)! up! to! 1000! °C! at! a! heating! rate! of! 10! °C/min! using! as!reference/calibration!material!an!alumina!rod!of!0.6!cm!diameter!and!2!cm!length.!For! the! linear! thermal! expansion! measurements,! cylindrical! rods! of! ~1! cm! of!diameter!and!length!between!2.5!and!3.0!cm!are!machined!(see!Figure!2.5).!
2.2.7. Compression)tests)The!maximum!strength!a!material!can!stand!under!compression!forces!before!mechanical!failure!is!a!critical!material!property!in!many!applications.!A!universal!compression!machine!INSTRON!4206!operated!at!room!temperature!is!used!in!this!thesis.!For!these!measurements,!cubical!samples!of!around!1!cm!x!1!cm!x!1!cm!are!prepared,!and!a!test!speed!of!0.3!cm/min!and!a!load!cell!of!100!KN!applied.!Figure!2.6!contains!an!image!of!the!device!used!for!the!performed!measurements!together!with!an!example!of!the!machined!samples.!
! !Figure!2.6.!Device!and!sample!used!for!compression!strength!measurements.!





! !"!" = ! + !! · ! · cos!(! · !);! (2.4)!where!!" !"!is! the! instantaneous! heating! rate,!!!the! underlying! heating! rate,!!! !the!amplitude!of!the!modulation,! !the!angular!frequency!and!!!the!time.!Applying!this!heating!rate,!the!resultant!heat!flow!can!be!described!as!follows:!! !"!" = !! · ! + !(!, !);! (2.5)!where!!" !"!is! the! total!heat! flow!and!!(!, !)!a!heat! flow! from!kinetic!processes!(temperature! and! time! dependent).! The! first! term! on! the! rightGhandGside! is!commonly!known!as!“specific!heat!component.”!The! specific! heat! of! the! sample! is! continuously! determined! by! dividing! the!modulated!heat!flow!amplitude!by!the!modulated!heating!rate!amplitude:!! !! = !!! · !"#$!!"#$! !"#$%& !!"#$!!"#$!(!"#$%)!"#$%&'!!"#$ ;! (2.6)!where!!!!!is!a!calibration!constant.!For! the! performed! specific! heat! measurements! a! MDSC! Q2000! from! TA!Instruments!is!used,!which!provides!an!experimental!error!in!this!property!below!3%.!The!modulation!amplitude!and!period!are!fixed!to!±1!K!and!120!s!respectively.!The!selected!continuous!heating!rate! is!2!K·minG1.!These!experimental!conditions!are! fixed!after!an!optimization!analysis.!The! instrument! is!calibrated!before!each!measurement!using!sapphire!as!standard!reference!material.!A!solid!planar!piece!of!around!20!mg!is!placed!in!highly!conductive!aluminium!hermetic!pans!ensuring!a!good!thermal!contact!between!the!sample!surface!and!the!base!of!the!pan.!





! ! = 0.1388 · !!!!.!;! (2.7)!where! ! !is! the! thickness! of! the! sample! and! !!.! !is! the! time! at! 50%! of! the!temperature!increase!measured!at!the!rear!of!tested!sample.!Even!if!the!laser!flash!method!is!mainly!used!for!measuring!thermal!diffusivity,!the! specific! heat! (!!)! can! also! be! determined! with! this! technique! following! the!equation!given!by!Parker!et!al.![9]:!! !! = !!·!·! · !!!!"#;! (2.8)!where! !is! the! energy! absorbed! by! the! sample,!!!and!!!are! the! sample! thickness!and!area!respectively,!and!Δ!!"#!is!the!maximum!temperature!detected!in!the!rear!surface.! However,! this! equation! is! only! valid! for! adiabatic! cases! neglecting!radiative! heat! losses! from! the! sample! surfaces.! In! order! to! include! these! heat!losses! different!mathematical!models! are! available! [10G12].! In! this! thesis,! a! heat!loss! correction! according! to! Cowan! [10]! is! used.! This! model! assumes! that! heat!losses!follow!an!exponential!decay.!In! order! to! evaluate! the! specific! heat,! the!maximum! temperature! reached! in!the!rear!face!of!the!sample!is!needed.!However,!the!detector!of!the!LFA,!a!thin!gold!strip,!gives!a!voltage!signal!(U).!Taking!into!account!that:!! ∆! ∝ !∆!;! (2.9)!a!reference!specific!heat!measurement!of!a!known!material! is!needed!in!order!to!find! the! proportional! constant.! Taking! this! into! account,! the! specific! heat! of! the!sample!can!be!calculated!according!to!the!following!expression:!!










2.3. Thermo@physical" properties" of" the" studied"
materials"This!section!is!devoted!to!present!the!main!structural,!mechanical!and!thermal!properties! of! the! seven! investigated! TES! materials.! In! these! terms,! the! aboveGmentioned! techniques! are! applied! to! determine! their! chemical! composition,!crystallographic! structure,! density,! porosity,! thermal! expansion,! maximum!compression!strength,!specific!heat,!thermal!diffusivity!and!thermal!conductivity.!
2.3.1. Chemical)composition)and)structural)analysis)In! order! to! determine! the! elemental! composition! of! the! seven! investigated!materials,! the! ICPGOES! technique! is! applied.! Additionally,! to! analyse! their!crystallographic!phases!and!superficial!structures,!XRPD!and!SEM!techniques!are!used! respectively.! Finally,! their! density,! porosity! and! pore! size! distribution! are!measured!by!gas!pycnometry!and!Hg!porosimetry!techniques.!





representativeness! of! the! proposed! TES! candidates,! chemical! compositions! of!similar!materials,!reported!in!literature,!are!also!included!in!each!table.!Table!2.1.!Elemental!analysis!of!BF)slag!together!with!literatureGreported!data.!! Al!(%w)! Ca!(%w)! Cr!(%w)! Fe!(%w)! Mg!(%w)! Mn!(%w)! Si!(%w)!
BF)Slag) 9.7! 29.3! G! 0.2! 4.0! 1.3! 14.1![13]! 2.9! 34.3! G! 0.7! 4.0! 2.4! 14.4![14]! 2.3! 27.6! G! 0.8! 4.6! G! 14.0![15]! 5.9! 29.4! G! 1.9! 5.0! G! 16.0![16]! 6.7! 29.5! G! 0.3! 3.6! G! 16.1!Attending! to! the! BF) Slag! chemical! composition! (Table! 2.1),! it! is! mainly!composed!by! calcium,! silicon!and!aluminium.! It! can!be!observed! that,! even! if!BF)
Slag!is!a!byGproduct!from!the!iron!production,!its!content!in!this!metal!is!negligible.!When!comparing!the!obtained!chemical!composition!with!other!BFS!samples!from!literature,! it!can!be!seen!that!most!of! the!elements!are! in!a!similar!concentration!range! with! a! slightly! higher! concentration! of! aluminium.! The! obtained! results!permit!to!consider!the!investigated!BF)Slag!as!representative!sample!of!other!BFS!produced!worldwide.!Table!2.2.!Elemental!composition!of!the!investigated!and!literatureGreported!BOFS!samples.!! Al!(%w)! Ca!(%w)! Cr!(%w)! Fe!(%w)! Mg!(%w)! Mn!(%w)! Si!(%w)!
BOF)Slag)1) 6.8! 19.2! G! 0.4! 3.4! 2.0! 15.5!





Slag)1.!On!the!other!hand,!in!both!BOFS!samples!the!major!components!are!calcium!and! silicium! while,! aluminium,! magnesium! and! manganese! are! present! at!considerably!lower!concentrations.!Comparing! the! obtained! compositions! with! those! reported! in! literature,!similar! concentrations! are! found! for!BOF) Slag) 2.! These! results! allow! concluding!that!BOF)Slag)2!is!representative!of!other!BOFS!generated!worldwide!whereas,!BOF)
Slag)1!should!be!considered!as!a!special!slag.!Going!through!the!obtained!results!from!the!elemental!characterization!of!the!three! investigated! EAFS! samples! (Table! 2.3),! calcium! and! iron! are! obtained! as!predominant! elements.! Elements! such! as! aluminium,! silicium,! magnesium,!manganese!or!chromium!are!present!at!much!lower!concentrations.!On!the!other!hand,! comparing! the! obtained! chemical! compositions! with! those! from! EAFS!samples! reported! in! literature,! similar! values! are! found.! Only! small! differences!(slightly!higher!values)!are!observed!for!calcium!in!EAF)Slag)1!and!3,!and!for!iron!in!EAF)Slag)2.! In! addition,! silicium! concentrations! in!EAF)Slag)1! and!2! are! lower!than! those! reported! in! the! literature.! This! compositional! similarity! makes! the!studied!EAFS!samples!representative!of!other!worldwideGproduced.!Table!2.3.!Elemental!composition!of!the!investigated!and!literatureGreported!EAFS!samples.!! Al!(%w)! Ca!(%w)! Cr!(%w)! Fe!(%w)! Mg!(%w)! Mn!(%w)! Si!(%w)!
EAF)Slag)1) 2.4! 23.5! 0.7! 25.9! 6.7! 2.1! 5.2!
EAF)Slag)2) 2.1! 16.3! 1.7! 35.4! 3.6! 4.8! 3.5!





Table!2.4.!Elemental!analysis!of!Magnetite)ore.!! Al! Ca! Cr! Fe! Mg! Mn! Si!%w! 0.2! 2.1! G! 57.5! 0.2! 0.1! 1.0!
2.3.1.2. Superficial)and)crystallographic)analysis)In! order! to! understand! how! the! detected! elements! are! distributed! in! the!structure! of! each!material,! SEM! and! XRPD! techniques! are! applied.! In! Figure! 2.8,!Figure!2.10,!Figure!2.12!and!Figure!2.14,! the!SEM! images!of!BF)Slag,!BOFS,!EAFS!and!Magnetite) ore,! are! presented! respectively.! In! addition,! their! corresponding!compositional!EDX!maps!are!also!included!in!each!image.!In!a!similar!way,!Figure!2.9,!Figure!2.11,!Figure!2.13!and!Figure!2.15!contain! the!XRPD!patterns!obtained!for!the!seven!investigated!materials.!For!each!material,!a!pattern!in!red!dots,!and!another!one!in!continuous!black!line!are!presented!corresponding!to!the!measured!and! calculated!with! the!Fullprof!program!ones.!Additionally,! the!vertical! bars!on!each!pattern!correspond!to! the!Bragg!reflections!of! the!different!crystallographic!phases!identified!in!the!material.!Attending! to! the! surface! image! and! EDX!maps! obtained! for! BF) Slag! (Figure!2.8),!two!main!compositional!zones!can!be!distinguished:!one!rich!in!calcium!and!aluminium! and,! another! one! in! calcium,! silicium! and!manganese.! Regarding! the!size!of!the!crystalline!aggregates!forming!the!slag,!they!are!in!the!order!of!hundred!of!micrometres.! This! large! size! is! caused! by! the! slow! cooling!method! applied! to!this!material!in!the!steelworks.!



















Concerning! EAFS! samples,! from! the! obtained! SEM! images! and! EDX! maps!(Figure! 2.12),! three! different! compositional! regions! are! observed! in! each! one.!Additionally,! for!each!of!these!regions,!a!crystallographic!phase!is! identified!from!the!XRPD!and!the!refinement!analysis!using!the!Fullprof!software!(Figure!2.13).!
! ! !(a)! (b)! (c)!Figure!2.12.!SEM!images!and!EDX!maps!of:!(a)!EAF)Slag)1;!(b)!EAF)Slag)2;!(c)!EAF)





!Figure!2.13.!XRPD!patterns!of!the!EAFS!samples!and!Bragg!reflections!of!the!identified!crystallographic!phases.!Additionally,! from! the!SEM! images! in!Figure!2.12! it! is! also!observed! that! the!sizes!of!the!crystals!forming!EAF)Slag)1!are!smaller!than!the!ones!of!the!EAF)Slag)2!and! 3.! This! is! related! to! the! faster! cooling! rate! applied! to! EAF) Slag) 1,! when!obtained!in!the!steelworks,!in!comparison!to!the!slower!ones!of!EAF)Slag)2!and!3.!





!Figure!2.15.!Magnetite)ore!XRPD!pattern!and!Bragg!reflections!of!the!identified!crystallographic!phases.!Attending! to! the!phases! identified!with! the!XRPD!pattern!and!the!refinement!analysis!using!the!Fullprof!software,!two!iron!oxides!are!obtained!associated!to!the!white!area!on!Figure!2.14,!Hematite!(Fe2O3)!and!Magnetite!(Fe3O4),!together!with!an! iron! carbonate! (FeCO3).! In! addition,! the! darker! areas! correspond! to! Calcite!(Ca0.9Mg0.1CO3)!and!silica!(SiO2).!
2.3.1.3. Density)and)porosity)Skeletal!density!values!measured!with!the!helium!pycnometry!technique!of!the!seven!investigated!materials!are!reported!in!Table!2.5.! In!this!table,! the!apparent!densities,!measured!with!a!high!precision!microbalance!(error!below!0.1!µg)!and!a!calibre!in!cubical!samples!are!also!included.!Table!2.5.!Density!and!porosity!of!the!investigated!materials.!! Skeletal!density!!(kg·mG3)! Apparent!density!(kg·mG3)! Total!porosity!(%)! Hg!porosity!(%)!
BF)Slag) 2980! 2487! 16.5! 14.9!
BOF)Slag)1) 3236! 3130! 3.4! 2.9!
BOF)Slag)2) 3878! 3732! 3.9! 3.7!
EAF)Slag)1) 3880! 3650! 5.9! 3.6!
EAF)Slag)2) 4111! 3924! 4.5! 4.5!
EAF)Slag)3) 4260! 4110! 3.5! 2.7!





The!obtained!apparent!densities!are!in!good!agreement!with!those!reported!in!the! literature! for! each!material! typology! [24G27],! exception!made! for!BOF)Slag)1!that! presents! a! slightly! lower! value.! Comparing! between! the! different!materials,!the! lowest!density! is!obtained!for!BF)Slag!whereas,! the!highest! for!Magnetite)ore.!Intermediate!density! values!between!BF)Slag! and!Magnetite)ore! are!obtained! for!the!two!steel!slag!types,!BOFS!and!EAFS.!In! addition! to! the!density! values,! in!Table!2.5! the! total!porosity!of! the! seven!investigated!materials! is! also! included.! This! total! porosity! is! calculated! from! the!skeletal!and!apparent!densities!as:!! !"#$%!!"#"$%&'! % = 1 − !!""#$%&'!!"#$%&'!"#$#%&$!!"#$%&' · 100.! (2.12)!Attending! to! the!obtained!values,! porosities! between!3! and!6%!are!obtained!for!both!steel!slag!types.!Meanwhile,!a!very!large!value!is!obtained!for!BF)Slag!and!a!slightly! lower!for!Magnetite)ore.! It!can!be!noted!that!high!apparent!density!and!low!porosity!are!desired!in!a!TES!material!to!minimize!the!size!of!the!system!(see!section!1.2.1.).! In! this! regard,! any!of! the! steel! slag! samples! or! the!Magnetite)ore,!present!more!promising!properties!than,!for!example,!the!studied!BF)Slag.!Finally,! in! order! to! study! the! distribution! of! the!mentioned! porosity! in! each!material,! the! mercury! porosimetry! technique! is! used.! The! obtained! pore! size!distributions! are! presented! in! Figure! 2.16,!where! Figure! 2.16a! contains!BF)Slag;!Figure!2.16b,!BOF)Slag)1!and!2;!Figure!2.16c,!EAF)Slag)1,!2!and!3;!and!Figure!2.16d,!
Magnetite)ore.! In! all! the! plots,! the! pore! size! distribution! is! represented! between!200!µm!and!3!nm,!covering!the!macro!and!mesopore!ranges![28].!In!the!results!presented!in!the!four!graphs!of!Figure!2.16,! the!majority!of! the!pores!are!concentrated!in!the!order!of!tens!of!micrometres,!exception!made!for!the!





investigated! EAFS! samples,! similar! results! are! obtained! between! them.! Porosity!peaks!are!obtained!in!the!region!of!tens!of!micrometres!and,!as!in!previous!cases,!a!peak! below! 3G4! nm! indicating! the! presence! of! some! micropores.! Finally,! a!negligible! porosity! is! detected! in! the! analysed! range! for! Magnetite) ore.! The!presence!of!various!peaks!below!10!nm!reveals! that! the!majority!of! the!pores! in!this!material!have!a!mean!diameter!in!the!range!of!micropores.!
! !(a)! (b)!






2.3.2. Mechanical)properties)This!section!is!devoted!to!the!analysis!of!the!main!mechanical!properties!of!the!seven! investigated! materials.! As! indicated! in! section! 1.3,! two! of! these! main!properties! are! the! thermal! expansion! and! the! maximum! compressive! strength!before!failure.!
2.3.2.1. Thermal)expansion)The! linear! thermal! expansion! of! the! seven! investigated! materials! is!determined!by!dilatometry.!In!particular,!the!pushGrod!technique!is!used!from!30!to!1000!°C.!The!obtained!results!are!presented!in!Figure!2.17.!
!Figure!2.17.!Thermal!expansion!of!the!investigated!materials.!!Attending! to! the! experimental! results! depicted! in! Figure! 2.17,! it! is! observed!that!BF)Slag!and!EAF)Slag)3!present!a!linear!trend!with!temperature.!However,! in!the! rest! of! the! analysed! materials! an! inflexion! point! is! found! at! different!temperatures.! These! changes! on! the! lineal! thermal! expansion! slope! can! be!associated!to!an!eventual!physicoGchemical!transformation!in!the!material.!In!BOF)





! !! = !"!! · !!!.! (2.13)!The!!!!values! of! the! seven! investigated!materials! calculated! using! eq.! (2.13)!are!presented!in!Table!2.6!for!five!temperature!ranges.!
Table!2.6.!Linear!thermal!expansion!coefficient!of!the!investigated!materials.!! Temperature!range!(°C)!! 30!–!200! 200!–!400! 400!–!600! 600!–!800! 800!–!1000!! Linear!thermal!expansion,!!!·10G5!(KG1)!
BF)Slag) 1.23! 1.20! 1.14! 1.15! 1.24!
BOF)Slag)1) 1.20! 1.21! 1.11! 1.18! 1.97!
BOF)Slag)2) 1.59! 1.58! 1.45! 1.69! 3.06!
EAF)Slag)1) 1.65! 1.63! 1.65! 1.88! 3.56!
EAF)Slag)2) 1.60! 1.63! 1.46! 1.61! 2.89!
EAF)Slag)3) 1.49! 1.42! 1.37! 1.44! 1.63!
Magnetite)ore! 1.38! 1.53! 2.18! 1.68! 1.66!







2.3.3. Thermal)properties)This!section!is!devoted!to!the!determination!of!the!main!thermal!properties!of!the!materials!governing! the!energy!storage!capacity!and! thermal!performance! in!packed! bed! TES! systems:! specific! heat,! thermal! diffusivity! and! thermal!conductivity.!





high!temperatures.!However,! in!the!case!of!the!Magnetite)ore,!a!calorimetric!peak!is!detected!around!550!°C.!This!behaviour!can!be!associated!to!an!eventual!phase!transition,! chemical! or! any! other! physical! evolution! of! the! material.! This!phenomenon!is!studied!in!detail!in!chapter!3.!
!Figure!2.19.!Specific!heat!of!the!investigated!materials.!
BF)Slag!and!BOF)Slag)2!show!slightly!higher!specific!heat!values!than!the!other!materials.!In!these!two!cases,!they!range!from!0.8!J·gG1·KG1!at!room!temperature!to!1.15! J·gG1·KG1!at!1000!°C.!On! the!other!hand,! for! the! three!EAFS!samples!and!BOF)
Slag) 1,! the! specific! heat! varies! from! 0.65! to! 0.9! J·gG1·KG1! in! the! investigated!temperature! range.! Finally,! Magnetite) ore! ranges! from! 0.6! J·gG1·KG1! at! room!temperature!to!0.8!J·gG1·KG1!at!high!temperature.!
2.3.3.2. Thermal)diffusivity)The! thermal! diffusivity! values! of! the! seven! investigated!materials!measured!with!the!laser!flash!technique!are!presented!in!Figure!2.20.!A!decrease!of!this!property!from!room!temperature!to!1000!°C!is!obtained!in!all! the!materials! exception!made! of!BF)Slag! and!Magnetite)ore.! In! the! case! of!BF)






2.3.3.3. Thermal)conductivity)Finally,!the!thermal!conductivity!of!the!investigated!materials!calculated!from!the! specific! heat,! thermal! diffusivity,! apparent! density! and! linear! thermal!expansion!following!eq.!(2.11)!is!included!in!Figure!2.21.!
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Attending! to! the! storage! density! of! the! seven! investigated! materials,! the!highest!value! is!obtained! for! the!Magnetite)ore,!while! the! lowest!one! is! found! for!
BF)Slag.! Similar! values! are! attained! for! BOFS! and! EAFS! samples.!BF)Slag! shows!similar!values! than!materials!such!as!HT!Concrete,!Granite!or!Quartzite,!whereas!EAFS!and!BOFS!samples!properties!like!the!Marble!or!Zirconia!ones.!The!Magnetite)





presents!a!slightly!larger!thermal!expansion!coefficient!compared!to!the!rest!of!the!container!construction!materials!included!in!Table!2.9.!!This! good! matching! in! the! thermal! expansion! coefficients! between! the!investigated! and! tankGconstruction! materials,! allows! concluding! that! typical!mechanical! problems! are! not! expected! when! using! them! together,! in! the! right!combination.!!Regarding! the!maximum!compression! strength,! it!has! to!be!pointed!out! that,!the! higher! is! this! property,! the! better.! In! these! terms,! comparing! the! obtained!values! for! the! investigated! materials! with! those! literatureGreported,! similar! or!higher!values!are!attained.!This!is!an!indication!of!their!suitability!for!packed!bed!solutions.!Finally,!comparing!the!thermal!conductivity!of!the!investigated!and!literatureGreported!materials,!BF)Slag!presents!much! lower!values!while! the!rest!are! in! the!same! range! than! most! of! the! natural! rocks! (exception! made! for! Quartzite)! and!Cofalit®.! It! has! to! be! pointed! out! that! this! property! has! a! strong! impact! on! the!thermal! performance! of! the! packed! bed! unit.! Overall,! the! obtained! thermal!conductivities!for!the!seven!investigated!materials,!present!average!values,!which!are!very!promising!for!packed!bed!applications.!





literature.! The! three! investigated! EAFS! samples!were! found! representative! from!other!EAFS!generated!worldwide.!All!the!thermoGphysical!properties!of!both!steel!slag! types,! BOFS! and! EAFS,! are! very! similar.! They! show! good! mechanical!resistance,! intermediate! thermal! conductivity! and! appropriate! storage! densities.!Finally,!Magnetite)ore!presents!very!high!density!together!with!low!porosity.!This!results!in!a!very!high!storage!density.!!Considering!these!general!conclusions!from!the!characterization!carried!out!in!this! chapter,!BF)Slag! is!discarded! for! further! analysis!due! to! its!poor!mechanical!and! thermal! properties! compared! to! other! slag! types.!Magnetite) ore! is! selected!because!of!its!promising!thermal!properties!and!homogenous!composition!that!can!lead! to! a! better! mechanical! performance! upon! cycling,! avoiding! internal! cracks!caused! by! different! thermal! expansion! coefficients! in! the! phases! forming! the!material.! From! the! steel! slags,! both! typologies! presented! very! similar! promising!properties.!Taking!this!into!account,!the!three!EAFS!samples!are!chosen!for!further!analyses! within! this! thesis! since! EAF! is! the! most! spreading! steel! production!technology!in!Europe,!and!in!the!Basque!country.!
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In! the! previous! chapter! four! materials! have! been! selected! due! to! their!promising! thermoHphysical!properties! for! thermal! energy! storage! applications! in!packed! bed! arrangements,! three! electric! arc! furnace! slags! (EAFS)! and! the!
Magnetite( ore.! Taking! into! account! that! the! packed! bed! configuration! leads! to! a!direct! contact! between! the! heat! transfer! fluid! and! the! storage! medium,! in! this!chapter!any!transformation,!corrosion!or!degradation!phenomenon!that!may!occur!in/between! both! materials! is! addressed.! In! this! regard,! compatibility! analysis!between! the! investigated! EAFS! samples! and! the!Magnetite(ore! with! some! of! the!most!usual!heat!transfer!fluids!implemented!in!industrial!applications!(air,!molten!nitrate!salt!and!thermal!oils)!are!performed!in!this!chapter.!In!order!to!guarantee!a!safe! technological! deployment,! such! tests! are! performed! at! the! maximum!operation!temperature!of!the!investigated!heat!transfer!fluids.!
3.1. Materials"In!addition!to!the!three!EAFS!samples!and!the!Magnetite(ore,!in!this!chapter!a!molten!nitrate!salt!and!a!thermal!oil!are!also!investigated.!First,! the!most!extended!molten!nitrate!salt! in!CSP!plants,! the!soHcalled!Solar(





3.1.1. Thermogravimetry(In!thermogravimetric!analysis!(TGA),!the!evolution!of!the!mass!of!a!sample!is!monitored! as! a! function! of! a! controlled! temperature! change.! During! the!measurement,! different! gases! can! be! used! as! purging! medium! such! as! dry! air,!argon,!nitrogen!or!CO2!among!others.!This!technique!is!useful!for!the!investigation!of! a! variety! of! physical! phenomena,! such! as! decomposition,! oxidation/reduction,!loss!of!water,!etc.!!Thermogravimetric! measurements! presented! in! this! chapter! are! performed!from!ambient!temperature!to!1100!°C,!under!dry!air!atmosphere!with!a!STA!449!F3! from! Netzsch! coupled! to! a! mass! spectrometer.! This! equipment! offers! a! high!resolution,!up!to!0.1!µg.!




For! these!measurements,! around! 25!mg! of! powdered! samples! are! placed! in!highly!conductive!aluminium!hermetic!pans,!ensuring!a!good!thermal!contact!with!the! measuring! capsule.! After! an! optimization! analysis! of! the! measurement!conditions,!a!10!K·minH1!heating!and!cooling!ramps!are!applied!from!25!to!530!°C.!In!total,!three!heating/cooling!cycles!are!performed!to!each!sample.!The!DSC!used!for! these! measurements! is! a! Q2000! from! TA! Instruments,! which! provides! a!calorimetric!and!temperature!precision!up!to!a!0.05%!and!0.01!°C!respectively.!
3.1.3. Inductively(coupled(plasma(–(optical(emission(spectroscopy(This!technique!has!already!been!presented!in!section!2.2.1.!In!addition!to!the!compositional! analysis! of! the! ceramic! materials,! in! this! chapter! this!characterization!technique!is!used!in!the!investigation!of!the!nitrate!salts.!For!the!performed!measurements,!salt!powders!are!directly!dissolved! in!a!2%!nitric!acid!(HNO3)! solution! prepared! with! ultrapure! water! (milliQ),! and! its! composition!determined!via!a!Perkin!Elmer!Optima!2000!OV.!




water! (milliQ)! and! analysed! in! an! isocratic! regimen!with! sodium!hydroxide! 100!mM!as!eluent.!
3.1.5. Fourier(transform(infrared(spectroscopy(Infrared! spectroscopy! is! a! powerful! technique! to! observe! the! vibrations! of!molecular! bonds! based! on! electromagnetic! radiation! absorption.! In! the! obtained!spectrum,! the! intensity!of! a!peak! is! related! to! the! change! in! the!dipolar!moment!from! ground! to! an! excited! state.! During! measurements,! the! frequency! of! the!radiation! is!moved!and! the! radiation!absorbed! (or! transmitted)!by! the! sample! is!monitored.!In!this!thesis!work,!Fourier!transform!infrared!spectroscopy!(FTIR)!technique!is! used! to! identify! any! degradation! of! the! chemical! structure! of! the! investigated!heat!transfer!fluids.!In!particular,!a!Bruker!FTIR!Vertex!70!spectrometer!is!applied!at!wavenumbers!from!500!to!4000!cmH1.!
3.1.6. Raman(spectroscopy(Raman! spectroscopy! is! a! complementary! technique! to! FTIR.! In! this! case,! the!intensity! of! the! peaks! in! the! resulting! spectrum! is! related! to! the! polarity! of! the!bonds.!In!this!technique,!the!sample!is!irradiated!with!a!monochromatic!light!of!a!known! frequency! causing! two! different! types! of! dispersion:! Rayleigh!dispersion,!which!is!generated!with!the!same!wavelength!than!the!incident!beam;!and!Raman!dispersion,!at!different!wavelengths,!which!results!in!the!Raman!spectrum.!In! this! thesis!work,!Raman!spectroscopy!measurements!are!conducted! in! the!range! 200! –! 4000! cmH1! with! a! resolution! of! 4! cmH1! using! a! Ranishaw! InVia!spectrometer!equipped!with!a!532!nm!green!laser!operated!at!a!power!of!0.5!mW.!The!laser!spot!size!is!approximately!1!mm!in!diameter.!




This! technique! is! based! on! the! degrees! of! freedom!of! electronic! and!nuclear!spins.!The!spin!of!charged!particles!has!a!magnetic!dipole!moment!associated!with!it;! if! such! particles! are! placed! in! a!magnetic! field,! the! energy! of! these!magnetic!dipoles!depends!on!their!orientation!with!respect!to!the!field.!The!magnetic!energy!levels!split!into!two!groups!when!a!magnetic!field!is!applied!depending!on!the!how!the! nuclear! spins! are! aligned:! parallel! or! antiparallel.! The! energy! difference!between!these!two!states!is!associated!with!the!frequency!of!absorption,!which!at!the! same! time! depends! on! the! particular! element! and! also! on! its! chemical!environment.!In! liquidHstate!NMR! the! obtained! spectrum!has! high! resolution! since! dipolar!interactions! and! anisotropic! effects! are! averaged! out! by! the! nuclear! spin!transitions.!In!the!characterization!of!the!thermal!oils,!two!types!of!nuclei!are!measured!1H!and!13C.!NMR!spectra!are!recorded!on!a!Bruker!AVANCE!400!using!ChloroformHD!as! solvent.! 32! scans! are! acquired! using! a! direct! excitation! sequence! for! the! 1H!spectra! while! 4096! scans! are! used! for! recording! the! 13C! one! with! WaltzH16!decoupling!during!acquisition.!
3.3. Stability"with"air"In!this!section,!the!stability!of!the!four!selected!materials,!three!EAFS!samples!and!the!Magnetite(ore! is!analysed!under!air!atmosphere!up!to!1100!°C.!The!main!objective!is!to!determine!the!suitability!of!implementing!these!materials!when!air!is!used!as!heat!transfer!fluid.!










3.3.2. XIray(powder(diffraction(XHray! powder! diffraction! (XRPD)! technique! is! used! to! determine! the!crystallographic! information! of! the! investigated! materials,! after! the! thermal!cycling!performed!in!the!TGA.!The!obtained! results! for! the! three!EAFS! samples! are!presented! in!Figure!3.2!where,! from! bottom! to! top,!EAF(Slag(1,!EAF(Slag(2! and!EAF(Slag(3,! are! included!respectively.!For!each!measurement,!two!patterns!are!shown!corresponding!to!the!observed!and!calculated!ones!using!the!Fullprof!program.!In!addition,!below!each!pattern! vertical! bars! are! included! with! the! Bragg! reflections! of! the! identified!crystallographic!phases.!




Magnetite.! A! possible! mechanism! of! this! oxidative! process! is! summarized! as!follows:!! 6!"# + !! → 2!"!!!! (3.1)!! 4!"# + !! → 2!"!!!! (3.2)!! 4!"!!! + !! ↔ 6!"!!!! (3.3)!According!to!the!obtained!results,!it!is!concluded!that!the!mass!gain!observed!in!the!three!EAFS!samples,!is!mainly!related!to!an!oxidation!process!that!starts!at!temperatures! around! 500! H! 600! °C.! Once! Hematite! and! Magnetite! phases! are!formed,!the!material!does!not!show!any!further!mass!change.!Attending!to!the!Magnetite(ore,!the!measured!XRPD!pattern!and!the!calculated!one!with!Fullprof!software!are!presented!in!Figure!3.3.!
!Figure!3.3.!XRPD!patterns!of!the!thermal!treated!Magnetite(ore.!!In! this! case,! only! two! crystallographic! phases! are! detected:! Hematite! and!Magnetite.!Comparing!this!result!with!the!pristine!Magnetite(ore! in!Figure!2.15,!it!is! observed! that! SiO2,! FeCO3! and! Ca0.9Mg0.1CO3! phases! are! not! present! in! the!measured! sample.! As! already!mentioned! in! chapter! 2,! SiO2! is! an! impurity! in! the!




mass!reduction!observed!in!the!TGA!measurement!at! temperatures!around!100!H!200!°C!(Figure!3.1d).!In! addition,! the! transformation! of! some!Magnetite! to!Hematite! following! the!reaction!mechanism!indicated!in!eq.!(3.3)!is!the!reason!of!the!mass!gain!observed!at! temperatures!above!300! °C! in! the!TGA!measurement! (Figure!3.1d)! in! the! first!heating!run.!In!order!to!confirm!this!observation,!small!pieces!of!around!10!grams!are!introduced!in!alumina!crucibles!and!then!placed!in!a!muffle!furnace!at!1100!°C!for!500!hours!(see!Figure!3.4).!After!50!and!175!hours!one!sample!is!removed!from!the!furnace!and!characterized!with!XRPD.!




These! results! agree!with! the! obtained! ones! in! the! TGA! (Figure! 3.1d).! In! this!case,! considering! the! powdered! nature! of! the! tested! samples,! this! oxidation!happens! faster! than! in! solid! pieces,! as! it! is! the! case! in! the! performed! longHterm!experiments.! In! the! latter,! small!pieces!are!used!and,! taking! into!account! the! low!porosity! of! the! Magnetite( ore,! the! penetration! of! air! becomes! more! difficult,!making!this!process!slower.!
3.3.3. ThermoIphysical(properties(The! oxidation! mechanisms! suffered! in! the! four! investigated! materials! may!have! a! direct! impact! in! their! main! thermoHphysical! properties.! In! order! to!determine! any! relevant!modification! in! such! properties,! in! this! section! the!most!representative!ones,!affecting!to!the!performance!in!packed!bed!arrangements,!are!investigated.!
3.3.3.1. Density(and(porosity(The!skeletal!and!apparent!densities!are!collected!in!Table!3.2.!Additionally,!the!density! variation! in! comparison! to! the! pristine!materials! (Table! 2.5)! is! included!between!brackets.!!Table!3.2.!Density!of!thermal!treated!materials.!! Skeletal!density!!(kg·mH3)! Apparent!density!(kg·mH3)! Total!porosity!(%)!
EAF(Slag(1( 3680!(H5.2%)! 3430!(H6.0%)! 6.8!
EAF(Slag(2( 4031!(H1.9%)! 3814!(H2.8%)! 5.4!
EAF(Slag(3( 4030!(H5.4%)! 3770!(H8.3%)! 6.5!




Additionally,! in! Table! 3.2! the! total! porosity! calculated! from! the! skeletal! and!apparent!density!values!according!to!eq.!(2.12)!is!also!included.!Comparing!these!results! with! those! obtained! for! the! pristine! materials,! a! slight! increase! in! the!porosity!values!of! the! three!EAFS!samples! is!observed.!Meanwhile,! in! the!case!of!the!Magnetite(ore,!it!remains!almost!invariable.!
3.3.3.2. Linear(thermal(expansion(Thermal! expansion! of! the! four! selected! materials! is! determined! by!dilatometry.! The! measured! samples! correspond! to! the! same! specimens! used! in!section!2.3.2.1!after!being!treated!isothermally!at!1000!°C!during!500!hours.!This!long! thermal! treatment! ensures! the! complete! oxidation! of! the! material.! The!obtained!linear!thermal!expansion!curves!are!collected!in!Figure!3.5.!




Table!3.3.!Linear!thermal!expansion!coefficient!of!the!thermal!treated!materials.!!! Temperature!range!(°C)!! 20!–!200! 200!–!400! 400!–!600! 600!–!800! 800!–!1000!! Linear!thermal!expansion,!!!·10H5!(KH1)!
EAF(Slag(1( 1.60! 1.52! 1.49! 1.52! 1.76!
EAF(Slag(2( 1.48! 1.47! 1.47! 1.52! 2.16!
EAF(Slag(3( 1.43! 1.41! 1.37! 1.42! 1.59!
Magnetite(ore( 1.50! 1.57! 2.07! 1.65! 1.56!Comparing!the!results!obtained!for!the!pristine!EAFS!samples!(Table!2.6)!with!those!from!the!oxidized!ones,! lower!values!are!obtained!for!the!former.!This!is!in!good!agreement!with!ref.![5]!where,!a!lower!thermal!expansion!is!obtained!for!FeO!than!for!Fe2O3!and!Fe3O4.!On!the!other!hand,!Magnetite(ore!presents!almost!similar!values!before!and!after!the!thermal!treatment.!
3.3.3.3. Specific(heat(Specific!heat!of!the!four!selected!materials,!measured!from!room!temperature!to! 450! °C! with! the! MDSC,! and! from! this! temperature! to! 1000! °C! with! LFA! is!presented!in!Figure!3.6.!




specific!heat!behaviour!than!EAFS!samples!up!to!450H500!°C!where,!a!calorimetric!peak!is!observed.!As!discussed!in!ref.! [4],! this!peak!corresponds!to!the!reversible!solidHsolid! transition! between! Magnetite! and! Hematite! iron! oxides.! Once! this!transition!is!finished,!around!700!°C,!a!saturated!value!of!0.95!J·gH1·KH1!is!attained.!Comparing! these! values!with! the! obtained! for! the! pristine!materials! (Figure!2.19)!no!relevant!differences!are!found.!In!the!case!of!the!EAFS!samples,!a!similar!trend! is! observed! in! the! three! samples,! with! slight! differences! in! the! obtained!absolute! values.! On! the! other! hand,! in!Magnetite( ore! slightly! higher! values! are!obtained!in!the!saturation!region!(temperature!above!600!°C).!
3.3.3.4. Thermal(diffusivity(and(conductivity(Finally,!in!Figure!3.7a!the!thermal!diffusivity!of!the!three!EAFS!samples!and!of!the!Magnetite(ore!measured!with! the! LFA! technique! is! presented.! In! addition,! in!this! figure,! the! thermal! conductivity! of! these! four! materials! calculated! from! the!density,!specific!heat!and!thermal!diffusivity!measurements!according!to!eq.!(2.11)!is!also!included!(Figure!3.7b).!




than!EAFS!samples.!At!ambient!temperature,! this!material!present!values!around!1.75! mm2·sH1! and! 6.5! W·mH1·KH1! for! the! thermal! diffusivity! and! conductivity!respectively.!On!the!other!hand,!at!temperatures!higher!than!600!°C!the!values!of!these!two!properties!are!very!close!to!the!ones!of!the!EAFS.!It!has!to!be!pointed!out!the! trend! change! observed! in! both! properties! at! temperatures! around! 550! °C!corresponds!to!the!alreadyHmentioned!solidHsolid!transition.!Comparing!the!obtained!values!with!those!measured!for!the!pristine!materials!(Figure!2.20!and!Figure!2.21)!no!major!differences!are!observed!for!the!three!EAFS!samples! in! both! properties.! However,! in! the! case! of! the! Magnetite( ore,! higher!thermal!diffusivity!and!conductivity!values!are!obtained!for!the!oxidized!material.!
3.4. Corrosion"study"with"Solar&salt"In! this! section,! the! compatibility! between! the! three! EAFS! samples! and! the!laboratoryHprepared!Solar(salt! is! investigated!in!detail.!The!main!objective!of!this!section!is!the!investigation!of!any!incompatibility/corrosion!mechanism!that!may!happen!between!both!materials!when!operating!in!direct!contact!at!the!maximum!working!temperature!of!the!latter,!565!°C.!




!Figure!3.8.!Protocol!followed!in!the!preparation!of!the!compatibility!tests.!!Once! the! experiments! are! finished,! the! stainless! steel! reactors! are! removed!from! the! furnace! and! cooled! down! to! room! temperature! to! ensure! the! total!solidification! of! the! salt.! Then,! the! reactors! are! opened! and! the! tested!materials!removed!from!the!crucible.!The! two! slag! sheets! are! manually! separated! from! the! solidified! salt.! One! of!them,!with!salt!attached,! is!broken! to!analyse! the! internal! interface!cross!section!between!both!materials!(see!Figure!3.9).!In!order!to!analyse!the!salt!resulting!from!the! compatibility! experiment,! a! small! amount! is! carefully! removed! from! the! slag!surface.! The! second! sample! is! introduced! into! warm! distilled! water! (60! °C)! to!ensure!the!complete!removal!of!the!attached!salt.!Finally,!the!slag!pieces!are!dried!during!24!hours!at!110!°C.!These!cleaned!slag!sheets!are!used! for! the!rest!of! the!characterization.!
!Figure!3.9.!Schematic!procedure!for!the!saltHslag!interface!analysis.!!
3.4.2. Results(






salt.!As! it! can! be! observed! in! the! three! SEM! pictures,! there! is! no! formation! of!corrosion!layers!at!the!interface!between!both!materials!in!any!of!the!systems.!In!addition,!no!modifications!on!the!crystals!aspect,!size!or!distribution! in! the!EAFS!samples!and!salt!surfaces!are!observed.!Consequently,!it!can!be!concluded!that!the!SEM! analysis! does! not! provide! any! evidence! of! corrosion! mechanisms! at! the!interface!between!both!materials.!Taking!into!account!these!results,!both!separate!materials! are! deeply! characterized! in! order! to! confirm! this! conclusion! or! to!identify!any!nonHvisual!corrosion!phenomenon.!
3.4.2.2. Crystallographic(analysis(In!order!to!analyse!a!possible!transformation!in!the!crystalline!structure!of!the!salt! and! EAFS! samples,! their! structural! characterization! by! means! of! XRPD! and!SEM!techniques!is!presented!in!the!following.!




vertical! bars! are! presented! in! green,! blue! and! brown! corresponding! to! the!obtained!Bragg!reflections!for!the!NaNO3,!αHKNO3!and!γHKNO3!phases!respectively.!




components! of! the! salt! (NaNO3! and!KNO3)! after! being! in! direct! contact!with! the!EAFS!at!565!°C!during!1000!hours.!












!Figure!3.13.!SEM!images!of!the!tested!EAFS!samples.!Comparing!each! image!on! the! left!with! its! corresponding!one!on! the! right,! it!can!be!observed!that!there!is!no!morphological!modification!or!transformation!in!the! general! aspect! of! the! crystallographic! domain! in! the! EAFS! samples.!Additionally,!attending!to!their!size,!no!reduction!or!growth!can!be!observed!as!a!consequence! of! the! direct! contact! with! the! molten! salt.! Overall,! these! results!confirm! the!ones!obtained!by!XRPD,!where!no!crystallographic! transformation! is!observed! in! the!EAFS! samples! after! a! direct! contact!with! the!molten!nitrate! salt!during!1000!h!at!565!°C.!




In! each! calorimetric! measurement,! three! thermal! cycles! between! 30H530! °C!are!performed.!Figure!3.14!contains!the!obtained!five!DSC!curves!corresponding!to!the! third! cycle.! In! addition,! in! Table! 3.4! the! obtained! melting! and! solidification!temperatures!together!with!the!calculated!phase!change!enthalpies!are!presented.!
!Figure!3.14.!DSC!curves!of!the!different!Solar!salt!samples.!Comparing!the!DSC!curves!(Figure!3.14)!obtained!for!the!pristine!salt!(black)!with!the!ones!for!the!tested!salt!samples!(reference,!EAF(Slag(1,!EAF(Slag(2!and!EAF(




This!modification!of! the!salt! thermal!behaviour!may!not!be!only! justified!due!to!the!formation!of!nitrites!but!also!because!of!some!cation!exchange!between!the!EAFS!and!the!salt!affecting!to!the!salt!structure/composition.!Aiming!at!analysing!this! hypothesis,! in! section! 3.4.2.4! the! elemental! composition! of! all! the! involved!materials!is!analysed!in!detail!by!means!of!ICPHOES!technique.!As! it! can! be! appreciated! in! Table! 3.4,! the! melting! temperatures! are! more!affected! by! the! degradation! phenomenon! than! those! of! the! solidification.! The!phase!change!enthalpy!values!also!show!an! important!reduction!when!compared!to! the! one! of! the! pristine! salt.! As! observed! for! the! melting/solidification!temperatures,! this! variation! is! also! stronger! for! the! case! of! the! salt! tested! with!EAFS!than!in!the!case!of!the!reference!salt.!Table!3.4.!Melting!and!solidification!temperatures!and!phase!change!enthalpies.!Salt!sample! Tmelt!(°C)! Tsol!(°C)! ∆Hf!(J·gH1)!Pristine! 221! 238! 123!Reference! 212! 235! 120!
EAF(Slag(1( 197! 232! 114!
EAF(Slag(2( 207! 234! 114!
EAF(Slag(3( 176! 224! 108!
Overall,! the! results! presented! in! this! section! show! an! important!transformation!on! the! thermal! properties! of! the!nitrate! salt! after! being! in! direct!contact!with!the!different!EAFS!samples.!These!results!reveal!a!possible!corrosion!or! incompatibility! phenomenon! between! both!materials! that! is! not! observed! by!crystallographic!techniques!like!XRPD!or!SEM.!So!as!to!get!a!better!understanding!of!the!processes!occurring!between!both!materials,!the!chemical!composition!of!all!the! involved!materials!as!well!as! the!concentration!of!nitrates!and!nitrites! in! the!salt!samples!are!presented!in!the!following!sections.!




Salt! samples! are! analysed! to! determine! the! content! of! the! most! abundant!elements! in! the! EAFS! (Al,! Ca,! Cr,! Fe,! Mg,! Mn! and! Si).! The! insertion! of! low!concentrations!of!some!of!these!elements!in!the!salt!structure!can!strongly!affect!to!its! thermal!properties.!For!example,! the!addition!of!calcium!nitrate!(Ca(NO3)2)! to!the! sodium!and!potassium!nitrate! system!can! lead! to! an! important! reduction!on!the!melting!temperature!as!is!the!case!of!the!wellHknown!salt!mixture!“HITEC(XL”!with!a!melting!temperature!of!120!°C![10].!The! chemical! composition! of! the! three! salts! tested! in! contact! with! EAFS!samples! is! presented! in! Table! 3.5.! The! values! associated! to! the! pristine! and!reference!salts!are!not!included!in!Table!3.5!since!none!of!the!mentioned!elements!are!over!the!detection!limits!(d.l.)!of!the!measurement,!20!ppm.!Table!3.5.!Elemental!composition!of!the!tested!Solar!salt!samples.!Element! Salt!tested!with!
EAF(Slag(1( EAF(Slag(2( EAF(Slag(3(Al!(ppm)! <!d.l.! <!d.l.! <!d.l.!Ca!(ppm)! 185! 138! 216!Cr!(ppm)! <!d.l.! <!d.l.! <!d.l.!Fe!(ppm)! 95! 77! 149!Mg!(ppm)! 24! <!d.l.! <!d.l.!Mn!(ppm)! <!d.l.! <!d.l.! <!d.l.!Si!(ppm)! 509! 80! 381!




EAF(Slag(2,!which! also! corresponds! to! the! salt!with! the! lowest! concentrations!of!the!mentioned!elements.!Additionally,!the!elemental!composition!of!the!three!analysed!EAFS!samples!is!presented! in! Table! 3.6.! In! this! case,! the! concentrations! of! Na! and! K! are! also!measured! to! analyse! whether! these! elements! move! from! the! salt! to! the! EAFS!samples.!For!each!EAFS!type,! two!measurements!are!presented!corresponding!to!the!reference!and!the!saltHtested!EAFS!samples!respectively.!!Table!3.6.!Elemental!composition!of!the!EAFS!samples.!Element! EAF(Slag(1( EAF(Slag(2( EAF(Slag(3(Ref.! Tested! Ref.! Tested! Ref.! Tested!Al!(%w)! 2.1! 1.8! 2.1! 2.0! 3.5! 3.0!Ca!(%w)! 22.3! 21.7! 16.3! 15.8! 21.9! 19.9!Cr!(%w)! 0.7! 0.7! 1.7! 1.5! <!d.l.! <!d.l.!Fe!(%w)! 25.9! 25.6! 35.4! 33.1! 25.9! 25.6!Mg!(%w)! 6.7! 6.7! 3.6! 3.3! 0.6! 0.6!Mn!(%w)! 2.1! 2.1! 4.8! 4.6! 1.4! 1.4!Si!(%w)! 4.9! 5.0! 3.6! 3.5! 9.8! 9.8!Na!(%w)! 0.2! 0.2! 0.1! 0.2! 0.2! 0.4!K!(%w)! 0.1! 0.1! <!d.l.! <!d.l.! 0.1! 0.1!No!significant!variations! in! the!concentration!of! the!main!EAFS!elements! (Al,!Ca,!Cr,! Fe,!Mg,!Mn!and!Si)! are! found.!The! small! variations!observed!between! the!reference! and! tested! materials! are! related! to! the! heterogeneous! nature! of! the!EAFS.! On! the! other! hand,! sodium! and! potassium! concentrations! slightly! vary! on!the!EAF(Slag(2!and!EAF(Slag(3.!However,!they!do!not!vary!on!EAF(Slag(1!probably,!because!of!the!very!smallHmigrated!amount!(ppm!level).!As!a!consequence,!the!presented!results!confirm!that!one!of!the!reasons!of!the!salt! thermal! properties! modification! is! the! migration! (i.e.! ion! exchange)! of!elements!from!the!EAFS!to!the!salt.!




the! possible! contribution! of! the! nitrites! on! the! salt! melting/solidification!temperatures! reduction,! the! ion! chromatography! technique! is! selected.! The!obtained!results!for!the!pristine!and!reference!salts!together!with!the!three!tested!salts!with!the!considered!EAFS!samples!are!presented!on!Table!3.7.!The!results!are!given!as!the!ratio!between!nitrites!and!nitrates!on!each!sample.!Table!3.7.!Mass!ratio!between!nitrites!and!nitrates!in!the!Solar(salt!samples.!Sample! !!!! !!!! !Pristine! 0!Reference! 0.007!
EAF(Slag(1( 0.022!
EAF(Slag(2( 0.012!




This! oxidation!may! occur! in! the!EAFS! in! contact!with! the! salt!when!nitrates! are!decomposed!to!nitrites!following!the!next!reaction!mechanism:!! 2 !/!" !!! → 2 !/!" !!! + !!! (3.4)!! 4!"!!! + !! → 6!"!!!! (3.5)!In! addition,! in! Figure! 3.15! the! experimental! correlation! between! the! nitrites!formation! and! the! decrease! on! the! melting/solidification! temperature! is!presented.! The! obtained! results! show! a! linear! relation! that! suggests! that! the!presence!of!nitrites!in!the!salt!is!the!stronger!contributor!to!the!transformation!of!the!salt!thermal!properties.!
!Figure!3.15.!Variation!on!the!melting!and!solidification!temperatures!of!the!Solar!
salt!as!a!function!of!the!nitrites!concentration.!!Overall,! the!presence! of! nitrites! in! the! tested! salt! samples,! together!with! the!migration!of!some!of!the!major!elements!present!on!the!EAFS!confirm!the!results!observed!in!the!DSC!and,!that!corrosion/degradation!phenomena!occur!in!the!salt!when!working!in!direct!contact!with!EAFS!at!565!°C.!
3.5. Corrosion"study"with"thermal"oil"This! section! is! devoted! to! the! analysis! of! the! compatibility! between! the!




3.6.1. Protocol(The!protocol!followed!in!the!preparation!of!the!corrosion!tests!is!similar!to!the!one! used! in! the! case! of! the! Solar( salt! experiments! (see! section! 3.4.1! and! Figure!3.8).!In!this!case,!two!sheets!of!Magnetite(ore!of!around!2!mm!thickness!are!tested!in! direct! contact! with! enough! oil! to! ensure! their! coverage.! A! total! of! four!assemblies!are!prepared.!In!three!of!them,!Magnetite(ore!is!put!in!contact!with!oil,!meanwhile! in! the! fourth! one,!Magnetite( ore! sheets! are! introduced! without! oil.!These! assemblies! are! prepared! and! hermetically! closed! in! a! glove! box,! before!being! introduced! in! the! furnace,! in! order! to! avoid! the! presence! of! oxygen! and!humidity.!The! corrosion! test! is! performed! isothermally! at! 310! °C! during! 1500! hours.!From! the! three! assemblies!with! oil,! two! are! removed! at! intermediate! times,! one!after!500!hours!and!another!one!after!1000!hours.!These! two! samples,! removed!during!the!thermal!treatment,!are!used!to!investigate!how!the!Magnetite(ore!or!the!oil!evolve!under!eventual!corrosion!phenomena.!Once! the! experiments! are! finished,! the! steel! reactors! are! opened! and! the!
Magnetite(ore!sheets!removed!from!the!oil.!The!remaining!oil!is!kept!in!bottles!for!its!characterization.! In!order! to!remove!the!oil! impregnated! in! the!Magnetite(ore,!the!tested!sheets!are!cleaned!with!ethanol!and!distilled!water.!
3.6.2. Results(In! order! to!discuss! any!possible! corrosion/degradation!mechanism! that!may!occur! during! the! compatibility! experiments,! in! this! section! the! detailed!characterization! of! the! Magnetite( ore! samples! and! the! tested! thermal! oils! are!presented.!With!this!purpose!the!crystallographic!structure!of!the!Magnetite(ore!is!analysed!before!and!after!the!tests!by!SEM!and!XRPD.!On!the!other!hand,!a!possible!transformation! or! degradation! in! the! chemical! structure! of! the! thermal! oil! is!analysed!by!means!of!FTIR,!Raman!spectroscopy!and!liquidHstate!NMR.!




purpose,! samples!are! imaged! following! the!protocol!presented! in!Figure!3.9.!The!obtained! pictures! of! the! Magnetite( ore! after! 500,! 1000! and! 1500! hours! of!experiment!are!included!in!Figure!3.16.!














XRPD!measurements!suggest! that,!apart! from!the! transformation!of!FeCO3! to!Fe3O4,!no!further!decomposition!or!transformation!on!the!Magnetite(ore!happened!during! the! compatibility! experiments.! These! results! confirm! the! suitability,! from!the!point!of!view!of!the!Magnetite(ore,!to!operate!at!temperatures!up!to!310!°C!in!direct! contact!with!Delcoterm(Solar(E15! oil.! These! results! are! in! agreement!with!the!work!published!by!Fasquelle!et!al.!in!ref.![18]!where!the!compatibility!between!the! thermal! oil,! Jarytherm®!DBT,! and! three! TES!materials! is! investigated.! In! this!work! the! compatibility! is! considered! acceptable! even! if! some! oil! penetration! is!observed! in! the!material,! which!might! become! an! issue! under! the! conditions! of!thermal!cycling.!
3.6.2.2. Delcoterm(Solar(E15(oil(structural(analysis(In!order! to! confirm! the! full! compatibility!between! the!Magnetite(ore! and! the!






In!order!to!obtain!a!further!confirmation!regarding!the!stability!of!the!thermal!oil,! in!Figure!3.19! the! spectra!obtained!with! this! technique!are!presented.! In! the!lower!and!upper!part!of! the!plot,! the!spectra!associated!to! the!pristine!and!1500!hours!tested!oils!are!shown.!
!Figure!3.19.!Raman!spectra!of!the!pristine!and!1500!hoursHtested!Delcoterm(Solar(
E15!oil.!Attending!to!the!results!obtained!with!the!Raman!spectroscopy,!similar!results!than!those!obtained!with!the!FTIR!are!attained.!In!this!case,!no!transformation!in!the! shape! or! intensity! in! the! representative! bands! (848,! 876,! 896,! 1037,! 1068,!1080,!1156,!1306,!1367,!1444!and!1460)!is!observed!after!the!thermal!treatment.!




when! operating! in! direct! contact! with! the!Magnetite( ore.! In! order! to! obtain! an!additional! confirmation! of! these! results,! liquidHstate! NMR! is! applied! to! obtain!information!regarding!the!chemical!microstructure!of!the!oil.!The!obtained!results!for!the!13C!and!1H!liquidHstate!NMR!are!collected!in!Figure!3.20.!Attending!to!the!results!presented!in!Figure!3.20,!similar!spectra!are!obtained!in!the!13C!and!1H!liquidHstate!NMR!for!the!pristine!and!1500!hours!tested!oil.!These!results! confirm! the! conclusions! extracted! from! FTIR! and! Raman! spectroscopies!allowing! to! ensure! that!no! corrosion/degradation!mechanism!nor! contamination!of! the! Delcoterm( Solar( E15! oil! occur! when! operating! in! direct! contact! with! the!
Magnetite(ore!at!310!°C,!at!least!during!1500!hours.!




The! study! of! the! compatibility! between! the! three! investigated!EAFS! samples!with! the! Solar( salt,! at! 565! °C! revealed! a! degradation! mechanism! in! the! salt!promoted!by!the!EAFS.!The!analysis!of!the!crystallographic!structure!of!the!EAFS!samples! did!not! show!a! corrosion! layer! between! the!EAFS! samples! and! the! salt.!The!only!transformation!observed!in!the!EAFS!is,!as!in!the!case!of!using!air!as!heat!carrier,!the!oxidation!of!the!Wustite!to!form!Magnetite!and!Hematite.!However,!the!detailed!analysis!of!the!thermal!properties!of!the!salt!revealed!a!modification!on!its!melting/solidification! temperatures! as! well! as! on! the! phase! change! enthalpies.!After! applying!different! characterization! techniques,! this!modification!was! found!to! occur! by! the! formation! of! nitrites! in! the! salt,! and! to! the! migration! of! some!cations,! at! ppm! level,! from! the! EAFS! to! the! salt.! In! addition,! the! formation! of!nitrites!was!found!to!be!not!only!caused!by!the!experimental!conditions,!but!also!intensified!by!the!presence!of!the!EAFS!(Wustite!phase).!From!the!obtained!results!a!further!investigation!is!needed!to!demonstrate!the!viability! of! these! two!materials! to! operate! in! direct! contact.! In! these! terms,! the!potential!saturation!of!the!mentioned!cation!exchange!and!nitrite!formation!needs!to!be!assessed! in!order! to!ensure!reproducible! thermal!properties!of! the!salt.!On!the!other!hand,!the!continuation!of!the!observed!transformation!with!time!would!lead!to!an!unacceptable!degradation!of!the!salt.!Finally,!the!compatibility!investigation!of!the!possibility!of!using!the!Magnetite(
ore! in!direct!contact!with!a!commercial!thermal!oil!used!in!CSP!plants,!Delcoterm(
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This!chapter!aims!at!presenting!the!complete!physical!model!developed!in!this!thesis!able!to!predict!the!thermal!behaviour!of!packed!bed!thermal!energy!storage!systems.! The!model! constructed! includes! all! the! relevant! heat! transfer! and! fluid!dynamic! mechanisms! involved! in! the! studied! system.! Its! accuracy! and!computational!economy!are!also!carefully!assessed.!In!addition,!when!compared!to!the! standard! modelling! strategies! of! similar! systems,! the! developed! model!includes! a! serie! of! innovative! contributions! and! capabilities! beyond! the! stateDofDtheDart.! Overall,! the! developed! physical! model! demonstrates! a! full! flexibility,!accuracy! and! improved! competencies! able! to! simulate! different! operation!conditions,!cycling!behaviour!and!the!description!of!the!proposed!TES!concept! in!novel! implementation! environments! with! the! corresponding! boundaries! and!requirements.!

















In! addition,! in! all! the! modelled! systems,! the! following! initial! conditions! are!assumed:!! !! !, !, ! = 0 = !! !, !, ! = 0 = !!"# = 20!∘!;! !! !! !, !, ! = 0 = 0;! !! ! !, !, ! = 0 = !!"!#$% .! !
4.2. Model"description"The!main!conservation!equations!used!for!the!construction!of!the!heat!transfer!and!fluid!dynamic!model,!which!describes!the!simulated!systems!are!established!in!this! section:! the! mass! or! continuity,! the! momentum! and! the! energy! equations.!These! governing! equations! are! numerically! solved! in! a! simultaneous! coupled!scheme!described!in!the!following!sections.!In!addition!to!these!partial!differential!equations!solved!by!using!the!boundary!and!initial!conditions!shown!in!Figure!4.1,!different! closing! equations! need! to! be! included! in! the! model.! These! equations!comprise! the! complex! heat! transfer! mechanisms! involved! in! the! packed! bed,!including! conductive,! convective! and! radiative! thermal! transport! principles.! The!complete!set!of!equations!is!explained!below.!
4.2.1. Mass(or(continuity(equation(In! its! general! form,! the! mass! conservation! or! continuity! equation! can! be!described!as!follows:!! !!!!" + ∇ · !! · ! = 0;! (4.1)!where!first!term!accounts!for!the!mass!evolution!with!time!and!the!second!for!the!mass! entering! or! leaving! the! domain.! It! has! to! be! noted! that! even! if! in! all! the!modelled! cases! in! this! thesis,! the! fluid! flow! is! considered!as! incompressible,! this!equation!is!valid!for!both!compressible!and!incompressible!flows.!




dynamics!(CFD)!packages.!The!porous!model!considers!the!domain!as!a!continuous!medium! adding! a! source! term! (S!)! to! the! standard! momentum! equation! for!describing! the! interference! of! the! packed! bed! on! the! fluid! flow,! as! shown! in! eq.!(4.2):!!! !!" !! · ! + ∇ · !! · ! · ! = −∇! + ∇ · ! + !! · ! + !!;! (4.2)!where!!!!is!the!fluid!density,!!!the!fluid!velocity,!!!the!static!pressure,!!!the!stress!tensor!and!!!the!gravity!constant.!The!source!term,!!! ,!added!to!the!momentum!equation!according!to!the!porous!continuous! media! approach! generates! a! pressure! gradient! in! the! three! spatial!directions,!proportional!to!the!fluid!velocity!given!by!the!following!equation:!! !! = !− !!" · ! · !! +!!!! !!" · !! · !! · ! · !!!!!! .! (4.3)!!!" !and! !!" !correspond! to! the! permeability! and! inertial! loss! tensors!respectively.!!If! the! porous! medium! can! be! considered! homogeneous! in! all! the! spatial!directions,! the! nonDdiagonal! components! of! the! mentioned!!!" !and!!!" !tensors!vanish.!Considering! the!random!nature!of! the!solid!packing!studied! in! this! thesis!work,!this!assumption!can!be!applied,!leading!to!a!simplified!version!of!eq.!(4.3):!! !! = − !! · !! + !! · !! · !! · ! · !! ;! (4.4)!where!σ! is! the!permeability!of! the!porous!medium!and!C2! the! inertial! resistance!factor.!In!this!approach,!1 !!and!!!!correspond!to!the!diagonal!elements!of!tensors!!!" !and!!!" !respectively.!











medium,!such!as!Darcy´s!law!and!its!different!implementation!versions!depending!on!the!particular!flow!conditions.!One!of!the!most!used!approaches!is!the!Ergun’s!semiDempirical!correlation![1],! shown! in!eq.! (4.5).!This!correlation! is!selected! for!the!calculations!performed!in!this!work.!
! ∆!! = !"#·!!!! · !!! !!! · !! + !.!"·!!!! · (!!!)!! · !!!;! (4.5)!where! L! is! the! tank! length,!!!!the! solid! particle! diameter,!!!the! packed! bed! void!fraction!and!!!!the!superficial!velocity.!This!approach! is!chosen!due!to! its!demonstrated!accuracy! in!a!wide!range!of!Reynolds! number! and! different! porous! medium! natures! in! terms! of! particle!packing!configurations.!Once! established! the! approach! selected! for! the! pressure! drop! evaluation,! its!direct! relation!with! the! source! term!added! in! the! standard!momentum!equation,!leads! to! the! identification!of! the!!!" !and!!!" !tensor! components.! In! this! frame,! the!permeability!and!the!inertial!loss!coefficients!can!be!calculated!as:!
! ! = !!!!"# · !!!!! !!;! (4.6)!! !! = !.!!! · (!!!)!! !.! (4.7)!As! shown! in! eq.! (4.6)! and! (4.7),! the! explicit! functional! form!of! the!!!" !and!!!" !tensor! components! only! depend! on! the! solid! packing! configuration,! i.e.!!!!and!!.!Whereas!!!!is! fixed! according! to! the! modelled! system,!!!can! present! important!physical! implications! as! a! function! of! the! bed! length,! diameter! of! the! tank,! and!other!factors,!which!lead!to!a!nonDconstant!value!of!the!void!fraction.!As!shown!in!the! following! section,! in! this!model,! the!dependency! of!!!and!!!!coefficients!with!the!void!fraction!in!the!bed!is!explicitly!considered.!!




approximations! degrees.! As! a! starting! point,! regular! sphere! packing! can! be!assumed!in!order!to!obtain!a!clear!view!of!the!different!packing!configurations.!In! this! frame,! the! highest! efficiency! for! filling! the! available! volume! using!spherical! particles! is! the! hexagonal! close! packing! (HCP),! where! a! single! sphere!presents! 12! surrounding! contacting! spheres.! In! this! configuration,! as!demonstrated! by! Gauss! [2],! a! 74%! of! the! total! volume! is! filled.! This! packing!strategy! is! the! most! efficient! one,! leading! to! a! void! fraction! of! 0.26.! The! face!centred!cubic!packing!(FCC)!also!shows!a!similar!space!filling!behaviour.!When! dealing! with! random! distribution! of! spheres,! the! packing! efficiency!drastically!changes.!Whereas!the!packing!value!and!void!fraction!in!the!mentioned!HCP! configuration! can! be! easily! mathematically! addressed,! the! random! packing!configurations! can! only! be! investigated! by! means! of! sophisticated! numerical,!empirical! and! statistical! procedures.! In! this! regard,! different! investigations! have!shown! the! particular! behaviour! of! the! void! fraction! in! various! sphere! random!packing!arrangements.!A!summary!of!the!obtained!void!fraction!values!for!several!random!sphereDpacking!distributions!is!shown!in!Table!4.1.!Table!4.1.!Space!filling!efficiency!and!void!fraction!values!of!different!sphere!random!packing!configurations.!Packing!model! !!Thinnest!regular!packing! 0.4764!Very!loose!random!packing! 0.44!Loose!random!packing! 0.4!to!0.41!Poured!random!packing! 0.375!to!0.391!Close!random!packing! 0.359!to!0.375!Densest!regular!packing! 0.2595!
















! ! = !! 1 + ! · !!!· !!! ;! (4.8)!where!!!is! a! constant! coefficient! equal! to! 8,! as! established! in! [6],! due! to! the!irregular!shape!of!the!solid!particles,!and!!!is!adjusted!for!each!particular!case!in!such!a!way!!!is!equal!to!1,!when!!!is!equal!to!!!!(wall).!
4.2.3. Energy(equation(The!heat!transfer!modelling!in!packed!bed!systems!can!be!addressed!by!means!of! different! simulation! strategies! [9].! Among! them,! the! continuous! medium!approach! implemented! in! this! work! offers! a! good! compromise! between! the!calculation! accuracy! and! computational! effort.! This! approach! considers! a!cooperative! and! averaged! quantification! of! the! governing! heat! transport!phenomena! in! a!macroscopic! continuous!medium!approach,!without! entering!on!the! detailed! description! of! the! local! effects! derived! from! the! individual! particle!packing.!In!this!scheme,!the!energy!conservation!equations!for!the!fluid!and!solid!phases!can!be!expressed!as:!!











4.2.3.1. Local(thermal(equilibrium(approximation(The! local! thermal! equilibrium! (LTE)! assumption! is! a! useful! simplification! of!the!energy!equations!presented!above.!This!approach!supposes!an!immediate!local!heat! transfer! between! the! solid! and! the! fluid! or,! equivalently,! null! heat! transfer!resistance! between! both.! Even! if! this! approximation! could! seem! far! from! its!realistic! implementation,! the! application! of! the! LTE! formulation! is! very! useful!under! certain! conditions.! One! of! the! main! implementation! frames,! which!guarantee!the!validity!of!this!statement,!is!a!large!solid!thermal!conductivity!value!compared! with! the! one! of! the! fluid! [10,11].! As! a! consequence,! the! two! energy!conservation! equations! presented! in! section! 4.2.3! can! be! reduced! [12]! to! the!following!single!expression:!! !!" ! · !! · !! + 1 − ! · !! · !! + ∇ · ! · !! · !! + ! = ∇ · !!"" · ∇! + !! .! (4.11)!The! obtained! equation! accounts! on! the! leftDhand! side! for! the! time! fluid! and!solid!enthalpy!change! (first! term)!and! for! the!advective!energy!associated! to! the!fluid! forced!movement.!The! terms!on! the! rightDhand!side! correspond! to! the!heat!transport!in!the!packed!bed!and!to!an!eventual!enthalpy!source,!i.e.!thermal!losses.!In!this!thesis!work!both,!local!or!nonDlocal!equilibrium!energy!formulations!are!used!depending!on!the!particular!operation!conditions!and!materials!properties!on!each! proposed! TES! system.! The! implementation! of! one! or! other! modelling!alternatives!is!fully!justified,!and!the!main!objectives!of!a!high!calculation!accuracy!together!with!an!effective!computational!economy!preserved.!















liquids! are! considered! as! heat! transfer! fluids,! or! complementarily,! in! any!fluid/solid!combination!at!low!temperatures,!below!the!mentioned!threshold.!In!the!following!subsections,!both!models!are!described!in!detail.!
4.1.3.2.1. Stagnation(term(evaluation(including(radiative(heat(transfer(mechanisms(For! those! systems! on! which! radiative! heat! transfer! mechanisms! inside! the!packed! bed! cannot! be! neglected,! Kunii! &! Smith! [15]! proposed! the! use! of! the!following!equation!for!the!evaluation!of!stagnated!effective!thermal!conductivity:!
! !!! = !· !!! ·!!!· !!!! ! !! ! ! !!·!!" !! + ! · !! + ! · !! · ℎ!" ;! (4.15)!where!β!is!the!ratio!of!the!average!length!between!the!centres!of!two!neighbouring!particles.!This!parameter!ranges!between!1,! for! loose!packing!arrangements,!and!0.82! for! close! packing! configurations.! Due! to! the! random! packing! in! all! the!considered!systems!in!this!thesis,!a!value!of!0.9!is!used.!The!value!of!!!is!2/3!and!corresponds! to! the! ratio! between! the! solid! length! affected! by! the! thermal!conductivity!and!the!average!particle!diameter.!The!hrs!and!hrv!factors!correspond!to! the! heat! transfer! coefficients! for! radiation! between! solidDsolid! surfaces! and!between! voidDvoid! respectively.! These! two! heat! transfer! coefficients! can! be!calculated!from!the!equations!given!by!Yagi!&!Kunii![13]:!
! ℎ!" = 0.227 · !!!!!! · !!!"" !;! (4.16)!




! !! = !! · !!!! !·!"#! !!!" !! !!! ·!"#!! !!!!! · !!!"#!! − !! · !!;! (4.19)!where!κ!is!the!coefficient!between!the!solid!and!fluid!thermal!conductivities!(ks/kf)!and! sin! θ! = 1 !! .! ! !is! the! equivalent! number! of! contact! points! for! the!semispherical!surface!of!a!particle!and!has!as!values!4 3!and!1.5!for!the!close!and!open!packing!cases!respectively.!!
4.1.3.2.2. Stagnation(term(evaluation(neglecting(radiative(heat(transfer(mechanisms(In!those!cases!on!which!radiative!heat!transfer!mechanisms!can!be!neglected,!the!semiDempirical!model!developed!by!Krupiczka![16]!is!considered.!In!this!frame,!k!!!might!be!calculated!as:!! !!! = !! · !!!! !;! (4.20)!where! !corresponds!to!the!following!expression:!
! ! = 0.280 − 0.757 · log!" ! − 0.057 · log!" !!!! .! (4.21)!The! dependency! of!k!""!in! both! models! on! the! material! properties! and! the!packed!bed!void!fraction!is!introduced!in!the!CFD!model!through!the!compilation!of! specific! code! routines.! These! selfDdeveloped! code! modifications! permit! to!include!in!the!model!temperature!dependent!material!properties!together!with!the!inclusion! of! customized! void! fraction! distributions! depending! on! the! particular!modelled!TES!system.!











the!ones!of!Peffer![20]!and!Wakao!et!al.![21]!are!selected!in!this!work!for!low!and!high!!"! !respectively.! Taking! this! into! account,! the! following! expression! is!implemented!when!Rep!is!lower!than!15:!
! ℎ!" = !!!! · 1.26 · !! !!! ! !! ! ! · !"! · !" ! !;! (4.22)!where! !corresponds!to:!! ! = 2 − 3 · 1 − ! ! ! + 3 · 1 − ! ! ! − 2 · 1 − ! !.! (4.23)!On! the! other! hand,! for!!"! !higher! than! 15! the! following! expression! is!considered:!!
! ℎ!" = !!!! · 2 + 1.1 · !"!!.! · !"! ! .! (4.24)!It!has!to!be!noted!that!eq.!(4.22)!is!applicable!when!!" = !"! · !"!>>!1,!and!eq.!(4.24)! to! !"! !up! to! 8500.! In! all! the! modelled! cases! in! this! thesis,! both!dimensionless!numbers!are!within!the!applicability!range.!The! inclusion! of! the! dependency! of!ℎ!"!with! local! fluid! flow! characteristics!such! as! temperature,! velocity! or! material! properties,! is! carried! out! through! the!development!of! customized!code!routines,!able! to!modify!accordingly! the!overall!developed!CFD!model.!




considered.! The! particular! insulation! configuration! considers! three! different!regions,!i)!the!packed!bed,!ii)!the!insulation!layer!and!iii)!the!exterior,!as!depicted!in!Figure!4.3.!
!Figure!4.3.!Schematic!description!of!the!thermal!losses.!!The!evaluation!of! the! thermal! losses! from! the!bed! is!determined!considering!the!heat!evacuated!from!the!packed!bed!to!the!insulation,!and!the!convective!heat!transfer!established!in!the!domain!external!boundary.!The!first!one!is!quantified!in!this! thesis!work! by!means! of! the! approximation! of! Beek! [22].! In! this! frame,! the!corresponding! heat! transfer! coefficient,!ℎ! ,! is! evaluated! as! a!multiplication! by! a!factor! of! 0.8! of! the! fluidDsolid! heat! transfer! coefficient! (ℎ!").! Taking! this! into!account,!the!following!source!term!is!added!to!the!energy!equation!(eq.!(4.9)!and!eq.!(4.11)):!! !!! = !! = ℎ! · !!(!! − !!).! (4.25)!In! the! second! region,! insulation! material,! only! conductive! mechanisms! are!accounted! for.! Free! convection! between! the! external! layer! of! insulation! and! the!external! atmosphere,! assuming! a! free! stream! temperature! of! 20! °C,! is! fixed.! The!corresponding! convective! heat! transfer! coefficient! (hext)! is! obtained! from! the!expression:!












which!describes!a!free!convection!process!in!a!vertical!plate![23].!In!this!equation!!"!!corresponds!to!the!tank!Rayleigh!number!calculated!as:!! !!! = !·!!·!· !!"#!!!"# ·!!!·! ;! (4.27)!where,!!!is!the!gravity!constant!and!equal!to!9.8!m·sD2,! !and!!!are!the!air!thermal!expansion!coefficient!and!thermal!diffusivity!respectively,!and!!!is!the!tank!length.!It! has! to! be! noted! that! eq.! (4.27)! is! also! applicable! for! vertical! cylindrical! walls!when!the!following!condition!is!satisfied:!! !!"#! ≥ !"!"!!.!";! (4.28)!where!!"!!is! the! tank! Grashof! number,! and! can! be! calculated! according! to! the!following!expression:!
! !"! = !·!!!·!· !!"#!!!"# ·!!!! .! (4.29)!For! the! calculation! of! the! overall! thermal! losses! coefficient! in! this! work,! a!stationary! insulation! temperature! distribution! is! assumed.! The! obtained! heat!transfer!coefficient!shows!a!very!good!agreement!with!the!ones!calculated!through!different!correlations![9],!which!guarantee!the!validity!of!this!approach.!Overall,! and! considering! a! single! insulation! layer,! the! global! heat! transfer!coefficient! (hloss)! for! evaluating! the! thermal! losses! from! the! packed! bed! to! the!exterior!can!be!expressed!as:!
! ℎ!"## = !!!!! !!!·!!"#·!" !!"#!! ! !!!!"#· !!!"#.! (4.30)!















The! GreenDGauss! nodeDbased! algorithm! is! used! for! the! spatial! discretization!due! to! its! higher! accuracy! in! comparison! to! cellDbased! models.! Even! though,! it!requires! higher! computational! resources.! In! addition,! the! PRESTO!! algorithm! is!applied! for! the! pressure! spatial! discretization! and! the! momentum! and! energy!equations! are! solved!with! the! second! order! accurate! numerical! scheme! (Second!Order!Upwind).!The! calculation! convergence! criteria! are! strengthened! in!order! to!ensure! the!good! quality! of! the! calculation.! Namely,! for! the! continuity,! radial! and! axial!velocities! residuals! an! accuracy! of! 10D5! is! fixed! while,! in! the! case! of! the! energy!equation,!the!residual!is!set!to!10D8.!The!time!discretization!criterion!varies!depending!on!the!modelled!system.!Its!selection!is!made!in!such!a!way!the!maximum!number!of!iterations!per!time!step!is!kept!below!20![25].!All! calculations! are! performed! with! ANSYS! Fluent! 16.2! in! a! Linux! based!Workstation!equipped!with!32!cores!Intel®!XeonTM!and!64!Gb!of!DDR4!RAM!
4.4. Data"treatment"In! addition! to! the! velocity,! temperature! and! pressure! field! results! obtained!directly!by!solving!the!CFD!model!equations!reported!in!section!4.2,!the!energies,!entropies!and!exergies!associated!to!the!storage!tank!operation!are!also!evaluated.!It! has! to! be! noted! that,! for! the! charge! and! discharge! operations! of! the! TES!system,!the!quantitative!evaluation!of!the!energy,!entropy!and!exergy!is!exclusively!limited!to!the!thermal! implications.!In!this! line,!the!evaluation!is!restricted!to!the!heat! introduced! or! released! to/from! the! TES! during! the! charge/discharge!operations.!In!this!frame,!all!the!output!fluid!obtained!during!the!charge!operation!is!useless,!whereas!the!one!obtained!in!the!discharge!is!considered!useful.!Quantitatively,! the! expressions! used! in! this! thesis! work! to! evaluate! energy,!entropy!and!exergy!are!reported!in!the!following.!




total!enthalpies!charged!or!discharged!can!be!calculated!by!means!of!the!following!expressions:!! ∆!! = !! · !!,! · !!,! − !!"#!!! !";! (4.33)!! ∆!! = !! · !!,! · !!,! − !!,!!!! !";! (4.34)!where,!!!,! !corresponds! to! the! hot! fluid! temperature;! !!!,! !to! the! temperature! of!the! released! fluid! from! the! TES! tank! during! the! discharge! stage,! and!!!,! !to! the!inlet!fluid!temperature!(bottom!part)!in!the!discharge!stage.!The!integration!limits!!! !and!!! !correspond! to! the! charge! and!discharge! times! respectively.! Finally,! !is!the!heat!transfer!fluid!mass!flow!rate.!It!has!to!be!mentioned!that!thermal!losses!through!the!lateral!wall!and!due!to!thermocline!(temperature!stratification)!region!formation!inside!the!solid!medium!are!implicitly!included!in!ΔH!balances.!Therefore,!the!thermal!efficiency!of!a!complete!cycle!(charge!+!discharge)!can!be!calculated!from:!! !! = ∆!!∆!! .! (4.35)!
4.4.2. Second(Law(efficiency(evaluation(According! to! the! Second! Law! of! Thermodynamics,! the! fluid! entropy! in! the!charge!and!discharge!operations!is!evaluated!from!the!following!equations:!












involved! in! the! charge! and!discharge! processes! (ΔB)! has! also! been! quantified! in!this!work!according!to!the!following!equation:!! ∆! = ∆! − !!"# · ∆!.! (4.38)!Considering! a! complete! charge! and! discharge! cycle,! the! process! exergy!efficiency!can!be!calculated!from:!! !! = !!!!!! .! (4.39)!
4.4.4. Pumping(energy(To!evaluate! the! energy! required! for!pumping! the!heat! transfer! fluid! through!the!packed!bed,! the! following!expressions!are!used! for! the! charge!and!discharge!respectively:!!
! !!"#!,! = !!!! · ∆!!!"!!! ;! (4.40)!!! !!"#!,! = !!!! · ∆!!!"!!! .! (4.41)!In!both!equations,!the!∆!!value!corresponds!to!the!pressure!drop!associated!to!the!packed!bed!interstitial!fluid!flow!obtained!from!eq.!(4.5).!
4.4.5. Thermal(losses(From! the! thermal! losses! overall! heat! transfer! coefficient! (ℎ!"##),! calculated!following!eq.!(4.30),!the!energy!lost!through!the!external!wall!of!the!storage!tank!is!evaluated!as:!! !!"##,! = ℎ!"##,! · !!"# · (!! − !!"#)!!"!!! ;! (4.42)!!! !!"##,! = ℎ!"##,! · !!"# · (!! − !!"#)!!"!!! .! (4.43)!




case! studies! have! been! selected! in! order! to! perform! a! literatureDbased!experimental!validation!of!the!model!described!in!section!4.2.!The!main!goal!of!this!validation! is! to! guarantee! the! accuracy! of! the! developed! model,! and! as! a!consequence,!ensure!that!the!obtained!results!are!fully!extensible!to!real!systems.!Four!works!are!used! for! the!mentioned!validation:! two!of! them!using!air!as!heat!transfer! fluid,!one!operated!with! thermal!oil! and!one!with!molten!nitrate! salt.! In!what! follows,! the! obtained! results! are! presented! and! the! corresponding! model!accuracy!and!precision!is!carefully!assessed.!
4.5.1. Air(as(heat(transfer(fluid(For! the! validation! of! the!model! using! air! as! heat! transfer! fluid! two! different!systems! are! considered! from! ref.! [4]! and! [26]! respectively.! The! first! one! is! an!experiment! carried! out! at! the! company! Airlight( Energy( in! Switzerland.! The!experimental!facility!consists!in!a!30!m3!conical!tank!filled!with!local!natural!rocks!using! electrically! heated! air! at! 500! °C! as! heat! transfer! fluid! [4]! for! the! charging!process.!The!second!benchmark!system!is!a!smaller!facility!(0.078!m3)!constructed!at!CSIR!(Council(for(Scientific(and(Industrial(Research)!in!Pretoria![26].!In!this!case,!a! gas! burner! is! used! to! heat! air! to! 900! °C! and! a! commercial! ceramic! material!typically! used! in! catalyst! support! applications,!Denstone!2000,! is! applied! as!TES!material.!















!Figure!4.5.!Model!validation!with!the!experiments!from!ref.![4].!!In! order! to! perform! a! numerical! assessment! of! the! fitting! between! the!experimental!and!modelled!temperatures,!the!root!mean!square!deviation!(RMSD)!together!with!the!mean!absolute!error!(MAE)!are!presented!in!Table!4.3.!It!has!to!be!noted!that!for!the!upper!thermocouples,!the!absolute!error!is!kept!between!3D6%! and! the! standard! deviation! does! not! exceed! 15! °C.! As! expected! from! the!mentioned! experimental! based!difference,! these! errors! are!higher! for! the! lowest!measurement!point!(T1).!Table!4.3.!RMSD!and!MAE!between!the!experimental!and!modelled!temperatures.!
Position" RMSD"(°C)" MAE"(%)"T1! 22.1! 26.8!T2! 8.0! 5.1!T3! 5.5! 2.8!T4! 14.1! 5.5!T5! 8.2! 3.0!











!Figure!4.6.!Scheme!of!the!experimental!setup!at!CSIR![26].!!The! reported! experiment! in! ref.! [26]! consists! in! a! preDcharge! of! the! system!starting!from!room!temperature!up!to!350!°C.!Then,!a!complete!charge!to!900!°C!is!performed,! followed! by! a! discharge! operation! introducing! air! at! 350! °C.! For! the!validation!of!the!model!carried!out,!as!an!example,!the!charge!period!from!350!°C!to! 900! °C! is! considered.! The! main! operational! parameters! of! the! unit! for! the!mentioned!experiment!are!collected!in!Table!4.4.!Table!4.4.!Operational!parameters!of!the!experiments!in!ref.![26].!Packed!bed!volume!(m3)! 0.078!Packed!bed!void!fraction!(D)! 0.39!Average!spherical!particle!diameter!(cm)! 1.9!Heat!transfer!fluid!temperature!(°C)! 900!Average!heat!transfer!fluid!mass!flow!rate!(kg·sD1)! 0.023!Charging!time!(h)! 1.5!




hour!of!experiment! the!model!predicts!very!accurate! temperatures.!This! trend! is!kept!until!1.25!hours!when!the!model!shows!slightly!higher!temperatures.!On!the!other!hand,!attending!to!the!thermocouple!in!the!lowest!part!of!the!tank!(x!=1)!a!temperature!overDprediction!is!obtained!likely!associated!to!higher!thermal!losses!in! this! region! of! the! experimental! setup! than! the! ones! considered! in! the!model.!Nevertheless,! attending! to! the! errors! between! the! measured! and! modelled!temperatures,!included!in!Table!4.5,!it!can!be!observed!that!the!MAE!is!kept!below!3%! during! the! complete! experiment,!which! implies! a! very! good! accuracy! of! the!calculation!results.!
!Figure!4.7.!Model!validation!with!the!experiments!from!ref.![26].!Table!4.5.!RMSD!and!MAE!between!the!experimental!and!modelled!temperatures.!











4.5.2. Thermal(oil(as(heat(transfer(fluid(Once!the!model!is!validated!using!air!as!heat!transfer!fluid,!in!this!section,!the!experimental!validation!operating!with!a!liquid!fluid!(thermal!oil)!is!presented.!In!this!regard,!the!experiment!carried!out!at!PROMESBCNRS!laboratory!in!France!and!reported!in!ref.![27]!is!considered!as!benchmark.!The!experimental!setup!(Figure!4.8)! consists! in!a!1.8!meters! length! tank! filled!with!quartzite! rock!operated!with!
Rapeseed(oil!as!heat!transfer!fluid.!




In!order!to!demonstrate!the!accuracy!of!the!model!in!reproducing!the!obtained!experimental! temperature! profiles! from! ref.! [27],! the! temperature! in! the! axial!direction! of! the! tank! is! represented! at! eight! different! times! in! Figure! 4.9.! The!continuous!lines!correspond!to!the!model!obtained!profiles!while!dots!reproduce!the!experimental!measured!values.!
!Figure!4.9.!Model!validation!with!the!experiments!from!ref.![27].!!As! it! can! be! observed! in! Figure! 4.9,! the!matching! between! the! experimental!and!calculated!temperatures!is!very!good.!Small!differences!around!5!°C!are!found!in!the!temperature!profiles!after!0.5!and!1!hour!charge!in!the!thermocline!region.!In!order!to!numerically!evaluate!the!accuracy!of!the!model,!in!Table!4.7!the!RMSD!and!MAE!between!the!experimental!and!modelled!temperatures!for!each!time!are!summarized.!In!all!cases,!the!MAE!is!kept!below!1%!and!RMSD!below!3!°C.!Table!4.7.!RMSD!and!MAE!between!the!experimental!and!modelled!temperatures.!











These!results!permit!to!extend!the!suitability!of!the!developed!model!not!only!to! gaseous! fluids! but! also! to! liquid! fluids.! The! obtained! results! demonstrate! the!reliability!of! the! calculation!of!packed!bed!TES!systems! thermal!behaviour!when!using!oil!as!heat!transfer!fluid.!
4.5.3. Molten(nitrate(salt(as(heat(transfer(fluid(Finally,! in!order! to! analyse! the!validity!of! the!developed! code! in!modelling!a!packed! bed! operated! with! molten! salt! as! heat! transfer! fluid,! the! experimental!results!published!in!ref.![28]!are!considered.!The!experimental!setup!(Figure!4.10)!consists!in!a!tank!constructed!by!Sandia(National(Laboratory,!which!operates!with!a!mixture!of! sodium!and!potassium!nitrates! (1:1)! as!heat! carrier! and! is!partially!filled! with! a! mixture! of! quartzite! rock! and! silica! sand.! Many! authors! have! used!these!results,!depicted!in!Figure!4.11,!to!assess!the!accuracy!of!different!developed!packed!bed!thermoDfluidic!models![17,27,29D31].!




Table!4.8.!Operational!parameters!of!the!experiments!in!ref.![28].!Storage!capacity!(MWhth)! 2.44!Tank!length!(m)! 6.1!Tank!diameter!(m)! 3.0!Average!tank!void!fraction!(D)! 0.22!Average!spherical!particle!diameter!(cm)! 1!Heat!transfer!fluid!temperature!(°C)! 289!Average!heat!transfer!fluid!mass!flow!rate!(kg·sD1)! 5.46!Discharging!time!(h)! 2!The!time!evolution!of!the!axial!temperature!profiles!inside!the!storage!tank!is!shown! Figure! 4.11.! Dots! represent! the! experimentally!measured! temperature! at!different!axial!positions!of!the!storage!tank!at!four!different!discharging!times.!The!continuous! lines! represent! the! numerically! calculated! temperature! values!obtained! from! the! developed! model! for! the! same! tank! positions! at! the! same!discharging!times.!












Time"(h)" RMSD"(°C)" MAE"(%)"0.5! 4.5! 0.8!1! 6.7! 1.5!1.5! 9.4! 2.0!2! 8.2! 1.8!The!obtained!results!also!permit!to!rely!on!the!theoretical!model!developed!in!this!thesis!for!the!modelling!of!packed!bed!TES!systems!running!with!molten!salts!as!heat!transfer!fluid.!




Furthermore,! the! numerical! solution! strategy! selected! for! the! aboveDmentioned!equation!is!also!explained!in!detail.!Particular!care!is!paid!to!the!spatial!discretization! strategy,! guaranteeing! a! satisfactory! compromise! between! the!meshing!and!the!calculation!accuracy!and!economy.!Finally,!four!experiments!reported!in!the!literature!are!used!as!benchmark!for!the! validation! of! the! developed! model.! The! obtained! results! show! an! accurate!agreement!of!the!proposed!modelling!strategy!to!simulate!the!real!performance!of!packed!bed!TES!systems!operating!at!different!temperature!ranges,!filler!materials,!heat! transfer! fluids! and! tank! length! scales.! The! performed! validation! allows!performing! precise! calculations! to! determine! a! general! optimization! process! of!packed!bed!storage!units!as!a!function!of!a!wide!variety!of!design!parameters!as!it!is!shown!in!further!chapters!of!this!thesis.!
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In! the!previous!chapter,!a!complete! theoretical!physical!model! for!describing!the!thermoOfluid!performance!of!a!packed!bed!thermal!energy!storage!system!was!presented!and!validated.!In!this!chapter,!this!model!is!extensively!implemented!in!order! to! obtain! a! detailed! optimization! guideline! of! the! main! design! and!operational! parameters! governing! the! thermal! performance! of! packed! bed! TES!systems.!In!this!regard,!the!impact!of!the!geometry,!heat!transfer!fluid!flow!rate,!or!solid! particle! diameter,! among! other! design! parameters! on! the! thermal!performance!of!the!storage!unit!is!discussed.!In!addition,!different!operational!and!thermal!management!strategies!of!the!TES!system!are!also!investigated!in!order!to!demonstrate! the! flexibility! and! suitability! of! the! packed! bed! storage! concept! to!different! exploitation! environments.! Of! particular! importance! is! the! thermal!stability!analysis,!presented!in!this!chapter.!Overall,!the!real!implementation!under!industrial!environments!of!this!storage!technology!requires!a!deep!understanding!of! the! long! term! charge/discharge! cycling! behaviour! of! the! packed! bed! TES,!carefully!addressed!in!this!work.!




Table!5.1.!Fixed!TES!tank!parameters.!Parameter! Value!Tank!volume!(m3)! 3!Storage!material! EAF$Slag$1$Heat!transfer!fluid! Air!Hot!fluid!temperature!(°C)! 700!Cold!fluid!temperature!(°C)! 20!Storage!pressure!(bar)! 1!Insulation!material! Mullite$fibre$Insulation!thickness!(m)! 0.25!
Considering! the! selected! temperature! range! and! the! demonstrated! stability,!thermal!behaviour!and!chemical!compatibility! (see!chapters!2!and!3),!EAF$Slag$1!and!air!are!proposed!as!heat!storage!material!and!heat!transfer!fluid!respectively.!The! selected! material! combination! and! TES! design! parameters,! in! terms! of!volume!and! temperature!range,! lead! to!a!maximum!storage!capacity!of!around!1!MWhth! considering! the! total! storage! material! deployment! in! the! 20O700! °C!temperature!range.!Taking!into!account!that!the!physical!model!developed!in!this!work!allows!the!description! of! the! thermal! losses! from! the! storage! domain,! a! realistic! insulation!strategy! is!proposed!for!the!reference!TES!system.!In!particular,!a!25!cm!layer!of!
Mullite$ fibre! is! considered! as! insulation! material,! according! to! its! appropriate!properties!at!high!temperature!(see!Annex!1!for!its!properties).!












3.! Fixed! temperature! tolerance! in! the! charge! and! discharge:! a! maximum!output!fluid!temperature!variation!is!fixed!during!the!charge!and!discharge!operations.! Once! the! established! temperature! threshold! is! reached! in! the!fluid!output,!the!charge/discharge!operation!is!considered!finished.!In! order! to! study! the! thermal! performance! of! the! TES! unit! under! the!mentioned! operational! conditions,! the! reference! case! defined! in! Table! 5.1! is!selected.!In!addition!to!the!aforementioned!tank!parameters,!some!others!are!fixed!for!the!calculations!performed!in!this!section.!Among!them,!the!particle!diameter,!air!mass!flow!rate!and,!the!tank!geometry!and!aspect!ratio!are!fixed!to!the!values!reported!in!Table!5.2.!Table!5.2.!TES!tank!parameters!used!for!the!different!operational!strategies!analyses.!Parameter! Value!Particle!diameter!(cm)! 1!Mass!flow!rate!(kg·mO3)! 0.3!Tank!geometry! Cylindrical!Tank!aspect!ratio!(L/dt)! 2!




temperature! trend! between! 6.5! and! 8! charging! hours.! After! this! time,! the! TES!system!is!considered!completely!charged.!




The!analysis!of!the!axial!temperature!profiles!during!the!charge!(Figure!5.2a)!shows!that!the!thermocline!region!is!kept!inside!the!tank!around!three!hours.!It!is!also! seen! that! the! temperature! slope! in! the! temperature! stratification! region!continuously!decreases!during!the!complete!process.!This!is!caused!due!to!the!heat!transport! mechanisms! between! the! hot! and! cold! fluid! zones! governing! the!spreading/formation!of!the!thermocline!region.!It!has!to!be!noted!that,!between!the!sixth!and!seventh!hour,!the!temperature!of!the!packed!bed!only!increases!around!50!°C!in!a!10%!of!the!tank,!what!indicates!a!large!waste!of!energy,!due!to!the!inefficient!heating!of!the!system,!already!close!to!the!hot! fluid! temperature,! as!explained!above.!This!phenomenon! is! reinforced! in!the! case! of! the! last!modelled! hour,!when! almost! no! variation! in! the! packed! bed!temperature!is!obtained.!








results,! an! 80%! of! the! total! discharged! energy! is! released! during! the! first! four!hours.!Meanwhile,!for!the!extraction!of!the!remaining!20%!another!four!hours!are!necessary.!
! !(a)! (b)!Figure!5.3.!a)!Involve!energies!and,!b)!efficiencies,!at!each!hour!of!the!charge!and!discharge!operations.!




processes.!Consequently,!a!nonOreproducible!transient!behaviour!can!be!expected.!For!this!reason,! in!order!to!analyse!the!thermal!evolution!of! the!thermocline,! the!transient! behaviour! of! the! TES! and! the! overall! system! performance! up! to! ten!consecutive!charge/discharge!cycles!are!modelled!in!this!section.!




Going!through!the!charge!curves!(Figure!5.5a),!during!the!first!run!the!output!fluid!temperature!is!kept!in!20!°C!during!the!first!three!hours.!From!this!threshold!time,! the!output! fluid! temperature!starts! increasing!continuously!up! to!110!°C!at!the! end! of! the! charge! (4! hours).! After! 5O6! cycles,! when! the! stationary! thermal!performance!of! the!storage! is! reached,! the! fluid! is! released!at!20! °C!during!1.5O2!hours,!to!start!increasing!up!to!220!°C!at!the!end!of!the!four!charging!hours.!




Aiming! at! discussing! the! quality! of! the! released! heat! in! terms! of!charged/discharged! energies! and! cycle! efficiencies,! these! magnitudes! are!presented! in! Figure! 5.6.! In! particular,! in! Figure! 5.6a! the! charged! (red! line)! and!discharged! (blue! line)! energies! in! each! cycle! are! collected.!On! the!other!hand,! in!Figure!5.6b! the!efficiency!according! to!eq.! (4.35)! in! red! line,! and! the! ratio!of! the!TES!material!exploited!(blue!line)!in!each!cycle!are!presented.!
! !(a)! (b)!Figure!5.6.!a)!Energies!and!b)!efficiencies!involved!in!each!thermal!cycle.!Considering! the! discharged! energy! and! efficiency,! a! continuous! increasing!trend! is! observed,! showing! a! maximum! value! when! the! stationary! thermal!performance!condition!is!satisfied.!This!behaviour!is!caused!by!two!main!reasons:!on! one! hand,! to! the! energy! associated! to! the! temperature! stratification,! or!thermocline! formation,! during! the! first! cycles,! and,! on! the! other! hand,! to! the!increasing!discharged!energy!(higher!temperature!level).!Quantitatively,!the!obtained!cycle!efficiency!ranges!from!values!slightly!above!90%! in! the! first! cycle! to! 93%!when! the! stationary! condition! is! reached.! On! the!other! hand,! the! ratio! of! the! exploited! solid! storage! material! also! presents! high!values,!ranging!from!75%!in!the!first!cycle!up!to!77.5%!in!the!stationary.!




as!“temperature!tolerance”.!For!the!sake!of!clarity,!if!a!temperature!tolerance!of!Ttol!is!selected!for!both,!the!charge!and!discharge!operations,!the!system!is!considered!charged! or! discharged! once! the! output! fluid! temperature! is! Tcold+Ttol! or! ThotOTtol!respectively.!!Considering! the!deep! implications!of! this!operation!method,! the!main!goal!of!this! section! is! double:! to! present! a! detailed! analysis! of! the! longOterm! thermal!stability!and!to!study!the!impact!of!the!temperature!tolerance!in!the!global!thermal!performance.! Aiming! at! fulfilling! both! mentioned! objectives,! a! specific!methodology! adapted! to! each! phenomenon! is! proposed.! For! the! first! one! (longOterm!stability)!a!complete!transient!analysis!is!performed!under!continuous!charge!and! discharge! cyclic! operation.! In! these! terms,! an! exhaustive! analysis! of! the!temperature! stratification! evolution! in! the! packed! bed! is! presented.! In! addition,!the! developed! methodology! also! includes! a! discussion! about! the! possibility! of!attaining!a!reproducible!thermal!behaviour!with!continuous!thermal!cycling.!!Second,! a! sensitivity! analysis! of! the! temperature! tolerance! is! performed.! In!these! regards,! the! influence! of! this! parameter! on! the! storage! capacity,! overall!efficiency! and! thermal! performance! is! presented.! In! order! to!make! the! obtained!results! extensible! to! a! more! general! framework,! a! quantitative! analysis! of! the!relation! between! the! temperature! tolerance! and! the! storage! capacity! of! the! TES!unit!is!also!included.!Finally,! the! eventual! influence! of! the! operation! temperature! range! is! also!addressed.!To!investigate!this!behaviour,!two!temperature!ranges!are!studied.!The!first!one!corresponds!to!the!conventional!molten!salt!storage!technology,!whereas!the!second!one!is!associated!to!the!use!of!thermal!oil!as!heat!transfer!fluid.!




In! Figure! 5.7a! the! evolution! of! the! tank! axial! temperature! distribution! in!consecutive! cycles!once! the! system! is! considered!charged! (continuous! lines)!and!discharged! (dashed! lines)! is! presented.! In! this! figure,! xOcoordinates! 0! and! 1!correspond! to! the! upper! and! lower! parts! of! the! tank! respectively.! The! obtained!results!show!a!clear!evolution!of!the!thermal!performance!of!the!packed!bed!TES!system! with! cycling.! This! behaviour,! also! obtained! for! the! fixed! time! operation!derives! in!a! transient!stage,!prior! to!satisfy!a!stationary!operation!condition.!The!thermal! transport! mechanisms! responsible! for! the! thermocline! formation! and!evolution!are!associated!to!this!transient!thermal!performance,!leading!to!different!initial! conditions! for! consecutive! charge/discharge! cycles.! Considering! the! axial!temperature!profiles!of! the! charged! system,! it! can!be!observed! that! the!width!of!the! thermocline! region!grows!with! increasing! the!number!of! thermal! cycles.!The!same!phenomenon!is!observed!in!the!discharge!curves.!Thereby,! the!evolution!of!the!thermocline!ranges!from!a!temperature!stratification!of!around!half!of!the!tank!in!the!first!charge!to!the!total!tank!length!in!the!last!one.!









!Figure!5.8.!Involved!energies!and!efficiency!balances!for!each!of!the!tenOmodelled!cycles!in!the!reference!case.!Regarding! the! cycle! efficiency! of! this! reference! tolerance! case,! an! increasing!behaviour! is! observed! during! the! transient! period.! Starting! from! a! poor!performance! value! of! around! 53%,! after! four! cycles,! the! resulting! efficiency! is!enhanced!up!to!around!80%!and!maintained! in!subsequent!cycles!with!a!slightly!increasing!trend.!The!underlying!reason!for!the!low!efficiency!in!the!first!cycles!is!the! energy! required! in! the! development! of! the! thermocline! region.! As! a!consequence,! the! resulting! temperature! distribution! leads! to! the! degradation! of!the! input! energy,! showing! a! thermal! level! out! of! the! required! tolerance,! which!penalizes!the!cycle!efficiency.!









Figure!5.10!presents!the!output!fluid!temperature!in!the!discharge!operations!corresponding!to!both!analysed!tolerance!values.!The!obtained!results!confirm!the!shortening! of! the! transient! TES! performance! with! increasing! temperature!tolerance!values.!Furthermore,!a!clear!enhanced!thermal!behaviour!is!promoted!by!larger! tolerance! values,! enlarging! the! discharge! times! providing! useful! heat.!Quantitatively,! selecting! the! tenth! cycle! for! the! three! studied! cases,! 35,! 150! and!200! min! are! obtained! for! the! 20,! 100! and! 150! °C! tolerances! respectively.! This!increase! leads!to!an!enhancement!of!around!430%!and!575%!when!compared!to!the!lowest!proposed!tolerance!value.!









With! the! objective! of! establishing! a! minimum! acceptable! threshold,! which!permits!a!successful!deployment!of!the!proposed!TES!technology,! in!this!thesis,!a!value!≳! 50%! of!material! usage! is! proposed.! As! a! consequence,! attending! to! the!obtained! results,! a! minimum! temperature! tolerance! value! of! 100! °C! should! be!considered.!In!the!same!line,!it!must!be!noted!that!the!selected!case!also!promotes!the!shortening!of!the!transient!TES!performance,!which!becomes!of!great!interest!on!the!real!exploitation!of!this!concept.!Aiming! at! a! full! extrapolation! of! the! obtained! results! to! a! more! general!framework,!a!dimensionless!parameter,!the!specific!tolerance,!!,!is!introduced.!The!specific!tolerance!is!defined!as:!! ! = !"#$"%&'(%"!!"#$%&'($∆! · 100.! (5.!1)!In!this!regard,!the!considered!20,!100!and!150!°C!tolerance!values!correspond!to! a!! !=! 4,! 15! and! 22%! respectively.! Introducing! the! technological! threshold!defined! in! the! previous! paragraph,! a! value! ≳! 15%! is! recommended! for! a!satisfactory!operation!of!the!TES!packed!bed.!




Table!5.3.!Operational!temperature!ranges,!stopping!criteria!temperatures!and!maximum!storage!capacities!for!all!the!modelled!cases.!! ! ! Reference!Case! Case!2! Case!3!! ! Tf,hot!(°C)! 700! 565! 300!! ! Tf,cold!(°C)! 20! 290! 180!! ! ΔT!(°C)! 680! 275! 120!! ! Storage!max.!(kWhth)! 1054! 445! 178!






! ! !=!4%! 40! 300! 125!! !=!15%! 120! 330! 140!! !=!20%! 170! 350! 145!
Discha
rge! ! !=!4%! 680! 555! 295!! !=!15%! 600! 525! 280!! !=!20%! 550! 505! 275!




can!be!noticed!that!the!efficiency!difference!found!in!the!first!cycle!when!compared!to! the! reference! case! depends! on! the! initial! considered! temperature! of! the! TES!(ambient!temperature,!20!°C).!
! !(a)! (b)!
! !(c)! (d)!




system! thermal! performance! and!material! usage! efficiency! with! the! operational!temperature!range!is!demonstrated,!once!the!!!parameter!value!is!selected.!Figure!5.14! supports! this! conclusion! since! similar! material! usage! efficiency! values! are!obtained!in!comparison!to!the!reference!case!(Figure!5.12).!
! !(a)! (b)!Figure!5.14.!Ratio!between!the!cycle!released!energy!and!the!maximum!thermal!capacity!of!the!storage!medium:!a)!ΔT!=!275!°C!and!b)!ΔT!=!120!°C.!




5.3.1. Parametric$analysis$of$the$tank$geometry$In!this!first!section!a!parametric!analysis!for!the!selection!of!an!optimized!TES!tank! geometry! is! presented.! In! order! to! explore! an! innovative! approach! to! the!standard!packed!bed! storage! solution,! in!addition! to! the! conventional! cylindrical!tank! geometry,! a! conical! one! is! also! investigated.! The! first! mentioned! tank!geometry! has! extensively! been! used! in! the! TES! field,! as! well! as! in! many! other!industrial! applications.! On! the! other! hand,! the! conical! tank! has! been! recently!introduced! (see! section! 1.3)! aiming! at! the! reduction! of! the! mechanical! stresses!generated!between!the!TES!solid!medium!and!the!container.!The!treatment!of!the!conical!geometry!has!also!some!additional!implications,!such!as!the!lack!of!spatial!symmetry! in! the! axial! direction.! As! a! consequence,! both! conical! orientations! are!analysed:!the!first!one!with!the!larger!tank!side!in!the!top!of!the!tank,!(henceforth!“regular”),!and!the!second!one!with!the!larger!tank!side!in!the!bottom,!(henceforth!“inverse”).!A!layout!of!the!two!studied!geometries,!cylindrical!and!conical,!and!the!different!orientations!of!the!latter!option!are!included!in!Figure!5.15.!!




fixed!in!this!study!to!the!values!included!in!Table!5.1!and!Table!5.4!respectively.!As!a!consequence,!the!height!of!the!tank!remains!like!the!only!free!parameter.!The! quantitative! ranges,! in! which! the! cylindrical! tank! aspect! ratio! and! the!conical! tank!height!are!varied! in! the!parametric!analysis!reported! in! this!section,!are!collected!in!the!lower!part!of!Table!5.4.!Table!5.4.!Magnitudes!fixed!and!varied!in!tank!geometry!parametric!analysis.!Parameter! Value!Particle!diameter!(cm)! 1!Mass!flow!rate!(kg·mO3)! 0.3!Tank!geometry! Cylindrical/Conical!Conicity!angle!(°)! 10!Cylindrical!tank!aspect!ratio!(L/dt)! 0.5!/!1!/!2!/!3!Conical!tank!height!(m)! 1!/!1.2!/!1.4!/!1.6!/!1.8!/!2!/!2.4!/!2.6!/!3!The!obtained!stored!energies!in!the!stationary!performance!for!the!regular!and!inverse! conical! geometries! together! with! the! ones! associated! to! the! cylindrical!geometry! are! collected! in! Figure! 5.16.! In! order! to! compare! the! influence! of! the!aspect!ratio! in!both!geometries,! the!stored!energy! is!presented! for!different! tank!length!values!in!this!graph.!!




orientation.! This! difference! is! more! pronounced! for! low! tank! lengths,! and! it! is!found!to!be!almost!negligible!in!the!highest!ones.!!Comparing! the! energy! stored! in! both! conical! orientations! to! the! ones! in! the!cylindrical! tank,! considerably! higher! values! are! attained! in! the! latter,! exception!made! for! the! shortest! cylinder! and! inverse! cone.! Consequently,! the! cylindrical!geometry!promotes!better!storage!capacities!than!the!conical!one.!Overall,!from!the!obtained!results,!in!terms!of!thermal!energy!storage!capacity!maximization,! cylindrical! tank! geometries! should! be! selected.! However,!considering! the! benefits! of! the! conical! geometry! on! the!management! of! thermal!stresses,! mechanical! implications! and! ratcheting! phenomena! associated! to! the!packed!bed,!the!deployment!of!this!tank!geometry!could!be!addressed,!even!if!the!storage!capacity!is!reduced.!




Table!5.5.!Magnitudes!varied!in!the!cylindrical!tank!parametric!analysis.!Parameter! Value!Mass!flow!rate!(kg·sO1)! 0.01!/!0.1!/!0.3!/!1!Particle!diameter!(cm)! 0.5!/!1!/!2!/!3!/!4!/!5!Tank!aspect!ratio!(L/dt)! 0.5!/!1!/!2!/!3!It! has! to! be! noted! that,! in! the! following,! a! complete! parametric! analysis! is!carried!out!including!all!the!possible!combinations!of!the!investigated!parameters!summarized!in!Table!5.5.!This!leads!to!the!complete!understanding!of!the!packed!bed!system!behaviour!under!all!the!potential!design!selection!criteria.!










mainly! affected! by! the! thermal! conductivity! of! the! solid! material! in! the! axial!direction.!On! the! other!hand,! high! fluid! velocities! favour! convective!mechanisms!because!of!higher!turbulence!in!the!fluid.!Depending,!among!others,!on!the!particle!size!and! the! thermoOphysical!properties!of! the!TES!material,! the!solid!medium! is!not! able! to! absorb/release! all! the! heat! content! from/to! the! HTF,! leading! to! the!formation!of!a!larger!thermocline!region!in!the!fluid.!Both!behaviours!have!a!direct!nonOdesirable!effect!on!the!heat! transfer,!which! lead!to!a!higher!spreading!of! the!thermocline,!associated!to!a!storage!capacity!loss.!In!this!regard,!average!velocities,!in!this!case,!associated!to!mass!flow!rates!between!0.1!and!0.3!kg·sO1,!balance!the!convective! and! conductive/radiative! mechanisms.! Consequently,! an! optimized!thermocline! is! generated.! These! results! show! the! great! importance! of! a! detailed!fluid!flow!rate!optimization!on!the!particular!deployed!packed!TES!system.!























design! implies!a!good!balance!between!all! the!mentioned!parameters.!Overall,! in!the!modelled! reference! case,! a! cylindrical! tank! aspect! ratio! value! around! two! is!identified! as! a! successful! selection! in! order! to! balance! an! enhanced! thermal!performance! with! an! accessible! mechanical! construction,! equilibrated! pressure!drop!values!and!thermal!losses.!
!Figure!5.21.!Tank!lateral!area!as!a!function!of!the!cylindrical!aspect!ratio.!As! a! final! result! coming! out! from! the! analysis! performed! in! this! section,! the!cylindrical!tank!aspect!ratio!is!also!identified!as!one!of!the!main!design!parameters!for!an!optimized!system!design.!!








Even!if!in!both!presented!cases!in!Figure!5.22!the!heat!transfer!fluid!velocity!is!the!same,!the!obtained!thermal!performance!differs!considerably!between!them.!In!the!case!of!the!smallest!particle,! the!system!is!able!to!provide!up!to!830!and!470!kWhth! within! the! allowed! temperature! tolerance! in! the! first! and! tenth! cycle!respectively.!Meanwhile,! in!the!system!with!the!largest!particle!it! is!only!possible!to!release!up!to!167!and!44!kWhth!in!the!first!and!tenth!cycles!respectively.!These!differences!indicate!a!reduction!of!around!a!500%!in!the!storage!capacity.!




Consequently,! the! LTE! approach! is! only! valid! for! systems! such! as! the! one!presented! in!Figure!5.22a,!otherwise,!an! important!error!would!be!attained!with!such! approximation.! This! conclusion! is! of! paramount! importance! in! order! to!obtain!a!successful!modelling!and!design!of!the!packed!bed!TES!system,!since!the!thermal!transport!nature!plays!a!capital!role!on!the!associated!thermal!equilibrium!or!nonOequilibrium!treatment.!
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In!the!previous!chapter!the!behaviour!of!the!proposed!packed!bed!TES!system!has!been!investigated!in!detail!through!a!parametric!and!sensitivity!analysis!of!the!main! storage! design! parameters.! In! this! section,! the! scaleNup,! customization! and!deployment! of! this! type! of! TES! technology! in! three! different! real! applications! is!exhaustively!analysed.!In!particular,!the!waste!heat!recovery!in!the!steel!industry,!the!compressed!air!energy!storage!(CAES)!and!the!concentrated!solar!power!(CSP)!generation!are!the!selected!industrial!applications.!Each!of!these!three!applications!include! very! different! boundaries! such! as! mass! flow! rates,! heat! transfer! fluid!temperatures,! fixed! times! in! the! charge! or! the! discharge,! etc.! which! require! a!customized!design!and!optimization!of!the!packed!bed!TES!unit.! In!this!section,!a!careful! performance! and! suitability! analysis! is! performed! on! each! TES!implementation! frame,! addressing! a! complete! study! of! the! thermal! behaviour! of!TES!unit.!




In!addition!to!the!large!benefits!derived!from!the!waste!heat!recovery!itself,!an!added! benefit! is! also! addressed! in! this! work.! In! particular,! the! continuous! heat!supply! from! a! batch! process! such! as! the! EAF! operation! is! targeted.! The!uninterrupted! heat! availability! gives! an! important! added! value! to! the!TES,! since!opens!new!possibilities! for! the! stored!heat,! covering! the! requirements!of! a!wide!variety! of! heat! demanding! applications,! such! as! power! generation! turbines,! or!continuous!heating!processes!among!others.!In! the! following,! the!main! implications!of! the!proposed!design! together!with!the!required!boundaries!are!detailed.!





It! is! important!to!note!that!this!concept!corresponds!to!the!pilot!plant!that! is!currently! being! constructed! in! the! framework! of! the!RESLAG,European, research,
project, (H2020,, Ref., 642067).! The! complete! facility,! to! be! coupled! in! a! real!steelmaking! plant,! presents! a! very! sophisticated! layout! including! different!components! to! capture,! homogenize! the! temperature! and! clean! the! EAF! offNgas,!such! as! a! static! mixer,! a! highNtemperature! dust! filter! and! an! offNgas/air! heat!exchanger,!prior!to!the!TES.!One!of!the!main!reasons!motivating!the!introduction!of!the!mentioned!components!is!the!high!dust!content!of!the!offNgas,!which!cannot!be!inserted!directly!in!the!packed!bed!TES!tank.!As!a!consequence,!a!heat!exchange!to!a!clean!fluid,!air,!is!proposed.!This!air!is!used!as!heat!transfer!fluid!in!the!storage!unit.!
6.1.1.1. TES,tank,geometry,and,properties,Considering!the!TES!concept!demonstration!scale!addressed!in!the!mentioned!
RESLAG, project,! the! TES! unit! volume! is! fixed! to! 3! m3! as! a! representative! preNindustrial! system.! Taking! into! account! the! results! obtained! in! the! parametric!analysis!presented! in! the!previous!chapter,!a!cylindrical!geometry! is!selected.!On!the!other!hand,!the!tank!aspect!ratio!and!the!pebble!size!are!selected!by!means!of!a!parametric! analysis,! presented! in! section! 6.1.2.1.! The! ranges! where! these! two!parameters! are! varied,! together! with! a! summary! of! other! TES! tank! design!characteristics!are!collected!in!Table!6.1.!Table!6.1.!Summary!of!the!main!TES!unit!characteristics.!Storage!tank!volume!(m3)! 3!Storage!tank!geometry! Cylindrical!Tank!aspect!ratio!(L/dt)! 0.5/1/2/4!TES!material! EAF,Slag,1,TES!particle!diameter!(cm)! 0.5/1/2!Void!fraction! 0.37!Insulation!material! Mullite,fibre,Insulation!thickness!(cm)! 25!




as! it!permits! the!valorisation!of! a!byNproduct!generated! in! the! same!steelmaking!process.!As! a! consequence,! a! double!benefit! is! obtained! for! the! steel! production,!heat!recovery!and!byNproduct!valorisation,!helping!to!a!greener!activity!in!terms!of!produced!waste,!required!input!energy!and!environmental!impact.!
6.1.1.2. Operational,parameters,The!thermal!management!of!the!TES!unit! is!directly!conditioned!by!the!batch!operation! of! the! EAF.! In! this! regard,! an! approximated! scheme! of! the! real! EAF!operation!is!presented!in!Figure!6.2.!It!can!be!noted!that!the!complete!casting!lasts!about!60!minutes,!in!which!the!EAF!is!active!around!45!min!expelling!gases!above!1200!°C.!Considering! the!pilot!plant!design!presented! in!Figure!6.1,!after! the!offNgas! cleaning! and! exchanging! processes! introduced,! the! expected! temperature! of!the!air!used!for!the!charge!operation!of!the!TES!tank!is!around!700!°C.!After!these!45!min,! the!EAF! is!stopped! for!15!min,! interrupting! the!offNgas!supply.!This! time!corresponds! to! the! aperture! of! the! furnace! lid! for! the! steel! pouring! and! scrap!charge.!Under!regular!operational!conditions,! the!daily!steelwork!operation! is!24!hours!hence,!24!castings!are!assumed!each!day.!








flow!criteria.!One!of!the!most!important!ones!is!the!supply!of!a!very!stable!and!low!temperature! fluctuating! fluid! for! the! turbine! operation.! Consequently,! a! 40! °C! of!output!fluid!temperature!tolerance!is!selected.!Aiming! at! providing! more! generality! and! scalability! to! the! basic! design!obtained! in! this! section,! in! addition! to! the! straight! charge/discharge! of! the! TES!tank!in!a!single!casting!process,!multiple!casting!processes!are!also!investigated.!As!an!example,!the!cases!in!which!the!TES!unit!is!charged/discharged!during!two!and!three! consecutive! steel! castings! are! also! analysed.! The! obtained! times! for! each!strategy,!together!with!the!associated!fluid!flow!rates!are!shown!in!Table!6.2.!Table!6.2.!Number!of!castings!and!associated!operational!times!and!fluid!flow!rates.!Number!of!castings! Process! Time!(min)! Mass!flow!(kg·sN1)!1! charge! 45!+!15!idle! 2.88!discharge! 60! 1.12!2! charge! 45!+!15!idle!+!45!+!15!idle! 1.40!discharge! 120! 0.58!3! charge! 45!+!15!idle!+!45!+!15!idle!+!45!+!15!idle! 0.94!discharge! 180! 0.39!




6.1.2. Results,In! order! to! design! an! optimized! TES! unit! according! to! the! aforementioned!operational! conditions,! a! parametric! analysis! considering! the! most! relevant!variables! affecting! to! the! thermal! performance! of! the! storage! (see! chapter! 5)! is!carried! out.! As! a! result! coming! out! from! this! analysis,! an! optimized! TES! tank! is!selected!for!each!of!the!charge/discharge!strategies,!one,!two!and!three!castings.!






As!previously!obtained! in!section!5.3.2.2,! the!system!pressure!drop! increases!substantially! when! the! particle! diameter! is! reduced! or! the! tank! aspect! ratio!increased.! The! obtained! trend! is! similar! for! all! the! analysed! cases.!However,! the!influence!of!each!parameter!is!considerably!different.!As!an!example,!an!increment!of!the!tank!aspect!ratio!in!eight!times!(from!0.5!to!4)!implies!an!increment!in!the!pressure! drop! of! around! 50! times.! Nevertheless,! for! the! particle! diameter,! an!increment! of! 4! times! (from! 0.5! to! 2! cm)! leads! to! a! similar! increment! of! the!pressure! drop.! Regarding! the! influence! of! the! number! of! steel! castings! to!charge/discharge! the! TES! system,! a! direct! impact! on! the! pressure! drop! is!observed.!In!these!terms,!the!use!of!three!castings!involves!an!almost!proportional!reduction!of! the!mass! flow!rate,! around!3! times,!what! results! in!a!8! times! lower!pressure!drop.!
! !(a)! (b)!




based!on!a!maximum!pumping!energy!around!5%!of!the!maximum!thermal!energy!capacity! of! the! TES! system.! This! operational! requirement! derives! on! a! very!restrictive! condition! to! be! satisfied! by! the! TES! tank! design! in! order! to! reach! a!satisfactory! overall! energetic! efficiency., In! these! terms,! the! total! mechanical!energy! required! in! the! pumping! is! calculated! from! eq.! (4.40)! and! (4.41).! The!obtained!pumping!energy!values! (charge!+!discharge)!are! collected! in!Figure!6.4!where,! from!a)! to! c),! the! required!pumping! energy! in! one,! two!or! three! castings!strategy! are! presented! respectively.! Additionally,! the! region! in! which! the!mentioned!pumping!energy!condition!is!fulfilled!is!also!shown,!grey!shadow!in!the!three!plots!included!in!Figure!6.4.!Attending! to! the! obtained! results,! and! to! the! design! guideline! performed! in!chapter!5,!the!following!considerations!can!be!made!for!the!three!investigated!TES!charge/discharge!strategies:!1.! For!the!one!casting!strategy,!only!a! tank!aspect!ratio!of!0.5!might! fulfil! the!established!pumping!energy!requirement.!Considering!that!this!condition!is!satisfied!for!the!three!investigated!particle!diameters,!a!tank!with!an!aspect!ratio!of!0.5!and!a!particle!diameter!of!0.5!cm!is!selected!for!further!analysis.!!2.! For! the! two! casting! strategy,! tank! aspect! ratios! of! 0.5! and! 1! satisfy! the!mentioned! pressure! constrain! for! the! three! analysed! particle! diameters.!Considering! the! results! observed! in! section! 5.3,! which! established! that!larger! aspect! ratio! values! and! smaller! particle! diameters! promote! better!thermal!performance,!a!tank!aspect!ratio!of!1!and!a!particle!diameter!of!0.5!are!selected.!3.! For! the! three! casting! strategy,! the! obtained! results! lead! to! a! similar!parametric!selection!than!in!the!two!casting!strategy:!a!tank!aspect!ratio!of!1!and!a!particle!diameter!of!0.5.!




not! straightforward.! The! particular! design! criteria! in! terms! of! tank! aspect! ratio,!particle! diameter,! operation! temperature! range! and! others! present! a! noticeable!effect!on!the!thermal!stratification!behaviour!of!the!TES!unit.!As!a!consequence,!the!definition! of! this!magnitude! requires! detailed! numerical! calculations! in! order! to!obtain!the!satisfactory!flow!rate!values.!!The! simulations! performed! for! the! particular! selected! cases,! detailed! in! the!previous! section,! have! permitted! to! identify! the! accurate! fluid! flow! rate! values,!appropriate! for! the! successful! synchronic! behaviour.! The! obtained! results! are!shown!in!Table!6.2!for!the!charge!and!discharge!operations.!Table!6.4.!Fluid!flow!rates!associated!to!the!selected!tank!configurations.!Number!of!castings! Tank!configuration! Process! Refined!mass!flow!rate!(kg·sN1)!L/dt! !!!(cm)!1! 0.5! 0.5! charge! 2.65!discharge! 1.25!2! 1! 0.5! charge! 1.29!discharge! 0.65!3! 1! 0.5! charge! 0.90!discharge! 0.43!It!can!be!observed!that!the!obtained!air!flow!rates!are!slightly!lower!than!the!ones!considered! in! the!parametric!analysis! (section!6.1.2.1),!which! indicates! that!the!pressure!drop!induced!in!the!packed!bed!would!also!be!lower,! improving!the!overall!efficiency!of!the!system.!




thermal! stratification! effects! or! the! associated! losses! on! the! storage! capacity.! In!this!section,!the!possible!thermal!evolution!under!idle!condition!is!studied.!
! !(a)! (b)!




charge!run!is!finished,!and!the!dashed!line!to!the!profile!just!before!the!begging!of!the!subsequent!charge!or!discharge!operation.!The!obtained!results!clearly!show!that!the!analysed!idle!periods!of!15!min!do!not!have!a!relevant! influence!on!the!thermal!stratification!of! the!TES.! In!all!cases!the!spreading!of!the!thermocline!region!in!the!axial!direction!is!below!1%!and!the!local! temperature! difference! below! 2! °C.! It! has! to! be! pointed! out! that,! the! idle!periods!modelled! in! this!section!are!quite!short,!and!that! longer!ones!could!have!stronger!effects!in!the!system!performance.!
6.1.2.4. Outlet,temperature,in,the,charge,and,discharge,operations,The! air! output! temperature! during! the! charge! process! for! the! three!investigated!strategies!is!represented!in!Figure!6.6.!Additionally,!dashed!circles!are!included!in!each!curve!corresponding!to!the!times!in!which!an!idle!period!occurs.!




On! the! other! hand,! the! output! fluid! temperature! during! the! discharge!operation!is!presented!in!Figure!6.7.!A!similar!performance!between!the!two!and!three! casting! strategies! is! observed.! Both! of! them! are! slightly! better! than! the!associated!temperature!to!the!one!casting!strategy.!From!this!figure,!a!heat!supply!at!constant!temperature!(700!°C)!during!the!80N85%!of!the!TES!discharge!time!can!be! also! observed! in! all! the! modelled! scenarios.! Additionally,! the! higher!temperatures!obtained!for!the!two!and!three!castings!strategies!reveal!that!higher!energies! are! also! extracted! from! the! TES! tank! within! the! selected! temperature!tolerance!criterion.!
!Figure!6.7.!Output!air!temperature!during!the!discharge!operation.!




castings,! slightly! higher! released! energies! are! obtained.! On! the! other! hand,!attending!to!how!the!TES!material!is!exploited,!considering!a!maximum!capacity!of!1.05! MWhth,! efficiencies! of! around! 85%! are! obtained! for! the! threeNmodelled!charge/discharge!strategies.!!Table!6.5.!Energy!and!efficiency!balances.!Number!of!castings! Energy!(kWhth)! Efficiency!(%)!Charged! Discharged! Pumping!1! 1419! 893! 46! 62.9!2! 1382! 928! 29!! 67.1!3! 1445! 930! 17! 64.4!Finally,!attending!to!the!system!overall!cycle!efficiency,!values!around!65%!are!obtained.!These!values!show!the!great!recovery!potential!of! the! investigated!TES!system! after! an! appropriate! optimization! and! parametric! analysis.! Even! if! the!obtained! values! could! be! increased! by! the! implementation! of! a! different! charge!mode,!the!presented!analysis!shows!the!potential!of!the!packed!bed!TES!solution!in!the!steelmaking!waste!heat!recovery!environment.!
6.2. Integration" in" a" compressed" air" energy" storage"




thermal!energy!is!usually!supplied!by!external!fossil!fuels.!A!promising!alternative!to! improve!CAES! cycle! efficiency,! avoiding! the! disposal! of! large! amounts! of! heat!and!the!consumption!of!fossil!fuels,! is!represented!by!adiabaticNCAES!(henceforth!ANCAES).!This!solution!is!based!on!the!direct!storage!of!the!heat!produced!on!the!compression!stage,!and!its!later!use!on!the!air!expansion.!!In! this!section,! the! integration!of!a!packed!bed!TES!system!in!a!regular!CAES!plant!is!analysed!with!the!objective!of!promoting!an!ANCAES!scheme.!In!this!regard,!with! the! goal! of!maximizing! the! round! efficiency,! a! detailed! study!of! a! steel! slag!(EAF,Slag,1),based!packed!bed!TES!unit! is!presented.! It!has! to!be!noted! that! the!particular!boundaries!of! the!CAES!process! in! terms!of! operational! temperatures,!pressures!and!storage!capacity!are!considered.!
6.2.1. CAES,plant,description,and,TES,characteristics,





Huntorf!plant!considered!in!this!work!are!collected.!Table!6.6.!Operational!parameters!for!the!TES!unit.!! Units! Charge! Discharge!! Inlet! Outlet! Inlet! Outlet!Temperature! °C! 500! N! 20! N!Pressure! bar! From!46!to!66! From!46!to!66!Mass!flow!rate! kg·sN1! 108! 417!Time! h! 8! 2!
6.2.1.2. Proposed,TES,system,configuration,The!proposed!TES!solution!is!a!singleNtank!packed!bed!configuration!in!which!




design! are! associated! to! the!wall! inclination! of! this! geometry,!which! favours! the!movement! of! the! bed! particles! inside! the! tank.! This! effect! promotes! a! better!structural! force! distribution,! decreasing! both,! particleNparticle! and! particleNtank!thermoNmechanical!stresses.!




thickness! corresponds! to! a! commercial! microNporous! insulating! material!(Microtherm®)! and,! the! external! layer,! is! a! 0.4!m! thickness! of!Foamglas®,! a! rigid!and! lightweight! insulation!material! for! temperatures! up! to! 480! °C.! The! thermoNphysical!properties!of!these!materials!are!reported!in!Annex!1.!
6.2.2. Results,










Figure!6.10!shows!the!axial!temperature!profile!once!the!1st,!5th,!10th,!15th!and!20th!charge!(continuous!lines)!and!discharge!(dashed!lines)!runs!are!completed.!In!this!figure,!in!the!xNaxis,!values!of!0!and!1!correspond!to!the!upper!and!lower!parts!of! the! tank! respectively.! The! continuous! lines! depict! that! the! temperature!stratification!region!moves!to!the!bottom!part!of!the!tank!with!the!cycling.! In!the!discharge!process!a!similar!behaviour!is!attained.!From!Figure!6.10!the!shape!of!the!thermocline!region!can!also!be!determined.!Comparing!the!temperature!profiles!of!the!same!cycle!once!the!system!is!charged!and! discharged,! a! noticeably! different! slope! of! the! temperature! gradient! is!observed.! This! slope! is!much! higher! in! the! discharge! profiles! than! in! the! charge!ones,!which!indicates!a!stepper!thermocline,!hence,!a!better!thermal!stratification!on! the! discharge! than! on! the! charge.! These! differences! between! the! charge! and!discharge!runs!are!directly!related!to!the!conical!geometry!of!the!investigated!TES!tank,!nonNsymmetric,!and!to!the!difference!between!the!air!flow!rate!in!the!charge!and!discharge.!





In!Figure!6.12! the!output! fluid! temperature!during! the!charge! (Figure!6.12a)!and!discharge!(Figure!6.12b)!operations!for!the!three!analysed!systems!(1Ntank,!2Ntanks! and! 4Ntanks)! is! presented.! For! the! sake! of! clarity,! only! the! output! fluid!temperature!as!a! function!of!time!corresponding!to!the!1st,!5th,!10th,!15th!and!20th!cycle! are! included.! In! both! figures,! the! dashedNdotted! lines! correspond! to! the! 1Ntank!system,!the!dashed!curves!to!the!2Ntanks!system!and!the!continuous!lines!to!the!4Ntanks!system.!As! it!can!be!observed! in!both! figures,!overall,! the!performance!of! the!2Ntanks!and! 4Ntanks! configurations! are! very! similar! to! the! 1Ntank! system.! Although! the!output! fluid! temperature! is! maintained! below! 50! °C! in! the! first! five! charge!processes,! a! gradual! increase! is! observed! with! further! cycling.! A! maximum!temperature! of! 200! °C! is! obtained! after! the! reproducible! stationary! state! is!reached.!On! the!other!hand,!during! the!discharge! runs,! it! is! observed! that! in! the!first!cycles!the!output!air!temperature!drops!down!to!410!°C,!and!only!after!almost!five! cycles! the! fluid! matches! the! requirements! of! the! power! block! during! the!complete!discharge!time.!




are! explained! by! the! energy! required! for! the! thermocline! formation! and! for! the!heating!of!the!tank!materials,!i.e.!concrete!and!insulation.!The!small!difference!observed!between!the!absolute!values!of!the!energy!and!exergy!efficiencies! is! indicative!of! the! low!exergy!destruction! in! the!operation!of!the! tank.! However,! this! small! difference! is! also! related! to! the! fact! that! in! the!modelled! TES! systems,! the! energy! balance! is! exclusively! limited! to! the! energy!introduced/stored! in! the! TES! tanks.! This! excludes! any! other! energy! consuming!system! needed! for! further! implementation! of! the! proposed! technology,! such! as!fluid! distributors,! piping! or! any! other! additional! system! components,! not!addressed!in!this!work.!








increasing! output! temperatures! during! the! transient! operation! of! the! storage.! In!the! subsequent! reproducible! performance! (after! 17N18! cycles),! the! fluid!temperature! increases! up! to! 215! °C.! However,! once! the! stationary! condition! is!satisfied! both,! the! preNcharged! and! the! non! preNcharged! systems,! show! similar!output!fluid!temperature!behaviour!as!a!function!of!the!charge!time.!




strong! impact! on! the! quality! of! the! released! heat! during! the! first! cycles.! A! very!important! consequence! of! the! preNcharge! is! the! possibility! of! a! direct! use! of! the!stored! energy! in! the! power! block! (temperature! higher! than! 480! °C)! from! the!beginning!of! the!TES!thermal!cycling.!Without!a!preNcharge,! the!released!air!only!accomplish!the!power!block!requirements!after!four!cycles."




On!the!contrary,!in!the!non!preNcharged!tank,!the!transient!efficiency!shows!a!lower!value!than!the!preNcharged!case.!This!trend!is!asymptotically!extended!with!the! cycling! up! to! the! stationary! performance.! In! these! conditions,! a! similar!maximum!efficiency!value!of!around!96.5%!is!obtained!in!both!cases.!
! !(a)! (b)!Figure!6.16.!Cycle!efficiency!for!the!systems!with!and!without!preNcharge:!a)!energy!and!b)!exergy.!Attending! to! these! results,! it! can! be! concluded! that! performing! a! preNcharge!operation! during! the! startNup! operation! of! the! TES! is! highly! recommended.! In!particular,! this! operation! presents! two! clear! benefits:! (i)! the! output! air!temperature!obtained!during!the!complete!discharge! fits! the!requirements!of! the!power! block! from! the! first! cycle;! (ii)! the! transient! behaviour! of! the! TES! tank! is!noticeably!shortened.!




beginning!of! the!day!(6:00),! two!partial!charge!(7:30!–!12:30!and!13:50!–!20:00)!and!discharge!(6:00!–!7:30!and!12:30!–!13:50)!operations!are!programmed.!Then,!the!stored!energy!is!released!in!a!complete!discharge!run!(20:00!–!22:00),!followed!by!a!complete!charge!process! from!(22:00)!until!next!morning!(6:00).! It!must!be!noted! that! exception! made! for! the! charge/discharge! duration,! the! rest! of! the!operational!parameters!are!unchanged!(see!Table!6.6).!In!order! to!exploit! the!benefits!of! the!preNcharge!of! the!TES!system,! found! in!the!previous! section,! the! same!conditions!are! followed! in! this!analysis.!With! this!objective,!as!an!example,!a!similar!6!hours!preNcharge!operation!is!assumed!prior!to!the!first!TES!regular!charge!(22.00!–!6.00).!











Focusing! on! the! output! fluid! temperature! during! the! three! discharge! stages,!the! benefit! of! the! preNcharge! can! clearly! be! observed.! In! all! these! cases,! the!released! fluid! temperature! is! above! 480! °C,! matching! the! requirements! of! the!power! block! from! the! first! discharge! run.! A! detailed! analysis! of! the! two! partial!discharge!periods! (Figure!6.18b!and!Figure!6.18d)! reveals! that!almost!no!output!fluid!temperature!decrease!occurs!(less!than!1!°C).!The! obtained! thermal! behaviour! in! both,! the! charge! and! discharge! periods,!allow! to! conclude! that! the! proposed! TES! tank! is! valid! not! only! for! a! continuous!complete! charge! and! discharge! operation,! but! also! for! a! partial! charge! and!discharge! cycling! condition.! Furthermore,! the! performed! analysis! demonstrates!that! the! TES! behaviour! in! the! charge! and! in! the! discharge! is! only! slightly!dependent!on!the!particular!operation!strategy.!Finally,! the! energy! and! exergy! efficiencies! for! the! modelled! daily! cycling!operation! are! presented! in! Figure! 6.19.! For! their! quantitative! evaluation,! the!addition! of! the! separate! energies! and! exergies! introduced/extracted! in! the! TES!during!the!three!daily!charge/discharge!periods!is!considered.!The!obtained!results!show!nearly!constant!efficiency!behaviour!around!96.5%,!from!the!first!day.!This!value!is!similar!to!the!obtained!in!the!case!of!a!continuous!complete!charge/discharge!operation,!described!in!the!previous!sections.!




different! operation! conditions! could! open! a! new! technological! frame! for! the!implementation!of!CAES!processes!with! improved!efficiencies.!The!obtained!high!efficiency! values! guarantee! a! successful! management! of! the! thermal! energy!involved! on! the! CAES! process,! leading! to! a! clear! step! forward! in! this! storage!alternative.!Finally,!the!implementation!of!realistic!daily!cycling!conditions!clearly!demonstrate! the! importance!of! the!optimized! thermal!operation!of! the!proposed!storage,!able!to!provide!a!roundNtrip!efficiency!close!to!100%!and!fulfilling!all!the!boundaries!and!requirements!of!the!CAES!application.!
6.3. Integration"in"a"CSP"plant"with"an"ORC"turbine""In! addition! to! the! two! aforementioned! potential! implementations! of! a! TES!system,! where! a! clear! technological! gap! is! found! on! the! application! of! storage!technologies,! concentrated! solar! power! (CSP)! generation! is! the! most! extended!application! for! TES! solutions.! Even! if! in! this! frame,! TES! is! a! mature! technology!based!on! the!molten! salt! doubleNtank! concept,! the! international! technoNscientific!community! is! very! active! on! the! search! of! new! and! improved! heat! storage!alternatives.!As!stated!in!section!1.4.1,!the!decrease!of!the!total!cost!associated!to!the! TES,! which! presents! a! direct! impact! on! the! cost! of! the! produced! electricity,!together!with! the! overcoming! of! the! shortcomings! of! the!molten! salt! technology!are!a!priority!for!boosting!the!CSP!sector.!For!all!these!reasons,!the!third!industrial!application!proposed!for!the!packed!bed! TES! system! in! this! thesis! work! corresponds! to! the! CSP! production.! In!particular,! for! the! concept! demonstration,! a! linear! Fresnel! collector! solar! field!coupled! to! an! organic! Rankine! cycle! (ORC)! turbine! for! power! production! is!selected.!It!can!be!mentioned!that!this!implementation!scenario!is!the!core!of!the!




6.3.1. CSP,plant,description,As! reference! scenario,! a! 1!MWel! concentrated! solar! power! plant! using! linear!Fresnel!collectors!that!is!being!constructed!in!Ben!Guerir!(Morocco)!is!considered!in!this!section.!This!plant!is!equipped!with!two!solar!fields!with!a!total!aperture!of!16,400!m2.!The!primary!solar!field!(SF1)!accounts!for!the!70%!of!the!concentrators!and!is!used!to!feed!the!power!block!(ORC!turbine)!during!radiation!periods.!On!the!other!hand,!the!secondary!solar!field!(SF2),!which!accounts!for!the!30%!of!the!total!aperture,!is!implemented!to!charge!the!TES!unit.!Considering!the!dimensions!of!the!CSP!plant,!a!20!MWhth!TES!unit!is!proposed.!The! charge! and! discharge! operations! of! the! TES! unit! are! performed! by! two!independent!loops.!In!the!charge!process,!the!fluid!input!is!obtained!directly!from!the!SF2,!whereas!for!the!discharge!operation,!the!primary!fluid!piping!line!is!used.!This!primary!loop!is!connected!to!the!power!block.!For! the! sake! of! clarity,! a! layout! of! the!mentioned! CSP! plant! and! TES! unit! is!included!in!Figure!6.20.!




targeted!parameter!for!the!TES!is!a!supply,!on!the!discharging!stage,!of!20!MWhth!in! four! hours.! In! addition,! according! to! the! fixed! oil! circulating! capacity! of! the!already!selected!pumps!in!the!facility,!mass!flow!rates!of!6.74!and!15.72!kg·sN1!are!obtained!in!the!charge!and!discharge!operations!respectively.!As!a!summary,! in!Table!6.8!the!main!operational!parameters!of!the!CSP!plant!and! the! TES! unit! considered! in! the! analysis! performed! in! this! section! are!presented.! Table!6.8.!CSP!plant!and!TES!unit!operational!parameters.!TES!capacity!(MWhth)! 20!Heat!transfer!fluid! Delcoterm,Solar,E15,TES!medium! Magnetite,ore,Hot!HTF!temperature!(°C)! 300!Cold!HTF!temperature!(°C)! 180!Charge!mass!flow!rate!(kg·sN1)! 6.74!Discharge!mass!flow!rate!(kg·sN1)! 15.72!Discharge!time!(h)! 4!




automation! and! control! of! the! Fresnel! mirrors,! being! very! difficult! to!achieve!a!satisfactory!focusing/defocusing!procedure!at!temperatures!close!to!the!maximum!operation!one.!
6.3.3. Results,
6.3.3.1. TES,tank,macroscopic,design,A!preliminary!macroscopic!design!of!the!TES!tank!is!performed!to!identify!its!main!design!parameters.!Considering!that!the!heat!stored!in!the!fluid!phase!cannot!be! neglected! due! to! the! high! energetic! density! of! the! mineral! oil! (density! and!specific! heat),! the! approximated! required!masses! of! the! TES!material,!Magnetite,
ore,!and!Delcoterm,Solar,E15!oil!can!be!obtained!from!the!following!equations:!! !!"#$%& = 20! "ℎ!! = !! · !!,! +!! · !!,! · ∆!;! (6.1)!! !!!! = !!!! = !! !!!! !! .! (6.2)!Given! the! small!∆!!exploited! in! the! packed! bed,! 120! °C,! no! strong! thermoNmechanical! stresses! are! expected! between! the!Magnetite, ore! and! the! container!material.!Consequently,!a!cylindrical!geometry!is!considered!for!the!storage!tank.!!The!main!characteristics!of!the!considered!TES!tank!together!with!the!required!masses!of!Magnetite,ore!and!oil!are!shown!in!Table!6.9.!Table!6.9.!TES!tank!characteristics.!Storage!tank!geometry! Cylindrical!Storage!tank!volume!(m3)! 171.2!
Delcoterm,Solar,E15!mass!(t)! 40.6!
Magnetite,ore!mass!(t)! 576.9!Insulation!material! Mullite,fibre,Insulation!thickness!(cm)! 30!




particle!diameter!and!the!stopping!criterion!in!the!charge!operation.!A!summary!of!the!considered!variability!range! for! these!three!parameters! is!presented! in!Table!6.10.! Table!6.10.!Parametric!analysis!variables!and!their!range!of!study.!Aspect!ratio!(L/dt)! 0.5/1/2/3/4!TES!medium!particle!size! 0.5/1/2/4!Charge!stopping!criterion!(°C)! 180/210/240/260!
6.3.3.2.1.! Tank,aspect,ratio,and,particle,diameter!In! the! study! of! the! tank! aspect! ratio! and! particle! diameter! impact! in! the!released! energy! within! the! established! discharge! temperature! tolerance,! above!260!°C,!a!single!charge!and!discharge!operations!are!studied.!In!order!to!perform!such!analysis,!the!maximum!accepted!output!fluid!temperature,!260!°C,!is!selected!as!reference!for!the!calculations,!according!to!the!system!boundaries!established!in!section!6.3.2.!!The!obtained!discharged!energies! for!the!different!analysed!tank!aspect!ratio!and!particle!diameter!values!are!shown!in!Figure!6.21.!









6.3.3.2.2.! Stopping,criterion!Once! the!macroscopic! design! parameters! of! the! TES! tank! are! identified,! the!impact! of! the! charge! strategy! is! analysed! in! this! section.! As! presented! in! Table!6.10,! four! different! charge! stopping! criteria! are! considered! as! a! function! of! the!output!fluid!temperature:!180,!210,!240!and!260!°C.!
! !(a)! (b)!








energy!released!in!the!discharge!increases!considerably.!In!addition,!the!larger!this!temperature! is,! the! less! number! of! cycles! are! required! before! attaining!reproducible!conditions!in!the!TES!unit.!From!the!results!presented!in!Table!6.11!it!can!also!be!noted!that!in!the!case!of!implementing! a! temperature! criterion! in! the! charge! operation! of! 260! °C,! the!reproducible! performance! of! the! unit! is! almost! achieved! from! the! first! cycle.!Considering! this! operational! advantage! together! with! the! maximization! of! the!storage! capacity! when! higher! output! temperatures! are! allowed! during! the! TES!charge,!the!260!°C!stopping!criterion!is!selected!as!an!optimum!value.!
6.3.3.3. Storage,tank,size,refinement,The!analysis!presented!up!to!now!is!associated!to!the!preliminary!macroscopic!design! parameters.! As! can! be! seen! from! the! results! presented! in! section! 6.3.3.2,!even! if! close,! in! any! of! the! analysed! systems! the! energy! extracted! from! the! TES!tank,!and!useful!for!the!power!block,!reaches!the!targeted!20!MWhth.!The!obtained!difference! is!related!to! the!stratification!phenomenon!undergone! in! the!TES!unit,!which! leads!to!an!axial! temperature!gradient!profile.!This!phenomenon! implies!a!decrease! of! the! total! storage! capacity,! difficult! to! predict! on! a! macroscopic!preliminary! estimation! without! performing! numerical! calculations.! As! a!consequence,! in! order! to! obtain! an! accurate! design,! a! refined! TES! tank!dimensioning!is!necessary.!Table!6.12.!Summary!of!the!TES!unit!final!design!and!operational!parameters.!Storage!tank!volume!(m3)! 190!Aspect!ratio!(L/dt)! 2!
Delcoterm,Solar,E15!mass!(t)! 45.1!




This! represents! a! 90%!of! the! targeted! storage! capacity.! Therefore,! the! final! TES!tank!has! to!be!oversized! in!order! to! compensate! these! thermal! losses!due! to! the!thermocline! formation.! The! obtained! final! tank! dimensions! are! summarized! in!Table!6.12.!Additionally,!in!Figure!6.24!the!output!fluid!temperature!during!the!discharge!operation! for! the! obtained! final! design! is! presented.! Considering! the! energy!released!from!the!TES!unit!within!the!temperature!criterion,!above!260!°C,!a!total!of!20!MWhth! are!extracted! in!4.1!hours.!These! two!values!agree!with! the! targets!established!for!the!TES!system!(see!Table!6.8).!
!Figure!6.24.!Output!fluid!temperature!in!the!discharge!operation.!Finally,! the! obtained! thermal! efficiency! according! to! the! unit! management!proposed! in! this!section! indicates!values!around!90%,!which!makes! this!solution!very!suitable!for!the!CSP!plant!exploitation.!




still! left! inside! the! TES! system.! Considering! that! this! partially! charged! TES! state!would!be!maintained!during!the!complete!night,!a!detailed!analysis!of!the!thermal!evolution! of! the! remaining! energy! is! needed.! From! this! investigation,! the! initial!TES!state!for!the!next!day!charging!process!would!be!determined.!!According! to! the!particular! targeted! time!exploitation!of! the!TES,! around!8.5!hours!of!night!idle!period!are!expected.!In!order!to!investigate!the!evolution!of!the!thermocline! region! during! this! static! condition,! in! Figure! 6.25! the! temperature!profile! in!the!axial!direction!of! the!tank! is!presented.! In!this! figure,! the!red!curve!corresponds!to!the!status!of!the!TES!tank!once!the!regular!discharge,!associated!to!the! ORC! turbine! operation,! is! finished.! The! blue! curve! corresponds! to! the!temperature! profile! in! the! TES! tank! after! the! idle! period.! From! this! figure,! it! is!observed! that! the! temperature! in! the! packed! bed! remains! almost! unchanged.!Consequently,!the!energetic!status!of!the!TES!in!terms!of!temperature!stratification!and!thermal!quality,!can!be!considered!to!be!unaffected!by!the!idle!period.!








!Figure!6.26.!Output!oil!temperature!as!a!function!of!the!mass!flow!rate.!These!results!show!the!great!potential!of!the!remaining!heat!in!the!TES!unit!for!its! implementation! beyond! the! ORC! operation.! This! strategy! could! result! a! very!appropriate! alternative! in! order! to! maximize! the! plant! efficiency! based! on! a!sustainable!exploitation.!








































1.!Experimental!testing!of!the!proposed!TES!solutions!at!pilot!or!preEindustrial!demonstration!scale:!in!order!to!validate!the!obtained!thermal!performance!of! the!materials!and!developed!storage!concepts,! their!direct!experimental!testing!in!real!implementation!environments!is!of!paramount!importance.!It!has!to!be!noted!that!the!complete!set!of!results!obtained!in!this!thesis!work!will! go! beyond! the! conceptual! stage.! The! developed! material! and! system!investigation! will! represent! the! basis! for! a! real! detailed! design! and!construction! of! three! different! packed! bed! demonstration! scale! units,!summarized!below:!i.! A!preEindustrial!1!MWhth!storage!capacity!packed!bed!unit!based!on!slag,!available!at!the!end!of!2017!in!the!facilities!of!ArcelorMittal!steelwork!in!Sestao! (Spain).! This! system! will! be! devoted! to! the! practical!demonstration!of!the!feasibility!of!waste!heat!recovery!from!the!exhaust!gases!of!the!electric!arc!furnace!during!the!steel!production.!Such!plant!is!being!constructed!in!the!framework!of!the!RESLAG&European&project.!ii.! A! laboratory!scale!packed!bed!TES!unit,!also!based!on!slag,! that!will!be!operated! at! CIC! Energigune! facilities! reproducing! conditions! of! a!concentrated!solar!power!plant!by!means!of!an!“air!loop”!able!to!supply!air!in!the!25!E!800!°C!temperature!range.!This!is!the!core!activity!of!the!
Slagstock&European&project.!iii.! The! third! facility! also! corresponds! to! a! pilot! scale! plant,! already!constructed! at! CIC! Energigune,! in! the! framework! of! the! ORC<Plus&




Overall,!these!experimental!plants!will!permit!the!demonstration!of!the!real!potential! of! packed! bed! thermal! energy! storage! systems! in! different!industrial! sectors.! Their! operational! flexibility! in! terms! of! boundary!conditions,! temperature! ranges,! fluid! flow! nature! and! other! specifications!will!made!the!mentioned!experiments!of!capital!importance!to!demonstrate!the!packed!bed!technology!in!the!real!scale.!2.!Development! of! a! model! including! mechanical! implications:! as! indicated!through!this!thesis!work,!one!of!the!main!concerns!in!the!design!of!packed!bed! thermal!energy!storage!systems!are! the!mechanical! issues!of! the!solid!storage! material.! In! the! worst! scenario,! an! inappropriate! mechanical!behaviour! could! cause! a! failure! of! the! system! (storage! material! and!container)!upon!thermal!cycling.!The!addition!of!mechanical!considerations!to!the!physical!model!developed!in!this!thesis!allowing!the!description!of!the!mechanicalEthermal! interactions! in! the! storage! system,! could! imply! an!important! step! forward! in!obtaining!a!powerful! tool! to!design! this! type!of!thermal! energy! storage! systems.! In! this! line,! the! use! of! Discrete! Element!Method! (DEM)! modelling! techniques,! or! the! more! sophisticated! XEDEM!methods! integrating! thermal! properties! of! the!modelled! elements! coupled!to! the! standard! computational! fluid! dynamic! (CFD)! code! could! lead! to! a!complete!description!of!the!packed!bed!system.!3.!Durability!analyses:! this! thesis!has!addressed!the!compatibility/stability!of!the! slag! and! magnetite! ore! with! air,! Solar& salt! and! Delcoterm& Solar& E15&thermal!oil.!As!mentioned!in!this!work,!the!direct!contact!of!the!slag!with!the!















A.1. Materials"properties$This$appendix$contains$the$thermoFphysical$properties$of$the$materials$used$as$heat$transfer$fluid$or$insulation$in$all$the$systems$modelled$in$this$thesis$work.$In$the$following,$the$density,$viscosity,$specific$heat$and$thermal$conductivity$of$such$materials$are$presented.$It$has$to$be$noted$that,$thermoFphysical$properties$of$the$solid$ materials$ used$ as$ TES$ medium$ are$ compiled$ from$ the$ performed$experimental$measurements$in$chapters$2$and$3.$It$ must$ be$ highlighted$ that$ the$ thermal$ properties$ of$ the$ investigated$ heat$transfer$ fluids$ or$ insulation$ materials$ are$ obtained$ from$ different$ literature$resources,$ mentioned$ throughout$ this$ annex.$ In$ order$ to$ introduce$ the$ effect$ of$temperature$ dependent$ material$ properties,$ polynomials$ fittings$ are$ performed$with$ a$ satisfactory$ compromise$ between$ the$ obtained$ accuracy$ and$ polynomial$order.$ These$ functions$ are$ obtained$ in$ the$ appropriate$ range,$ avoiding$ any$mismatch$between$the$operation$and$fitting$temperatures.$Finally,$the$polynomial$function$for$each$thermal$property$has$been$included$in$the$CFD$model.$
A.1.1. Heat(transfer(fluids(Two$ different$ heat$ transfer$ fluids$ are$ studied$ in$ the$ packed$ bed$ devices$modelled$ in$ chapters$ 5$ and$ 6,$ air$ and$ Delcoterm( Solar( E15( thermal$ oil.$ In$ the$following$the$thermal$properties$of$these$two$fluids$are$detailed.$




Table$A.1.$Air$polynomials$coefficients$at$ambient$pressure.$$ !$(kg·mF3)$ !!$(J·KF1·kgF1)$ !$(W·mF1·KF1)$ !$(Pa·s)$!$ 3.46597$ 1107.78152$ 0.00141$ 2.03696EF7$!$ F0.0133$ F0.82272$ 9.72368EF5$ 7.90211EF8$!$ 2.55967EF5$ 0.00209$ F6.28035EF8$ F7.521EF11$!$ F2.62097EF8$ F1.90843EF6$ 5.18469EF11$ 5.95958EF14$!$ 1.36159EF11$ 8.01706EF10$ F2.45236EF14$ F2.69603EF17$!$ F2.8197EF15$ F1.28725EF13$ 4.82049EF18$ 5.12096EF21$
$ $(a)$ (b)$








$ !!"# = !·!!·! .$ (A.2)$
A.1.1.2. Delcoterm(Solar(E15(The$ thermoFphysical$ properties$ of$ the$ Delcoterm( Solar( E15$ thermal$ oil$ are$taken$ from$ the$ data$ sheet$ provided$ by$ the$ supplier$ [2].$ Following$ a$ similar$approach$than$in$the$one$of$the$previous$section,$the$density,$thermal$conductivity$and$specific$heat$are$introduced$in$the$CFD$model$via$polynomials$fittings.$In$Table$A.3$ the$ coefficients$ of$ these$ polynomials$ according$ to$ eq.$ (A.1)$ are$ included.$Additionally,$ the$ four$ obtained$ thermoFphysical$ temperature$ dependent$properties$are$plotted$in$Figure$A.2.$
$ $(a)$ (b)$





linear$formulation.$Table$A.3.$Delcoterm(Solar(E15$polynomials$coefficients.$$ !$(kg·mF3)$ !!$(J·KF1·kgF1)$ !$(W·mF1·KF1)$!$ 1028.21594$ 794.5171$ 0.15512$!$ F0.68632$ 3.70498$ F7.00067EF5$
A.1.2. Insulation(and(construction(materials(Different$ insulating$and$construction$materials$are$considered$in$the$systems$modelled$in$chapters$5$and$6.$These$materials$are:$Mullite,$Foamglas,$Microtherm$and$Concrete.$In$the$following$their$specific$heat,$thermal$conductivity$and$density$values$are$presented.$Regarding$ the$ insulation$ materials,$ first,$ the$ properties$ of$Mullite,$ obtained$from$ref.$ [3],$are$presented$in$Table$A.4.$The$specific$heat$and$density$values$are$introduced$as$constant$magnitudes,$not$temperature$dependent.$On$he$other$hand,$the$thermal$conductivity$is$implemented$as$a$temperature$dependent$polynomial.$Table$A.4.$Mullite$thermoFphysical$properties$[3].$$ !!$(J·KF1·kgF1)$ !$(W·mF1·KF1)$ !$(kg·mF3)$!$ 1250$ 0.05354$ 128$!$ F$ 2.17107EF5$ F$!$ F$ F3.27813EF8$ F$!$ F$ 1.01975EF10$ F$
Second,$ the$ density$ and$ thermal$ conductivity$ values$ of$ Microtherm$ and$
Foamglas$ are$ included$ in$ Table$ A.5.$ These$ two$ properties$ are$ assumed$ to$ be$constant$values$in$the$complete$temperature$range.$The$specific$heat$of$Foamglas(is$ also$ introduced$ as$ a$ temperature$ independent$ constant.$ In$ the$ case$ of$ the$




Table$A.5.$Specific$heat,$thermal$conductivity$and$density$of$Microtherm,$Foamglas$and$Concrete.($ !!$(J·KF1·kgF1)$ !$(W·mF1·KF1)$ !$(kg·mF3)$
Microtherm( F$ 0.02$ 250$
Foamglas( 840$ 0.045$ 140$
Concrete( 701$ 0.4$ 900$
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